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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to answer the question: What Does an 

Entrepreneur Do? in a manner that would be useful to future entrepreneurs. 

This study observes, in detail, one professional service entrepreneur over a 

period of 43 weeks. Using a participant as observer methodology the data 

collection and analysis of this study are done in such a way to as to (1 ) parallel 

Mintzberg's 1973 "The Nature of Managerial Work" as ciosely as possible and (2) 

provide an exploratory study in entrepreneurial behaviour. 

After summarizing, discussing and comparing the observational data with 

Mintzberg's findings, the researcher was able to inductively synthesize a model 

of the entrepreneur's daily behaviour. At the core of this model is the concept 

that the 'revenue generating cycle' of activities (Sales-> Service-> Payment), 

must be performed successfully by the employees of the business (generate 

profits), or else other activity areas (Administrative Tasks, Marketing, Planning) 

become irrelevant. The power of this model comes from the fact it clearly shows 

aspiring entrepreneurs in professional service businesses where to focus their 

efforts to maximize their results. Although appearing simple, the researcher 

found that some entrepreneurs may find it difficult to sufficiently direct their efforts 

within this group of activities. 



1.0 THE STUDY AND ITS PURPOSE 

Many studies have been conducted in the past on the daily activities of executives in 

mature companies, and the problems that they encounter. However, little research has 

been undertaken to track the specific activities of an entrepreneur over any period of 

time. "It would seem difficult to generate a theory about the specific activities of 

entrepreneurs if little is known about what those specific activities actually entail. 

. . .Theories on entrepreneurial behavior would benefit from more studies that utilize a 

variety of data-collection methods that describe what entrepreneurs don (Gartner, Bird. 

Starr, 1992). In an age where entrepreneurship has increasing appeal and the number 

of entrepreneurs is growing, such information could be valuable to those who consider 

an entrepreneurial career. 

This study observes, in detail, one entrepreneur over a period of 43 weeks. The 

entreF;reneur1s business was created to offer local (Calgary) advertising agencies a 

recording studio capable of producing high quality radio commercials, using the latest 

in digital technology equipment with an audio engineer well versed in advertising 

theory, a unique combination. At the start of this study, the entrepreneur and his 

partner had completed several months of market research, signed a lease, and just 

completed renovations. The resulting data are compared to Mintzberg's 1973 study of 

managerial work, and after being combined with a more casual 4 year observation of 



the same entrepreneur, is used to inductively develop a model of entrepreneurial 

behavior. 

1.1 Why Entrepreneurship k import.nt 

Between 1965 and 1985, the U.S. economy created 35 million new jobs. During this 

time period, government jobs stayed constant, while big business lost 5 million jobs. 

The majority of the jobs created were in small and medium-sized businesses, many of 

which were new ventures (Drucker, 1985). By 1985, the rate of new venture creation 

was over 1,000,000 per year (Birch, 1988). Recent figures, that include many very 

small businesses not accounted for in previous studies, indicate that by 1995, there 

were approximately 4,553,000 new ventures started in the United States, of which 

approximately 3,574,000 were new businesses (the rest were purchases) (Dennis, 

1997). These figures do not just represent a small group of entrepreneurs creating 

many businesses; a U.S. study found that that 34% of adults had been involved in a 

new firm start-up at some time in their life (Knudsen and McTavish, f 988a) 

Unfortunately, many new ventures fail within their first few years. In the United States, 

approximately one fourth of all companies are one year old or less, and the median age 

of all firms is approximately seven years old (Van de Ven, Hudson and Schroeder, 

1984). Failure rates vary from study to study, but a generally accepted figure is that 
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60% of businesses have failed by the second year after start-up and 90°h have failed 

by the tenth year (Timmons, 1985). 

Obviously, successful entrepreneurship is extremely beneficial to the North American 

economy. At the same time, most new ventures appear not to be profitable enough to 

continue through to maturity. If the success rate for new ventures was to increase, the 

effect on the North American economy would be enormous. 

1.2 Why Understanding M a t  Entmpmneurs Do k Important 

Carter, Gartner, Reynolds (1 996) were able to conclude that what entrepreneurs 

actually do in their day to day activities, the number of activities they perform and the 

sequence of those activities has a significant impact on the ability of would-be 

entrepreneurs to successfully create new ventures: 

"Entrepreneurship research should follow the path of research taken in 

managerial behaviors. The issues that Mintzbeg (1973) articulated regarding 

managers are the issues which also confront entrepreneurship ... I believe that 

research on entrepreneurial behaviors must be based on field work similar to 

Mintzberg's study of managerial work. Researchers must observe entrepreneurs 

in the process of creating organizations. This work must be described in detail 

and the activities systematized and classified. Knowledge of entrepreneurial 

behaviors is dependent on field work." (Gartner 1988, p.27) 
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By understanding the process of successful entrepreneurship, would-be entrepreneurs 

are likely to be better prepared for the activities they should and will encounter in 

starting their own businesses. 

Academics dispute the importance of psychological and demographic characteristics on 

the success of entrepreneurs. Regardless of the outcome of this debate, a potential or 

current entrepreneur cannot change his demographic characteristics, and trying to 

change psychological characteristics will probably not be helpful unless the 

entrepreneur changes his' underlying behaviors. 

f.3 The Purpose Of This Study 

Based on the high failure rate encountered by start-ups, it appears that many aspiring 

entrepreneurs are not well prepared for the activities that they will undertake as an 

entrepreneur. It is the purpose of this study to find out: Whaf do the entrepreneurs 

actually do? By detailing one entrepreneur's day-to-day tasks and activities it is the 

intent of this study to aid potential entrepreneurs by describing the activities an 

entrepreneur may encounter, the order in which activities may be accomplished, and 

any other useful observations. Although a study of one entrepreneur will not contain 

enough information to prepare entrepreneurs in other industries, it is hoped that further 

1 As the author of this paper is male, the default 'his' has been chosen to maintain grammatical 
correctness. No gendered assumptions are implied. 
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studies will eventually support generalizations about what entrepreneurs actually do, 

thus impacting on the preparation of future entrepreneurs. 

1.4 Research Questions To Be Covered By This Study 

The following three research questions are necessary subcomponents of the general 

quest ion: What Do Entrepreneurs Do?: 

1. What types of day-to-day activities will entrepreneurs perform? 

2. What is the average time consumed by each type of activity? 

3. How can potential entrepreneurs be better prepared for the activities they will 

encounter? 

I .4.1 Investigative Questions 

Investigative questions specific to this research study are: 

Question 1: 

a. What types of activities are encountered by the entrepreneur in this study? 

b. What activities have been identified by previous studies pertaining to the nature of 

managerial (non-entrepreneurial) work? 

c. Which of those activities in (b) are relevant to the study of entrepreneurial activity? 

d. What additional activities not studied in (b) are relevant to the tracking of 

entrepreneurial activity? 

Question 2: 
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a. Based on a revised list of relevant entrepreneurial activities, what percentage of the 

observed entrepreneur's time is spent in each activityltask? 

Question 3: 

a. What comparisons can be made between the nature of non-entrepreneurial 

managerial work, and the activities of the observed entrepreneur to better prepare 

future entrepreneurs for entrepreneurship? 

b What accounts for the differences between managerial work, and entrepreneurial 

work? 

1.5 Ovewiew Of This Paper 

Chapter two reviews existing research related to the questions listed above in section 

1.4. Reviewed in that chapter is literature on: the stages and characteristics of the 

entrepreneurial process; entrepreneurial behavior after the start-up stage of ventures; 

behavior and traits characteristic of entrepreneurs and how such factors influence 

entrepreneurial ventures; theories and models of entrepreneurship; definitions of the 

entrepreneur; popular literature regarding entrepreneurship; and environmental factors 

that influence entrepreneurial behavior. 

Chapter three describes the participant-observer methodology of this study. From the 

literature review of chapter 2, it became apparent that having an entrepreneur 

document his own activities and perform his own analysis also holds the promise of 
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providing a more in-depth look at the life of an entrepreneur, which may yield advice 

practical to future entrepreneurs. The data collection portion of this study was based 

on the categories of observation developed by Mintzberg (1973). After an initial period 

of unstructured observation, Mintzberg's observational categories were slightly 

modified to account for differences in the activities of the entrepreneur from Mintzberg's 

managers. 

In chapter four, the observational data is summarized, discussed, and synthesized into 

a model of the entrepreneur's daily behavior. This model is then compared with the 

managerial roles developed by Mintzberg to describe managerial work. Chapter four 

also compares the actual results of this study with expectations from the literature 

review, and the research questions posed in section 1.4. 

In Mintzberg's 1973 study he summarizes his findings by creating several propositions 

regarding the distinguishing characteristics of managerial work, the roles of managerial 

work and the variations in managerial work. In chapter 5, a point by point comparison 

is made between these propositions and the activities of the entrepreneur in this study. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings of this paper and presents several practical 

implications as they relate to the success of future entrepreneurs. Directions for future 

of research is also included in an effort to help guide future research in the area of 

entrepreneurial behavior. 



2.0 REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE AND FRAMEWORK FOR 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

2.1 Chapter Overview 

One of the goals of this thesis is to combine existing research with the direct 

observation of an entrepreneur to develop an overall model of entrepreneurial activity 

during the start-up phase of a professional services business. In a 1993 paper, Bull 

and Willard (1 993), after carefully reviewing the empirical literature, proceeded to 

create the following theory of entrepreneurship: 

Entrepreneurship will occur under conditions of: 

1. Task-related motivation (some vision or sense of social value embedded in the 

basic task itself that motivates the initiator to act), 

2. Expertise (present know-how plus confidence to be able to obtain know-how 

needed in the future), 

3. Expectation of gain for self (economic and/or psychic benefits), and a supportive 

environment (conditions that either provide comfort and support to the new 

endeavor, or that reduce discomfort from a previous endeavor). (p. 192) 

This is, however, much more a theory of when entrepreneurship occurs as opposed to 

being a theory of entrepreneurial activity. Clearly, much more work is necessary to 
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develop any theory that addresses in detail the activities that lead to entrepreneurial 

success. 

The current literature on entrepreneurs falls into a number of categories. Reviewed in 

this chapter is literature on: 

theories and models of entrepreneurship, 

definitions of the entrepreneur; 

the stages and characteristics of the entrepreneurial process; 

entrepreneurial behavior after the start-up stage of ventures; 

behavior and traits characteristic of entrepreneurs and how such factors 

influence their entrepreneurial ventures, 

popular literature regarding entrepreneurship; and 

environmental factors that influence entrepreneurial behavior. 

It will become apparent that further research is necessary if practical advice is to be 

pro~ided for potential entrepreneurs to increase their chances of success. 

For all discussion, unless athenvise stated, an entrepreneur will be defined as an 

individual who undertakes to start a business or enterprise (Gartner, 1 988). This is 

expanded further in section 2.4.1. 



2.2 The Stages And Characteristics Of The Entrepreneurial Process 

The first area of literature to be discussed concerns the stages and characteristics of 

the entrepreneurial process; in other words, what sequence of activities do 

entrepreneurs follow to create a successful enterprise? Four papers are reviewed in 

regard to the initial business venture start-up (Sahlman and Stevenson. 1992; Reich, 

1992: Carter, Gartner and Reynolds, 1996; and Stevenson and Gumpert, 1992). Each 

paper points to the same process, albeit with varying degrees of detail: basically, 

entrepreneurs identify an opportunity, acquire the resources and strategy to develop it 

before capitalizing on the opportunity, and harvest the rewards. Interestingly, Carter. 

Garner and Reynolds (1 996) demonstrate that the day-to-day activities, and the 

number and sequence of those activities, have a significant impact on the ability of 

would-be entrepreneurs to successfully create a new business. 

To understand the behavior of the entrepreneur, it was decided that the first step would 

be to review past research concerning the stages that an entrepreneur goes through to 

develop a long-term business. It is expected that this information will be useful in 

aiding the researcher in developing a useful model of entrepreneurial behavior, which 

tr! turn will be a sub-component of an overall model of business development (figure 

2.1 ). The behaviors of a successful entrepreneur should change to match the current 



stage of the business. Understanding the stages of business growth may also help in 

pointing to various entrepreneurial behaviors leading to such growth. 

Figure 2.1 - Generic Representation of the Relationship Batween an Entrepreneur's Behavioral 
Characteristics and Stages of Venture Development 

I Behavioral characteristics of 
an entrepreneur at a j particular stage of business 

development 

SIMPLE M IOEL OF NEW VENTURE DEVELOPMENT 

I 

Behavioral characteristics of 
an entrepreneur exhibited in 

growing a business 

' GROWTH STAGE 1 I GROWH STAGE B 

t Behavioral characteristics of 
an entrepreneur at a 

particular stage of business 
development I 

2.2.1 The Entrepreneurial Process: Business Start-Up 

Starting a business: The Entrepreneur as Hero 

According to the American dream (figure 2.2), entrepreneurs personify freedom and 

creativity. They come up with innovative ideas, and create organizations to turn them 

into reality. The entrepreneur's key virtue is self-reliance: he is the "self-made man". 

(Reich. 1992) 

This view of the entrepreneur was given widespread appeal in the late 1800's by the 

novels of Horatio Alger, which together sold over 20 million copies. These writings 

created the still popular idea of the entrepreneur as hero - rising from rags to riches. 

Figure 2.2 - "American Dream" view of starting a business 
L 

IDEA! . 

L 

ORGANIZATION 
TO HARVEST IDEA 

I 

i SSS 
FORTUNE 



The process of starting a business according to Sahlman and Stevenson 

Sahlman and Stevenson bring a different perspective to starting a new venture. To 

them: 

"Entrepreneurship is a way of managing that involves pursuing opportunity 

without regard to the resources currently controlled. Entrepreneurs identify 

opportunity, assemble required resources, implement a practical action plan, 

and harvest the rewards in a timely, flexible way." (Sahlman and Stevenson, 

1 999, p. 1 ) 

Figure 2.3 - Sahlman and Stevenson: Process of Starting a Business 

The Start Up-Process: Carter, Gartner and Reynolds 

Judging by the large number of new businesses being created, it is not surprising that 

studies such as that done by Reynolds (1 994) estimated that nearly 4% of working age 

adults in the United States are at any given point in time involved in the process of 

starting a business. Of these, it is estimated that within a year 48% will end up 

I OPPORTUNITY 

L 

SSS I ACTION PLAN 

..' 

I I RESOURCES 

> 



establishing a business, 20% will give up, and the remainder will keep trying to 

establish their firm (Carter, Gartner, and Reynolds, 1996). 

Carter, Gartner, and Reynolds found that those entrepreneurs who started a business 

were more aggressive. They acted with a greater level of intensity, undertaking more 

business-related activities than those individuals who did not start their businesses. 

The sequence of activities for entrepreneurs who started an ongoing business after one 

year, as compared to those who gave up or are still trying is summarized in figure 2.4: 

Figure 2.4 - Startup Activities (Carter, Gartner, and Reynolds, 1996) 

I 

Year 1 

1" month 

lU quarter 

Still Trying ( ~ 2 1 )  

Saved money to invest 

Stofled (n=U) 

Looked for facilities and equipment (FBE) 

Invested own money 

Asked for Funding 

Got financial support 

Prepared plan 

Organized team 

Invested own money 

Looked for F8E 

Applied for ticensel patent 

Bought F8 E 

- 

Gave Up ( ~ 1 6 )  

Asked for funding 

Devtlopcd Models 

Saved money to invest 

Organized start-up team 

Invested own money 

Got financial supwrt 

Prepared plan 

Bought F8E 

Looked for FLE 

Demted full time 

Applied for license! patent 

2"d 

quarter 

31d quarter 

I ' ~  quarter 

I Prepared plan 

Formed legal entrty 

Organized team 

Bought FBE 

Devoted full time 

Hired employees 

Saved money 

Rented FBE 
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The aforementioned research suggests that wouid-be entrepreneurs should quickly and 

aggressively pursue opportunities, thus quickly learning whether the opportunity should 

be continued or abandoned. Carter, Gartner, and Reynolds assert that individuals who 

do not reach a decision whether to start a business or abandon the idea within a year 

are likely to remain in a constant state of limbo. (Carter, Gartner, and Reynolds. 1996) 

From this study it is apparent that an entrepreneur's day-to-day activities, the number 

of activities, and the sequence in which they are performed have a significant impact on 

whether or not a new business is actually created. 



Starting a business: The Entrepreneur as seen by Stevenson and Gumpert 

Stevenson and Gumpert describe the process of entrepreneurship as (1) identifying the 

opportunity, (2) deciding how to capitalize on the opportunity. (3) deciding upon the 

necessary resources, (4) controlling the resources, and (5) deciding upon an 

organizational structure (1 992). 

Figure 2.5 - Stevenson and Gumpert's Model of Early Venture Otvelopment 
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Stevenson and Gumpert's five stages of starting a business are outlined as follows: 

1. Identifying the Opportunity: The entrepreneur is driven by the perception of an 

opportunity. The opportunity may involve breaking new ground, or combining existing 

ideas to create a new innovation. 
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2. Deciding How to Capitalize on the Opportunity: The entrepreneur decides how to 

profit from the opportunity. It is at this point that the entrepreneur has a definite action 

orientation, deals with narrow decision windows, is willing to accept reasonable risks, 

and has relatively few people to consult when making decisions. 

3. Deciding upon Necessary Resources: The entrepreneur chooses and allocates 

resources. Stevenson and Gumpert note that the most effective entrepreneurs make 

the sparest allotment of resources; necessity leads to invention and innovation. Much 

of the risk in entrepreneurship lies in the pursuing of opportunity with inappropriate 

resources - either too few or too many (Stevenson and Gumpert, 1992, p-17). 

4. Controlling the Resounes: Entrepreneurs often prefer to control resources 

(equipment and people) rather than owning them outright. This allows the entrepreneur 

to (1 ) reduce his company's financial risk and fixed costs, (2) reduce risk of 

obsolescence, and (3) gain flexibility. This contrasts with established companies that 

often own equipment for reasons of efficiency, stability, and industry customs. 

5. Deciding upon Appropriate Structure: The entrepreneur selects and establishes 

an organizational structure for the business. Stevenson and Gumpert comment that 

entrepreneurs prefer a flat organizational structure with multiple informal networks, 

perhaps because they appeal to the entrepreneur's desire for independence, and the 

flat structure's ability to coordinate key non-controlled resources. 
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Stevenson and Gumpert's analysis of the process of entrepreneurship captures the 

process of starting a new venture. However, it does not explain what the entrepreneur 

does once the business has actually started. 

To summarize the literature reviewed concerning the entrepreneurial process while 

starting a business, the following points have risen: 

The process of starting s business can be basically described as: 

1. identifying the opportunity; 

2. deciding how to capitalize on the opportunity; 

3. deciding upon the necessary resources; 

4. controlling the resources; and 

5. deciding upon an organizational structure. 

Successful entrepreneurs are more apt to analyze and act decisively. Conversely, 

would-be entrepreneurs who do not start a business within one year after 

conception are unlikely to ever start the proposed business. 

The tasks that entrepreneurs complete in their day-to-day activities, the number of 

activities, and the sequence of activities have a significant impact on the ability of 

would-be entrepreneurs to successfully create new businesses 



2.2.2 The Entrepreneurial Process: What The Entrepreneur Does Once The 

Business Is Started 

The entrepreneur in this thesis was systematically observed over a 42-week period. 

shortly after establishing a new venture. Thus, the literature on what entrepreneurs do 

after starting a new venture is also vital (section 2.3). As no studies were located which 

directly related to entrepreneurial behavior at this stage of the business, Churchill and 

Lewis' process of a new venture's development was used as a model of the end result 

of successful entrepreneurial behavior. This model is based on the assumption that an 

entrepreneur taking a venture through all the stages of development first bases the 

business on his individual talents. Later, the entrepreneur increasingly adds others to 

enhance his abilities. If the entrepreneur remains with the business, he must 

eventually spend all his time managing or have others assume the management roles. 

If the entrepreneur does not 'specialize' in this manner the opportunity for growth will 

be reduced, possibly risking the demise of the business. 

Churchill and Lewis assert that after creating the new business, the successful 

entrepreneur will take the venture through five stages of growth, as summarized in 

Figure 2.6. 
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This model is explained in some detail, as it will assist in interpreting the activities of 

the entrepreneur in this study, and in generalizing the study to a larger population. As 

well, it is logical to assume that the underlying behaviors of the entrepreneur will 

change from stage to stage of business growth; thus, it is important to understand the 

possible stages of a business' growth when analyzing the data obtained from the long- 

term observation of an entrepreneur. 

Figure 2.6 - The Five Stages of a New Venture's Growth (Churchill and Lewis, 1992) 
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Stage 1, Existence: The owner is the business - he does everything, and directly 

supervises subordinates. Systems and formal planning are minimal to nonexistent. 

The company's strategy is simply to remain alive. 

At this stage companies strive to stabilize production and product quality. Many 

companies never gain enough business or product capability to become viable. In 

such cases, the owners close the business when the start-up capital runs out, possibly 

selling it for its remaining asset value. Businesses that survive this stage move on to 

stage 2, survival. 

Stage 11, Survival: The owner is still synonymous with the company. The organization 

is still simple, with a limited number of employees supervised by a sales manager or a 

general foreman. Formal planning exists only as cash forecasting. The major goal for 

the enterprise is still survival. 

The main issues for a business in this stage are the company's ability to: 

1. generate enough cash to break even and to cover the repair or replacement of 

capital assets as they wear out; and 

2. generate enough cash to both stay in business and finance growth to a sufficient 

size in order to earn an economic return on assets and labor. 
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Many businesses stay at this stage for some time, perhaps forever. Businesses that 

grow in size and profitability move on to stage Ill. 

Stage Ill, Success: The owner can either keep the company stable and profitable 

providing a base for alternative owner activities, or exploit the company's 

accomplishments and expand. The business may either: 

1. Stay Stable: Organizationally, the company may require functional managers to 

take over certain duties performed by the owner. The company is profitable, and 

the main concern is to avoid a cash drain in prosperous periods, so the business 

can withstand difficult periods. Professional staff members are acquired, and basic 

financial, marketing and production systems are in place. 

0 r, 

2. Expand: The owner takes the cash and the established borrowing power af the 

company and risks everything in financing growth. Managers are hired with the 

intent of focusing on the future as opposed to the present state of the company. 

Systems are implemented with attention to the future needs of the company. If this 

attempt at growth is successful, the company proceeds to stage IV. 

Stage IV, Take-Off: The crganization becomes decentralized and divisionalized - 

usually in either sales or production. The systems in place become strained by growth, 

and must become more extensive and refined. The main business concerns are 
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planning for and financing rapid growth. Two areas that need particular attention are 

delegation and cash management: 

1. Delegation: the owner must find out how to delegate responsibility quickly and 

effectively. He must be willing to fully delegate, knowing that there will be mistakes 

made, instead of trying to supervise everything personally. 

2. Cash: the owner must ensure sufficient funds to satisfy the great demands for 

growth. Often this means accepting a high debt/ equity ratio 

If. at this point, the company succeeds both financially and managerially, it can become 

a large size business. 

Stage V, Resource Maturity: Companies that reach this stage must attempt to 

consolidate and control the financial gains achieved through the rapid growth in stage 

IV. Ideally, they also retain the advantages of smaller businesses, including flexibility of 

response and the entrepreneurial spirit. A company at this stage has the staff and 

financial resources to engage in detailed operational and strategic planning. The 

management is decentralized, adequately staffed, and experienced, and the systems 

are extensive and well developed. At this point the owner and the business are 

separate entities, both financially, and operationally. 

It is important to note that many businesses actually exist in several stages at once. 

For example, a company may have an abundance of cash from a rapid expansion, but 
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the owner may still be trying to supervise everybody. Additionally, Churchill and Lewis 

note that such imbalances may point to organizational problems, and owners must 

anticipate and manage all the factors as the company evolves. 

In the context of entrepreneurial behavior, the following points emerge from this model: 

In the early stages, the owner's ability to do the job gives life to the business. Small 

businesses are built on the owner's talents: the ability to sell, produce, invent, et 

cetera. 

As the company grows, other people enter sales, production, or engineering, at first, 

enhancing the owner's abilities and later replacing the owner's skills. 

Eventually, the owner must start to spend more time managing, and less time doing, 

or risk the demise of the business. 

Other findings from this literature which relate to this thesis can be summarized in point 

form as follows: 

Businesses have defined stages of development, although different aspects of the 

same business may exist at different stages; 

The transition between stages of a new venture's growth is where "entrepreneurial 

skillsn are most needed; 

Imbalances that arise when different areas of the new venture exist at different 

stages may point to organizational problems. 



2.3 Behaviors Of Entrepreneurs And Their Effect On The Nature Of 

Entrepreneurial Work 

Many previous studies on the behavior of entrepreneurs seem to be more about an 

entrepreneurial way of thinking than about specific activities or behaviors2. Stevenson 

and Gumpert (1 985) define entrepreneurs as having a strategic orientation, having a 

commitment to seize opportunities, commitment of resources, control of resources and 

having the correct management structure. The difference between these so-called 

behaviors and the character traits described in section 2.5 of this paper is indistinct. 

Drucker (1 985) believes there are five entrepreneurial behaviors that are critical to 

successful new venture management. These are the need for market focus, financial 

foresight, building a top management team, defining the entrepreneur's personal role, 

and seeking outside advice. Again, these "behaviorsn are much more characteristics or 

very general behaviors than specific behaviors (activities) performed by entrepreneurs. 

The few studies that claim to identify more specific behaviors that exist among all 

entrepreneurs. regardless of the venture, are summarized as follows: 

entrepreneurs set a strategy and a vision (Boeker, 1989; Freeser and Willard, 1990; 

McDougal and Robinson, 1987; Porter, 1980; Roure and Keeley, 1990; Sandberg 

and Hofer, 1987; Stlrard and Abetti, 1987; Vesper, 1990) 

Using Henron*~ definition (1990), behavior is defined as a specific observable action (Fishbein and 
Ajzen. 1975) or a set of actions on the part of an individual which leads to individual performance given a 
specific context. 
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entrepreneurs set boundaries (Katz and Gartner, 1988). (Katz and Gartner 

contextualize this as the entrepreneur establishing boundaries between the 

business and the outside world: i.e., establishing business specific office space and 

phone lines or incorporating the company) 

identify, mobilize and acquire resources, such as: 

advisory teams (Bird, 1989) 

social networks (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986; Stewart, 1990) 

management (Rourse and Keeley, 1990) 

people (employees, staff) (Timmons, 1990) 

physical resources (equipment, inventory) (Vesper, 1990) 

knowledge and competence (Winter, 1987) 

The need for these last activities is summed up differently by Vesper as: 

"The purpose of an entrepreneur is to create a new-life business game in which 

all the players can win. Those players may include employees, who get new 

j ~ b s ,  suppliers, who get a new customer, investors, who share the profits, 

lenders, who draw interest from the venture, and various levels of government 

that extract taxes from it. Because they, like the entrepreneur believe they have 

something to win from the game, they agree to participate in transactions with 

the entrepreneur that help set up the game in which the venture forms a core." 

(Vesper, 1996, p.4). 
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Although Vesper's model identifies the essence of entrepreneurial behavior, more 

specific research on the tasks and activities that entrepreneurs perform would be very 

useful to beginning entrepreneurs. For example, an entrepreneur can be told that he or 

she needs to have good financial foresight, or have a market focus, but unless the 

entrepreneur is so unprepared as to not realize these general activities, such advice is 

of little value without detailed explanations. In addition, of all the 'behaviors' studied 

and listed in section 2.4, all are long-term behaviors, and although a successful 

entrepreneur needs to have some long-term focus, the business is unlikely to succeed 

unless the entrepreneur has a strong short-ten focus. As discussed in section 2.3. 

Carter. Gartner and Reynolds indirectly illustrate this point: individuals who do not 

reach a decision whether to start a business or abandon the idea within a year are 

likely to remain in a constant state of limbo. 

2.4 Models Of Entrepreneurship 

The literature regarding models of entrepreneurship may provide some insight to the 

tasks and activities of entrepreneurs. Using some of Bull and Willard's outline the 

literature in this field will be grouped into 5 categories: definitions of the word 

entrepreneur (section 2.5.1 ), the psychological traits of entrepreneurs (2.5.2), popular 

literature regarding characteristics of entrepreneurs (2.5.3), the formation of new 

ventures (covered in section 2.2), and (2.5.4) the effect of environmental factors on 

entrepreneurial actions. 



2.4. f Definitions Of The Entrepreneur 

Many definitions have been proposed for 'entrepreneur," but most academics agree 

that they all basically point towards the same underlying phenomena (an entrepreneur 

starts a business), and that the topic is endlessly debated (Arnit, Glosten, and Muller 

1 990; Kirzner, 1985; Leibenstein, 1968; Drucker, 1 985; Murray, 1984). Funk and 

Wagnalls Dictionary defines an entrepreneur as "one who undertakes to start and 

conduct an enterprise or business, usually assuming full control and risk." While this 

definition is not extremely detailed, it is as exact as a definition should get. To try and 

define the entrepreneur further is meaningless unless one really understands what an 

entrepreneur does: 

". .. this desire to invent a better definition has misdirected research efforts away 

from a useful theory of entrepreneurship. Priorities have been reversed. It is 

possible that a reasonable theory of entrepreneurship might resolve the 

definitional issue or render it somewhat irrelevant." (Bull and Willard, 1 993, 

p. 185) 

Bull and Willard agree that Schumpeter's definition, '[aln entrepreneur is an individual 

who carries out new 'combinations' of (1 ) the introduction of a new good, or quality of 
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good, (2) the introduction of a new method of production, (3) the opening of a new 

market, (4) the conquest of a new source of supply of raw materials or components, or 

(5) the reorganization of any industry" (p. 185), is suitably accurate, and basic. 

For the purpose of this study, even Schumptef s definition is too narrow; neglecting, for 

instance, to include service businesses. Thus, for this study, an entrepreneur will be 

defined as: an individual who undertakes to start a business or enterprise. As Gartner 

states: what differentiates entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs is that entrepreneurs 

create organizations, while non-entrepreneurs do not (p.26). 

2.4.2 Psychological Characteristics Of Entrepreneurs And Their Effect On 

Success 

There have been several studies conducted on the psychological characteristics of 

entrepreneurs and their effect on business success. The psychological characteristics 

of entrepreneurs are considered here because they likely influence the daily tasks and 

activities of the entrepreneur. A list and discussion of highly studied characteristics 

follows. 

Risk Taking: Interestingly, research to date has failed to find a statistical link between 

the risk-taking propensity of entrepreneurs and new venture performance (Brockhaus 

19808; Begley and Boyd, 1987). The surprising find is that entrepreneurs 



demonstrated no higher risk-taking propensity than normal managers (Brockhaus 

1980A); as well Kogan and Wallace (1964) found that neither entrepreneurs nor 

managers had higher risk-taking propensity than was found in the general population. 

Other researchers have noted a contradiction in these findings, as by the nature of 

entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs do accept higher risk than managers, yet research 

shows no statistical difference in risk preference. One possible explanation is posed by 

Busenitz and Barney (1997), who suggest that entrepreneurs often use biases and 

heuristics to make decisions. Busenitz and Barney theorize that entrepreneurs may 

just perceive less risk than a manager would in a given decision. 

"By being more willing to generalize from limited experience 

(representativeness) and by feeling over-confident that they will be able to 

master the major obstacles, entrepreneurs may conclude that a situation is 

simply less risky than would managers in large organizations. Thus, it may not 

be the differences in risk propensity that distinguish entrepreneurs from 

managers in large organizations, but the ways they perceive and think about 

risk." (Busenitz and Barney, 1997, p.25) 

Locus of Control: locus of control measures the extent to which an individual 

attributes his fate to factors within his own control (internal locus-of-control) as opposed 

to factors beyond his control (external locus of control) (Rotter, 1966). Studies by 

Borland (1 975), Shapero (1 975), Brockhaus (1 975) and Brockhaus and Nord (1 979) 
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have all shown that founders of new ventures have a greater internal l ~ ~ u ~ - O f - C ~ n t r ~ l  

than non-founders. As with many of these studies there is conflicting evidence, and 

Begley and Boyd (1987) found that individuals' locus-of-control did not vary 

significantly between entrepreneurs and managers in large organizations. 

Brockhaus (49808) showed that business owners still in business after 3 years had a 

higher internal locus-of-control than owners of failed ventures. However, it is not 

necessary true that an extreme internal locus-of-control is beneficial, In re-analyzing 

Brockhaus' work, Henron found that entrepreneurs with very high internal locus-of- 

control actually were less successful than those entrepreneurs with a moderate score 

on internal locus of control (1990). 

Begley and Boyd (1987) also found that entrepreneurs with a high internal locus-of- 

control create less liquid new ventures (Begley and Boyd, 1987). 

Based on the entrepreneurial model of behavior developed in section 4.3, it may be 

hypothesized that an entrepreneur with a moderate internal locus-of-control will be 

more aggressive in creating his own future than one with an external locus-of-control. 

One might speculate that this would lead the entrepreneur to create a higher number of 

mail outputs, telephone calls, scheduled meetings, and other vital activities than 

entrepreneurs who do not believe they can carve their own future to the same degree. 
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This increased control exerted by the entrepreneur is corroborated by the study of 

Carter, Gartner and Reynolds (I 994). 

Need for Achievement, Independence, Effectiveness of Leadership, and Low 

Need for Suppo~: have been found to be more prevalent in successful entrepreneurs 

than the population at large (Homaday and Aboud, 1971; Komives, 1972). TWO 

additional studies, Komives (1972), and Begley and Boyd (1 987) have shown that 

entrepreneurs demonstrate a higher need for achievement than non-entrepreneurs; 

(however, both of these studies involve small samples). Herron asserts that the need 

for achievement has not been shown to have any significant impact on growth or ROA 

(return on assets) for the businesses (1990). 

An entrepreneuf s need for independence is similar to an entrepreneur having an 

internal locus-of-control. However, there is a likely correlation between need for 

independence and difficulty in delegating responsibility. Thus an entrepreneur that is 

successful in stages I and II of business growth may have a very difficult time switching 

to stages I l l  and IV which require him to increase delegation and move toward a 

professionally managed organization (Hofen and Charan, 1984). 

An entrepreneur with an effective leadership style may be better able to acquire the 

employees, and thereby the skills, necessary to effectively run a business. Others will 

be attracted to the leader and will fulfill their roles in the business. However, since 
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managers also need to be effective leaders, the trait of effective leadership style may 

be common to regular managers as well. 

The successful entrepreneur's low need for support is also very similar to the need for 

independence. One may theorize that one difference might be that an independent 

entrepreneur knows that he is independent, allowing him to be comfortable having 

inter-dependencies with others. Entrepreneurs with a low need for support will be 

concerned with making sure they are not dependent upon others. Thus. an 

entrepreneur with a low need for support will attempt to reduce dependencies upon 

others, attempting to become competent in all of the roles necessary to the 

organization. Obviously, this characteristic may lead to problems as the organization 

grows and such diversity of roles is not possible. 

Low Conformity and Religious Values: Komives (1 972) demonstrated that successful 

entrspreneurs have low need for both conformity and religious values but high 

aesthetic and theoretical values when compared to the general population. Low 

conformity is probably manifested in an entrepreneur coming up with unconventional 

soiutions to problems, and identifying more potential opportunities, or improving upon 

existing ideas more than the general population. 

Tolerance for Ambiguity: Begley and Boyd (1 987) found that tolerance for ambiguity 

was correlated with being an entrepreneur, but that too much tolerance for ambiguity 
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eventually had a negative effect on return on assets (as with risk-taking). The 

tolerance for ambiguity seems an obvious necessity for an entrepreneur, as he will 

often function without clearly defined roles and with no supervision. 

Persistence: Although no studies were actually encountered in this area during the 

research of this paper, Shaver and Scott (1 991 ) raised the potential importance of 

persistence. 

Additional Characteristics: Although many feel that psychological characteristics are 

not a good indication of entrepreneurial success, several authors (Robinson. Stimpson. 

Huefner, and Hunt, 1991) feel that an entrepreneur's attitude is an excellent measure of 

success. The affective attitudes they identified are: 

Achievement in business, referring to concrete results associated with the start-up 

and growth of a business venture 

Innovation in business, relating to perceiving and acting upon business activities in 

new and unique ways 

Perceived personal control of business outcomes, concerning the individual's 

perception of control and influence over his or her business 

Perceived self-esteem in business, pertaining to tile self-confidence and perceived 

competency of an individual in conjunction with his or her business affairs 
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As with many aspects of psychology, all the findings of this section (2.5.2) have been 

disputed. Some academics believe that inadequate methodologies have been used to 

discover differences between entrepreneurs and managers (Ginsberg and Bucholtz, 

1989). However, more recent and generally more sophisticated studies have not 

provided significantly different results (Busenitz and Barney, 1997). 

It is also possible that there are no significant psychological differences between 

entrepreneurs and managers, and that research should instead focus on the external 

causes of entrepreneurship (Acs and Audretsch, 1987; Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986; 

Gartner, 1988; Shapero, 1984). 

Finally, some scholars feel that it is differences in behavior and not in make-up that 

may better separate entrepreneurs from managers (Gartner et al. 1992; Covin and 

Slevin 1991 ; Miller 1983; Manimala 1992; Zahra 1993). 

2.4.3 Popular Literature 

Popular literature and magazines abound with articles on the personality traits, and 

characteristics of successful entrepreneurs. The fact that so many different sources 

point to the same characteristics, (perseverance, ability to deal with failure, initiative, 

tolerance of uncertainty, versatility, self-confidence, etc.), makes it more likely that 

these characteristics do play a factor in an entrepreneurs' success. 



One of the most popular current magazines in the subject area is "Entrepreneur". In 

the January 1997 issue, excerpts of a study by Hagberg Consulting suggest that 

entrepreneurs do share several characteristics that set them apart from regular 

managers, albeit not all of these characteristics are healthy for a company's growth. 

According to the study, entrepreneurs: 

aggressively pursue goals; push themselves and others hard; 

are individualistic, seeking autonomy, independence and freedom from boundaries: 

send consistent messages, have focused strategies, and are undeviating in 

purpose; 

act quickly, sometimes without deliberation - ready-fire-aim approach; 

keep distance and maintain objectivity, expect others to be self-sufficient; tough- 

minded; 

seek simple, practical solutions, cut through complexity, find the essential and 

important details; 

are willing to take risks, comfortable with uncertainty of a new or fast-growing 

venture, and are enterprising; 

have clear opinions, values and high expectations, and are able to make quick 

judgments; 

are impatient for results, poor listeners, have "just do it" mentality; and 

are positive and upbeat; communicate hopefulness. 
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The Hagberg study also found that entrepreneurs seem to characterize themselves 

differently from how others perceive them. While the entrepreneurs tend to view 

themselves as introverts, employees and peers view them as extroverts. Hagberg 

maintains that many entrepreneurs are half-introvert, half-extrovert and can put on a 

mask appearing to be very outgoing. But from the entrepreneur's perspective, 

leadership can be lonely, and Hagberg states "...people who seek leadership tend to 

be independent, loner types who happen to have good social skills." (Hagberg. 1997, 

P- 10) 

Hagberg's research does appear to coincide with the growth processes identified in 

Churchill and Lewis' 5-stage mode!. "Many of the traits that help people succeed in the 

entrepreneurial stage of a company become problematic in the long run. The best 

entrepreneurs are able to modify that cowboy mentality and become somewhat more 

like the CEOs of bigger companies - a little less seat-of-the-pants, a littte more 

deliberate. You have to make adjustments as the company grows." (Hagberg. 1997. 

p- 10). 

Douglas A. Gray identifies the most exhaustive list of entrepreneurial traits in "Have 

you Got What it Takes"(1993). This list was compiled by assessing what entrepreneurs, 

venture capitalists, psychologists and academics believe to be important to 

entrepreneurial success. The author does point out that it is unlikely that any one 



person will be exceptionally strong or weak in all of the categories. The personality 

traits that Gray identifies are shown in figure 2.7. 

Figure 2.7 - Personality Traits of Entrepreneurs (Gray, 1993) 

Continuous goal setting Achievement-oriented 
Perseverance Flexibility 
Business knowledge Desire to create 
Dealing with failure Long-tenn involvement 
Self-determination Self-esteem 
Moderate risk-taking Commitment 
Persistent problem-solving Innovation 
Initiative Long-term perspective 
Drive and energy level Positive outlook 
Willingness to consult experts Technical and industrial knowledge 
Physical health: Human relations 
Mental and emotional health Access to financial resources 
Tolerance of uncertainty Desire for money 
Using feedback Thinking ability 
Competing against self-imposed standards Selling ability 
Seeking personal responsibility Ability to communicate 
Self-confidence Courage 
Versatility Age 
Desire for independence Family background 
Using positive imagery Ethnic background 
Sense of purpose Employment background 
Objectivity Educational background 

A final view of the characteristics possessed by entrepreneurs is contained in "The 

9osinning Entrepreneur", by John R. Matthews (1 994). This list basically overlaps 

those previously mentioned, and differ mainly in the author's opinion that of all the traits 

identified, only integrity is essential to the entrepreneur. Matthews asserts that all of the 

other traits are compensated for, or learned. 
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After reviewing the literature concerning the traits of entrepreneurs, one concludes that 

there are definitely traits shared among entrepreneurs, and that some of these traits 

are likely to contribute to entrepreneurial success. However, Low and MacMillan 

(1988) in their review of the literature on psychological theories about the entrepreneur 

make a strong point that: 

'. . .(b]eing innovators and idiosyncratic, entrepreneurs tend to defy aggregation. 

They tend to reside at the tails of the population distributions, and though they 

may be expected to differ from the mean, the nature of these differences are not 

predictable. It seems that any attempt to profile the typical entrepreneur is 

inherently futile." (Low and MacMillan, 1988, p. 148). 

2.4.4 Environmental Factors Influencing The Nature Of Entrepreneurial Work 

A final factor to consider is the effect of the entrepreneur's environment on his 

behaviors, as it may assist in identifying why an entrepreneur undertakes certain 

activities. As well, environmental factors will limit the extent to which findings in this 

study can be generalized to other settings. Environmental factors that may influence 

the entrepreneur's work include: 

Industry: different industries may require different degrees or types of formal contact: 

i.e. written, telephone, and in-person 

Complexity of organizational structure: not all new ventures are initiated at the same 

organizational level; thus, in some entrepreneurial ventures, after identifying an 
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opportunity, analyzing the opportunity, and creating the organization, the role of the 

entrepreneur may be exactly the same as a high level manager. This is particularly 

likely in very large entrepreneurial ventures. In other words, factors such as financing, 

contacts or past experience may enable entrepreneurs to skip, or quickly pass through, 

stages in the entrepreneurial development process. 

Location (city) of business: transportation in cities with larger populations, or with 

poor city planning can be time consuming, and thus the entrepreneur may spend much 

more time in travel depending on the location of the business. This may also lead to an 

entrepreneur spending more time on the telephone, and less time in informal meetings. 

Culture: different countries, regions, cities, industries, and even companies have 

different business cultures which result in varying degrees, types, and purposes of 

contact and communication. In the extreme, such cultures may be so divergent as to 

make observations of entrepreneurs in one culture completely irrelevant in another. 

Design of business: If a business is conveniently located and enjoyable to visit, the 

entrepreneur may experience a higher proportion of informal meetings with clients/ 

customers/ suppliers, and others than those operating less amenably situated/designed 

businesses. The interior design of a business will also be a function of the norms 

within any particular industry. 

Attitude/ style of the entrepreneur: The style (e.g., Type A personality) or attitude of 

an entrepreneur will probably affect that entrepreneur's behavior(s). 
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Business strategy: all other factors being equal (industry, location, culture, et cefera), 

the business strategy of the entrepreneur will impact behaviors. For example, an 

entrepreneur adopting a less protective strategy may be comfortable in accepting 

competitors as peers and friends, and potential sources of revenue while others may 

view competitors as threats and have little communication with them. 

Experience: Lamont (1972) comments that a study using first time entrepreneurs will 

probably focus on the problems and obstacles that the entrepreneur encounters, 

instead of on the essence of entrepreneurship. He argues repeat entrepreneurs must 

be the basis of any theory of entrepreneurship as only they have already overcome the 

experience curve (Low and MacMillan, 1988). 

2.5 Summary Of Literature Available On Entrepreneurial Behaviour 

Having reviewed the literature pertaining to entrepreneurial behavior, the following 

points are most relevant to this thesis: 

An entrepreneur is defined as an individual who undertakes to start a business or 

enterprise. 

Entrepreneurship occurs under conditions of task-related motivation, expertise, and 

expectation for self-gain. 

Entrepreneurs do not have a higher risk-taking propensity than normal managers 

(contrary to popular belief). However, this may be a function of their perceiving less 

risk than managers perceive in similar situations. 
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Common psychological characteristics shared among entrepreneurs may include 

relatively high needs for achievement, independence, effectiveness of leadership. 

and low needs for support and conformity. Other shared characteristics may include 

a moderately internal locus of control, high aesthetic and theoretical values and 

tolerance for ambiguity, and low religious values. 

Successful entrepreneurs are likely to share a number of personal characteristics 

including, but not limited to persistence, initiative, drive, energy level, self 

confidence, versatility, and sense of purpose. 

A successful entrepreneur is more aggressive in creating his or her own future than 

are non-entrepreneurs. 

A successful entrepreneur will be motivated to work longer hours towards a goal 

than a non-entrepreneurial manager. 

An entrepreneur who has successfully operated a business through the early stages 

of development may have difficulty delegating roles, as is necessary in the later 

stages. 

Successful entrepreneurs likely identify a large number of opportunities and thus 

experience a greater probability of identifying successful opportunities than those 

that identify relatively few opportunities. 

While the literature described in this section is certainly a subset of any theory of 

entrepreneurial behavior, little work has been done in the area of actual behaviors and 
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activities of entrepreneurs. The data collected from this study should be useful in 

integrating theory and direct observation to begin to develop an overall model of 

entrepreneurial behavior. 

2.6 Mintzberg's Study Of Managerial Work 

In The Nature of Managerial Work, Mintzberg used existing literature to create a 

preliminary concept of the tasks that managers perform. Then he observed, in an 

unstructured manner, the activities of 5 top-level managers for one week each, 

categorized their activities, analyzed the results, compared his results with existing 

data on the subject, and drew conclusions as to what managers actually do in their 

jobs. 

Mintzberg's primary findings were that the managers he studied exhibited ten working 

roles, falling into three groupings - interpersonal roles, informational roles, and 

decisional roles. They are shown in figure 2.8: 



Figure 2.8 - Mintzberg's Ten Working Roles (Mintzkrg, 1973) 

Interpersonal Roles: 
Figurehead: the manager, owing to his status, carries out a number of social, 
inspirational, legal and ceremonial duties. The manager must also be available for 
other figureheads of other organizations who will only deal with a person of similar 
authority. 
Leader: the manager brings together the needs of subordinates and the needs of 
the organization to create a combination in which both will work effectively. The 
manager motivates his subordinates, probes into their activities to keep them alert, 1 and taker responsibility for the hiring. training and promoting of those closest to him 
or her. 
Liaison: the manager develops a network of contacts in which information and 
favors are traded for mutual benefit. 

I 
I Informational roles: 
I 6 Monitor: the manager continually seeks and receives internal and external I information from a variety of sources to develop r thorough knowledge of his 
I situation. 

/ 6 
Disseminator: of the information the manager encounters, he passes relevant 

1 materials on to subordinates. 
/ Spokesperson: acting in a public relations capacity, the manager lobbies for his 

organization, keeps key stakeholders informed, tells the public about the I organization's performance, and sands useful information to his or her liaison 
j contacts. 
I 

I j Decisional Roles: 
6 Entrepreneur: the manager is an 'intrepreneuf , continually searching for new 

opportunities and problems (within an organization). He initiates improvement 
I projects to deal with these occurrences. 
I 

/ Disturbance Handler: the manager is required to take charge (act as a generalist) 
when his organization faces a major disturbance. 
Resource Allocator: the manager oversees the allocation of all his organization's 
resources and thereby maintains control of its strategy-making process. 
Negotiator: the manager takes charge when his organization must have important 1 negotiations with another organization.. 



Summarizing the activities of a manager, Mintzberg writes: 

". . .the manager must design the work of his organization, monitor its internal and 

external environment, initiate change when desirable, and renew stability when 

faced with a disturbance. The manager must lead his subordinates to work 

effectively for the organization, and he must provide them with special 

information, some of which he gains through the network of contacts that he 

develops. In addition, the manager must perform a number of 'housekeeping' 

duties, including informing outsiders, serving as figurehead, and leading major 

negotiations." (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 169-1 70) 

2.7 Other Relevant Studies Of Managerial Work 

Mintzberg identifies several potentially useful studies and schools of managerial 

behavior. What follows is a brief discussion of these other studies and their related 

theoretical perspectives. Mintzberg comments generally that none of these views 

actually detail the processes involved in managing. 

The Classical School: in the 197OYs, the most prevalent view of the manager's job was 

the classical school. This view describes managerial work in t e n s  of a set of 

composite functions (Mintzberg, 1973): 

Planning: developing a broad outline of what needs to be done and how things should 

be done to accomplish the established purpose of the enterprise. 
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Organizing: the establishment of the formal structure of authority through which work 

subdivisions are arranged, defined and coordinated for the defined objective. 

Directing: the continuous task of making decisions and embodying them in specific 

and general orders and instruction and serving as the leader of their enterprise. 

Coordinating: the duty of integrating the various aspects of the work. 

Reporting: keeping those to whom the manager is responsible informed as to what is 

going on; this includes keeping himself and his subordinates informed through 

records, research and inspection. 

Budgeting: fiscal planning, accounting, and control. 

Mintzberg's asserts that this perspective simply labels areas of managerial work, at 

best identifying what a manager may be doing at a particular instant in time. 

Unfortunately, it says nothing about the processes involved in managing; and thus, is 

not useful for improving upon the role of a manager. 

The Great Man School: this is basically the route of using the biographies of 

successful managers to illuminate the reader as to what makes these managers good 

at their job. Mintzberg's analysis of this approach is that the information gleaned is ". . . 

rich in specific anecdotes, [but] poor in general theory" (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 12). 



The Entrepreneurship (Economist) School: this view is based on one premise: '. . . 

faced with the need to make a decision, [the manager] acts 'rationally' - he simply 

maximizes profit." (Mintzberg, 1973, p.12). If this is what manager's do, then 

entrepreneurs are nothing similar. Entrepreneurs may spend a lot of time making 

decisions, generally geared towards maximizing profits; however, they are often 

required to place far more emphasis on immediate concerns, especially early in the 

businesses growth. 

The Decision Theory School: this view suggests that managers do not deal with well- 

defined problems and well-known alternatives. Rather, that managers spend a large 

amount of time defining problems and alternatives. It also asserts that managers try to 

satisfy constraints, above maximizing objectives. The problem with this view is that it 

does not seem to explain the process used by top managers who work within 

constraints and maximize objectives. In terms of entrepreneurs, one acting on this 

theory may become a successful small businessman, but would seem unlikely to 

become an industry leader. It appears that very successful entrepreneurs are able to 

get around the constraints and achieve much more than they could have by working 

within the constraints of their situation. 



The Leader Effectiveness School: researchers of the leader effectiveness school 

focus not so much on the job of managing, or the processes involved, as they do the 

manager. They seek to discover what set of personality traits or managerial styles lead 

a manager to effective performance (Mintzberg, 1973). Mintzberg goes on to note that 

the leader effectiveness school is only beginning to say something about those factors 

that produce successful leaders, and that a lack of understanding of the interpersonal 

behaviors of leaders have slowed its progress. 

It appears that regardless of how well this view of managers is developed, it can only 

explain the qualities of a manager, but says nothing about what a manager does that 

may be successful or U ~ S U C C ~ S S ~ U ~ .  

The Leader Power School: this approach focuses on the managers ability to use his 

'power' to evoke desired responses from subordinates and peers. Mintzberg makes it 

clear that he believes this view presents a vital aspect of what makes a manager. 

There is no question that every manager, or entrepreneur, has certain types of power 

over other individuals and that this power plays a role in the manager's ability to 

achieve results desired for the enterprise. 

The Leader Behavior School: as a whole the work in this area has not produced any 

common conclusions (Mintzberg, 1973). However, the studies upon which this school 
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is based do indicate a number of basic features in the content of the manager's job. 

which Mintzberg uses to create his concept of the manager's working roles (section 

2.6). 

The Work Activity School: This view emerged from managers recording their own 

activities (duration. place, participants, ef cefera) in a manner similar to the 

entrepreneur in this paper. Mintzberg identifies many problems with this form of data 

collection, generally finding that such studies, while drawing significant conclusions 

about the characteristics of managerial work, provide little information about the work 

content. 

Each of these views of managerial behavior identifies only certain components of the 

work of a manager (and entrepreneurs) or reasons for their behaviors. None of these 

models details the specific behaviors themselves, making Mintzberg's study the most 

relevant view of manageriallentrepreneurial work for purposes of this study. 

2.8 Differences In Managerial And Entrepreneurial Work 

Whiie it seems likely that every entrepreneur making it through all the stages of 

business development (as discussed in section 2.3) will eventually be performing the 

tasks and activities of a manager, this is not likely the case for an entrepreneur in the 
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early stages of a new venture's development. What follows is an attempt to identify 

some of the expected differences for the two occupational sets. 

At some point during the development of a new venture, today's entrepreneur will also 

work in each of the roles identified by Mintzberg. The differences between the 

manager and the entrepreneur instead typically lie in the entrepreneur's need to spend 

a large portion of time directly creating value (direct labour) and performing sales and 

marketing functions during the early stages of the venture. It is evident that the 

entrepreneur may need to exhibit many of the 10 working roles identified by Mintzberg 

during the course of running a business. The difference lies in the entrepreneur's 

proximity to each of the tasks being undertaken. For example, in a small venture, the 

entrepreneur may have to work as salesperson, as well as direct laborer. In a venture 

one step larger, the entrepreneur may fulfili the roles of a line manager: supervising 

direct labor, training employees, and filling in when necessary. In a venture yet one 

step larger, the entrepreneur (in the service sector) will likely tend towards the sales. 

marketing, and public relations roles as well as organizing and supervising 

subordinates, as would a middle manager. Beyond this stage, it is expected that the 

entrepreneur's job will tend to approximate that of a top-level manager. 



2.9 Expectations from Literature Review 

Based on the research of past studies of successful entrepreneur it is expected that the 

data of this study will show: 

The entrepreneur is more aggressive and proactive in his actions than non- 

entrepreneurs, and will have a higher percentage of mail outputs, telephone calls, 

and scheduled meetings compared to a regular manager. 

The entrepreneur will be motivated to work longer hours towards a goal than non- 

entrepreneurial managers. 

If the entrepreneur carries the business through to stage II (survival) he may have a 

difficult time delegating roles, as is necessary for progression to stage Ill (success) 

and IV (takeoff). 

The entrepreneur will attempt to eliminate dependency upon others, and will 

therefore attempt to be able to function in all the necessary roles. 

The entrepreneur will identify a large number of opportunities, and therefore have a 

zreater probability of identifying successful opportunities. 

2.10 Conclusions 

This literature review has addressed many factors contributing to entrepreneurial 

success. Due to the nature of entrepreneurship, it is not practical or useful to look at 

the work of an entrepreneur exclusively in terms of roles, characteristics, attitudes, or 

processes (as studied by past researchers). While each of these concepts may be an 
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integral part of an overall model of entrepreneurial behavior there is no question that 

for an entrepreneur to succeed, he must actually perform certain tasks and 

activities. Individual entrepreneurs may exhibit some common characteristics or roles, 

but all entrepreneurs must complete many of the same specific tasks in order to move 

between stages of their business' growth. Furthermore. just as there are stages in 

business development, it is likely that there is an order in which the various tasks and 

activities are most effectively performed. For example, securhg a sale comes before 

performing the service, which usually comes before receiving a payment. 

As with the existing studies of entrepreneurs, studies of managers lack a task oriented 

focus, addressing instead the roles. functions and personal characteristics of 

managers. Furthermore, the need for the early stage entrepreneur to directly create 

value for the organization may reduce the opportunity of being able to base 

entrepreneurial activities on existent studies of managers. 



3.0 METHODOLOGY 

3.f Overview 

After a literature review of related studies, it became apparent that having an 

entrepreneur document his own activities and perform his own analysis held the 

promise of providing a more in-depth look at the life of an entrepreneur. As the 

research being conducted is exploratory, a repeatable methodology that enables 

increased reliability is most desirable. This study is a longitudinal, single case, 

qualitative, non-grounded, descriptive study. As with any single-case study, it is difficult 

to generalize from the activities of one subject to a broader population 

In addressing the problems with generalizing the findings from small samples studies, 

Normann concludes that if a researcher: 

". . . has a good descriptive or analytic language by means of which one can 

grasp the interaction between various parts of the system and the important 

characteristics of the system, the possibilities to generalize from very few cases, 

or even one single case, may be reasonably good ... the possibilities to 

generalize from one single case are founded in the comprehensiveness of the 

measurements which makes it possible to reach a fundamental understanding of 

the structure, process and driving forces rather than a superficial establishment 

of correlation or cause-effect relationships." (Norman, 1970, p.53) 



3.2 The Subject 

3.2.1 The Entrepreneur 

At the time observation for this study began, Andrew Hugh, 22, the subject and author, 

had recently completed his Bachelor of Commerce degree, and enrolled in the Mastefs 

of Business Administration Entrepreneurship program at the University of Calgary. 

Hugh's previous entrepreneurial business experience was limited to working as a sole 

proprietor recording bands and creating his own music for distribution on overseas 

record labels. His relevant employment history was limited to working as a strategic 

planner for a mid-sized gas processing and transmission company. 

A number of factors influenced the subject's decision to start a new business. These 

included: 

Capitalization of Skills: the entrepreneur had acquired the expertise/ skills necessary 

to create radio commercials, and he believed that through his undergraduate degree he 

had acquired the necessary expertise to manage a business 

Expectations of Personal Returns: 

Financial: after a competitive analysis it appeared clear that the radio commercial 

production industry held either the promise of large returns on investment, or a 

reasonable monthly income in exchange for relatively little work. For example, a 

typical commercial would take one day of the entrepreneur's time, and yield a 

minimum of $400 gross profit for the business andl or individual. 
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Experience: the entrepreneur felt that with his limited experience, a similar paying 

job in the advertising industry would not be attainable. He would have had to 

start at a low-level position in an advertising firm; however, with the experience 

of running his own related business he would likely be able to get a job at a 

higher level in an advertising agency at a later date if the necessity arose. 

Time: at the time that the business was started the entrepreneur's available time 

was restricted by his being enrolled in five MBA courses. He had neither the time 

nor the availability for a regular 9 to 5 job. Starting his own business held the 

promise of more flexible time requirements while providing income and 

experience. 

Supportive Environment: many of the entrepreneur's classmates in the MBA 

program were also working to establish new ventures. His parents supported his 

entrepreneurial efforts by providing him with living accommodations and some 

financial capital. 

The Venture 

The business started by the entrepreneur under observation was International 

Commercial Production Centre (I.C.P.C.). By the time that observation began for 

this study, several steps had already been undertaken in establishing the new 

venture. These initial steps are outlined and documented in appendix A. 



The business was owned by the entrepreneur and his partner, the only two 

employees. First year revenues were approximately $1 8,000 with similar expenses. 

Four years later, the entrepreneur's venture had evolved to have gross sales of 

$1 66,276, with $1 19,748 of expenses (not including owner's wages). The business 

employed 4 full time workers (3 of them owners), 4 part-time employees, and 

several occasional contract workers. 

3.2.2 Type Of Business 

I.C.P.C. was a production studio specializing in the production1 creation and recording 

of radio commercials for the Calgary marketplace. 

Other projects that I. C. P.C. occasionally handled include the development andlor 

creation of: 

training videos, 

promotional videos, 

professional answering machinelvoice-mail messages, 

audio cassette seminars. 



Primary Customers: 

Calgary Advertising Agencies 

For detailed information on market, business strategy, biographies of owners and other 

pertinent information refer to the business plan included in Appendix 6. 

TIME PERIOD 

This study was conducted over a period of 43 weeks (May 29. 1 995 - March 26. 1996). 

ample time for reliable observation. Evidence has shown that a one-week period is 

representative of a given manager's work (Mintzberg, 1973). However, for 

entrepreneurs, the expectation of different behaviors at different stages of business 

growth, makes a longer time period necessary to obtain meaningful results. 

Observation began when the entrepreneur had finished renovations on the business 

location, and began looking for clients, approximately 5 months after the entrepreneur 

started planning the business. Before this point, no study had been designed; but 

business development could not be slowed to match research preparation. However, 

had ~bservations occurred before this point, the company would clearly have been in a 

different development stage (in this case, establishment of the new enterprise), and the 

data would have been less relevant to the study of an entrepreneur in the "existence" 

and "survival" new venture stages of development (Churchill and Lewis, 1992). 

Two years after the data collection period ended, the entrepreneur founded a larger 

business in the same industry. His experience with the second venture is a source for 
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some of the discussion of this paper and provides a slightly more general look at the 

life of the entrepreneur than would be possible without the multiple entrepreneurial 

experience. However, if the entrepreneur's actions were observed in the larger, more 

stable, and more successful organization (partly in the 'success' stages of 

development), the data would look very different from the data collected for this paper. 

3.3 Data Collection 

Using a framework similar to that developed by Mintzberg for studying managers in 

1973, this study is designed to focus on: 

1. the entrepreneur's job, behaviors, and activities as opposed to his personality. 

characteristics, and traits; 

2. similaritieslpatterns in the work of the entrepreneur; 

3. the essential content of the work rather than its peripheral characteristics. 

4. Because the ICPC study is a single-case study, this research and analysis contains 

no comparisonlcontrast across multiple research subjects. However, it is hoped that 

patterns in the entrepreneur's work will become apparent. 

The aforementioned research objectives necessitated a design methodology that is: 

1 Inductive: the researcher must be able to collect data and from it describe that 

which is not already known; 
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2. Comprehensive: capturing not only what is interesting to the observer, but all the 

activities of the entrepreneur under study. 

3. Intensive: probing deeply, not just superficially, into the day to day tasks of an 

entrepreneur. (Mintzberg, 1973) 

The same criteria led Mintzberg to choose structured observation as his method of 

study because it makes it possible to develop theory inductively, to observe intensively 

where necessary, and to be systematic. With the researcher as the observer, and an 

expanded time period for study, it is expected that this study will not have to 

compromise on the depth of data collected. 

3.3.1 Structured Obse~ation 

Structured observation combines the flexibility of open-ended observation with the 

ability to seek certain types of structured data. The researcher will document the tasks 

that he performs in the day-to-day activities of an entrepreneur. He will then categorize 

each observed event according to the criteria identified in appendix C. Structured 

observa!ion allows the flexibility to develop additional categories during and after the 

observation period. Mintzberg created his categories from scratch; however, this 

researcher enjoys the advantage of using the categories developed by Mintzberg for 

more mature businesses, and refining them to suit the entrepreneurial process. 



3.3.2 Activities Observed 

Contrary to Mintzberg's study, this study is limited to a single subject with the 

entrepreneur as the participant observer, who must also run his business without 

interference from the datacollection process. These methodological differences, and 

the meager amount of literature on the daily activities of entrepreneurs, make it 

necessary to take a different approach to data-collection than did Mintzberg. 

Generally, Mintzberg's observation categories were used to directly record the time, 

and number of tasks accomplished by the entrepreneur. On this study several of 

Mintzberg's categories were added, removed or modified because of the differences 

between entrepreneurial and managerial work. 

The observed activities were categorized according to the criteria identified in Appendix 

A. All data was collected and recorded daily. 

3.3.3 Modifications To Mintzberg's Observation Categories 

With Mintzberg's research, a period of time was spent observing the subjects to 

develop the categories for observation classification. The same technique was applied 

to this study in the form of a 10-month casual observation of the entrepreneur and 

ICPC prior to data collection (since the observer was the entrepreneur in this study, the 

researcher lived as an entrepreneur). This casual observation is comparable to the 
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category development process of Mintzberg for his historical review, and leads to 

alternatives, additions, and subtractions to the categories that Mintzberg developed. 

24 Hour Observation 

While Mintzberg's study observed top executives only during business hours, this 

paper was able to observe the entrepreneur in question for a 24-hour period. Also, 

Mintzberg's study was also conducted only on week days, presumably because the 

managers seldom worked on weekends. However in this case study, observation 

continued over the weekends, both because it was possible, and because a significant 

portion of entrepreneurial work was conducted during weekends. 

Telephone Calls and the Contact Record 

Mintzberg's study included telephone calls in the contact record and categorized their 

purpose, and caller. For this study, it was felt that including such information would 

greatly reduce the reliability of the results, both because it was difficult to document the 

purpose of each call, and because most calls (especially calls received by the 

entrepreneur) did not correspond with the categories as previously defined. In 

retrospect, it may have been possible to categorize each telephone call as belonging to 

an entrepreneurial activity group (as shown in figure 4.51 ). 
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3.3.4 Activity Revisions 

The following categories of observation were omitted from or added to Mintzberg's 

original ctassifications: 

Tours (omitted category of observation) 

Although some tours were necessary during the early set-up phase of ICPC, few tours 

of facilities are anticipated and none were conducted. However, several years later in 

the entrepreneur's career, tours became fairly frequent and should be included in future 

studies of entrepreneurs. 

Proportion of Activities lasting less than 9 minutesllonger than 60 minutes 

(omitted category of observation) 

This category of observation is worthy of study. However, the method of data input 

used in this study is not conducive to this measurement. Mintzberg observed a 

r;;anagerls activities in general, using a diary method, and later categorized these 

observations. The approach taken in this study was to make observations according to 

the categories created by Mintzberg. For example, while Mintzberg would observe a 

manager doing an activity (later classified as activity x), this study directly looked for 

instances of the entrepreneur performing activities of type x. 
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Purpose of Contact: Ceremony, External Board Work (Omitted category of 

observation) 

Neither of these two categories of observation apply to the business under study for 

this research. 

Stress (added category of observation) 

The study of stress levels, especially correlated with increase in certain other activities 

(e-g. contact record), promises to be especially interesting and important in tracking the 

nature of entrepreneurial work. Furthermore, the inclusion of perceived stress levels 

will provide added value to potential entrepreneurs learning from this study. A purely 

relative scale of 1 to 10, based on the participant observer's perception, was used to 

gauge stress in this study. However, future studies may use more scientific measures 

such as blood pressure or heart rate monitors; unfortunately, such measurements are 

beyond the scope of this study. 

Purpose of Contact: SellinglSales (added category of obsewation) 

Unlike the managers in Mintzberg's study, entrepreneurial managers often conduct 

face-to-face client meetings and product sales. Since this activity comprises a 

significant portion of the entrepreneur's time, it is included as a classification category. 



Purpose of Contact: Product Creation (added category of observation) 

This is a catch-all category to cover those aeivities in which the entrepreneur is directly 

involved in the creation of a product or service for a client. These activities take up a 

considerable amount of an entrepreneur's time - especially in an venture's early 

stages, but were not relevant to Mintzberg's research. 

In later stages of the business, years after the data collection of this study was 

completed, the type of product creation work completed by the entrepreneur changed 

considerably with employees handling most short-term projects and the entrepreneur 

graduating towards longer-term, strategically important projects. 

3.4 Type Of Data Collected 

In Mintzberg's observation, the activities to be observed were first categorized for 

structured observation. Then, a diary method of tracking the minute-by-minute activity 

of a manager was used to record observations. Finally, the raw observation data was 

categorized according to activities outlined for observation, and summarized as to the 

number of tasks and time spent on each activity. 

In this study it was deemed that the most efficient, accurate, and practical method of 

tracking observations was through the use of a database, directly recording 
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observations on a regular basis, usually at the end of each business day and 

occasionally on the day following observations. In addition to this primary method of 

measurement, several difficult-to-remember categories of observation were measured 

twice using a different method. Computer calendars and diaries were kept for such 

items as scheduled meeting and telephone tracking. In the event of discrepancies 

between the different measures, the one perceived by the researcher as the most 

accurate was used (i-e. diaries were chosen over questionable memories), but activities 

clearly overlooked in the alternate measure were not omitted by reason of not being 

entered in a secondary recording system. Such disparities represent only a minor 

segment of all observations, and should have no impact on the overall results of this 

study. 

Initially, some effort was made to collect the level of detail as was recorded in 

Mintzberg's managerial study. However, the volume of information required from 

memory for end-of-day data entry was too large to be considered. Mintzberg first 

collected data in the format of an observation diary, an impossible task considering the 

demands placed on the researcherlentrepreneur. 

Thus, data entry has been simplified to documenting instances of whole categories (i-e. 

action requests), but not of each individual type of action request possible. In this 

respect. Mintzberg's design had the advantage of enabling extremely detailed data 

collection. Such detail was impossible to achieve in this study. However, it is expected 
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that the entrepreneur will be able to add much detail and understanding to the data 

because of his personal experience and intimate perspective of his activities. 

A sample database is provided in Appendix D. 

3.4.1 Problems With Research Design 

1. With the vast number of observation categories, it is understandable that Mintzberg 

described his observation as a full-time, difficult task. As already noted, when the 

role of researcher was combined with that of the entrepreneur, some details were 

lost. 

2. Another problem may be that the entrepreneur being studied was relatively 

inexperienced at entrepreneurship (Lamont ,1972). However, while the 

entrepreneur was a first time business owner during the data collection phase of 

this study, he later founded a larger, successful enterprise in the same industry. The 

discussion section draws on the overall experience of the entrepreneur not just on 

the data collected, limiting the applicability of Lamont's criticism to this study. 

3.4.2 Reliability 

The most significant detractor to reliability is the participant-observer's reliance on 

memory for daily data collection. As previously noted, a corroboration tool was used for 

some categories, and in the event of discrepancies, the data measurement error is 
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noted. Such difficulties are inherent when the roles of obsewer and observed are 

combined. However, new, or at least now readily available, technologies may enable 

more accurate record keeping and alternative methods of recording observations may 

lead to somewhat improved reliability. Still, it was vital that the observation processes 

not interfere with the subject's ability to operate his venture since more intrusive 

methods of observation may themselves lead to unreliability (if the entrepreneur is 

required to repeatedly converse with the researcher). 

3.5 How Data Was Analyzed 

The data collected in the database was then entered into a spreadsheet package and 

tabulated (using Excel). Important tabulations and correlated data used in the analysis 

are included in appendix D. A detailed analysis of each category of observation is 

included in section 4.1. 

3.5.1 Reliability Of Analysis 

Multiple measures 

For each of the observational categories, results were tabulated separately. For 

example, to find the total number of meetings, one measure was to add the "total 

number of meetings" category together; a second measure was to add together the 

"purpose of the meetings" category. As categorical crossover is present, not all 



percentages add up exactly to 1 W%, nor do separate measures necessarily reach the 

same result. 

Potential major sources for discrepancies in data analysis are outlined as follows: 

Tofal Hours Worked 

The method used was a summary of the actual total hours worked column of data (the 

direct measure). A second (indirect) measure considered was a summation of hours 

spent on the phone, deskwork, scheduled meetings and unscheduled meetings (which 

should be close to the total hours worked and not more). However, this second 

measure actually ended up being larger (1 572 hours) than the total number of hours- 

worked column (1 500 hours). The reason for this discrepancy is likely due to an 

overestimation of time spent on the telephone and in unscheduled meetings. As a 

result, the direct measure (smaller number) will be taken as the more accurate figure. 

Tofal Mail: input and Output 

The direct measurement (333 pieces of mail) is a tally of the two columns of 

spreadsheet data which were recorded as the total amount of mail received and sent 

on each day of observation. To make this observation, the researcher simply counted 

each envelope received and each envelope sent. A second indirect measurement (330 

pieces of mail) is a tally of each of the individual columns of data which measured 
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specific pieces of mail being received and sent each day. This measurement was 

made by categorizing each piece of mail received and each piece of mail sent, as to 

sender, and purpose. The reason why the totals are not the same is that that the two 

sets of obsewations were made at different times in an attempt to increase the data 

reliability (independent measures). It can be certain that the total number of mail fell 

between the two measures. The direct measurement (333) is taken as more accurate, 

as it is easier to miss an item of mail (as in the indirect measurement), than to account 

for extra mail which never existed. 

Mail Output Record 

The total number of mail output by the entrepreneur can be calculated by either: 

1. using the direct measure from observational data of number of mail outputs per day 

(1 59 pieces of mail), or 

2. Adding together the total number of mail items which were a reaction to mail inputs 

and the total number of self initiated mail items (1 31 pieces of mail) 

Because of the discrepancy between the two measures (totals of 131 and 159 pieces 

total output) it is apparent that the researcher did not record one of the categories as 

accurately as the other. As it is more likely that the researcher failed to document 

whether a piece of mail was in response to input mail, or self initiated (measure 2) as 

opposed to accounting for more mail pieces output than was actually sent (measure 1 ), 

the total of t 59 pieces of mail output is taken as the more accurate observation. 



Purpose of Output Mail 

Due to an enor in study design, the definition for the category of 'originate letter or 

memo' was not strictly adhered to (many of the 'letters' sent by the entrepreneur would 

be considered more marketing type advertisements). Thus these types of materials 

were not usually categorized as letters, whereas in other areas of the mail output 

record they were. From casual observation of the entrepreneur, almost all of the 

'letters' sent by the entrepreneur were more marketing materials than letters, but the 

'letter' category seemed to best capture their intent. For future studies, additional 

categories might be added to capture different forms of marketing materials, for 

example, flyers, promotional packages (the majority of the 'letters' in this study). 

postcards, or coupons. 

Thus, although the actual number of originated letters sent as a percentage of total 

mail outputs is only 58%, this number has been corrected to 92% for discussion by 

subtracting other types of mail outputs from 100%. (The gap between 58% and 92% 

was mostly due to marketing type materials, which were not counted as any specific 

type of mail output, but were counted in the total mail output category). 

It should be noted that the purpose of output mail category was not controlled for bias. 

and it was not practical to have a second measure to check for accuracy of 

interpretation. 



4.0 RESULTS OF STUDY OF ENTREPRENEUR'S WORK 

4.1 Overview 
In section 4.2 each observation category of the data collected in this study is 

summarized and discussed. Where appropriate, the data is graphed over the 

274 day period, and any interesting changes over time are noted. When 

possible, explanations for results are given from the researcher's recollections of 

the behaviors of the entrepreneur over the observation period. 

Section 4.3 synthesizes all of the discussion in section 4.2 into a model of the 

entrepreneur's daily behavior. Correlated categories of data as well as general 

observations of the researcher are used to build this model which unifies much 

of the data collected in this study. 

In section 4.4 the synthesis of the entrepreneur's behaviors is compared with the 

managerial roles developed by Mintzberg. Although Mintzberg's managerial 

roles all apply to entrepreneurial behavior, they do a poor job of grouping the 

entrepreneur's activities. By grouping the behaviors of the entrepreneur into the 

activities developed in section 4.3, new venture problems and opportunities are 

easier to identify. 

Section 4.5 compares the actual results of this study with expectations from the 

literature review (section 2.9). Most of the anticipated results were supported by 

the data analysis. However, lower volumes of contact activity for the 



entrepreneur in this study may point to inexperience of the entrepreneur, or the 

fact that the entrepreneur had no existing meaningful contacts when the business 

was started. 

Section 4.6 answers the research questions posed in section 1.4. The most 

important of these is how can potential entrepreneurs be better prepared for the 

activities they will encounter? 

4.2 Data Summary 

4.2.1 What Happened To The Business? 

Before going through the observational data and analysis, it is useful to put the 

data into context by describing the overall history of the entrepreneur's new 

venture, I. C. P.C. The entrepreneur met with initial sales success ($5,000 

revenue in the first month), through a supplier. Although I.C.P.C.'s desired target 

market (advertising agencies) was difficult to penetrate, the entrepreneur 

eventually gained a foothold and handled several impressive and noteworthy 

projects (including one national client who spent over $600,000 airing a 

commercial the entrepreneur created). Unfortunately, two negative factors had 

an impact on the business in this same period. The entrepreneur's business 

partner, who had been distancing himself from I.C.P.C. since startup (because of 

the partner's financial difficulties) landed a full time job as a middle level manager 

and left I.C.P.C. Around the same time, I.C.P.C. began evolving more into a 



video production company due to client demand, and the entrepreneur became 

unable to successfully control the quality of the client's projects (because he had 

to subcontract video work). As a result, I.C.P.C. lost most of it's high profile 

adverting agency clients - which if kept, may have attracted additional clients. As 

devastating as this was, I.C.P.C. still retained some smaller clients, and 

eventually began dealing with a few new advertising agency clients. However, 

shortly after the data collection peri*od of this study ended, I.C. P.C. was forced to 

close. The reason for this was partly due to the factors just mentioned, partly 

due tc a new opportunity arising (requiring a corporate restructuring), but largely 

due to an unethical landlord (breaking a lease agreement) - making relocation of 

the business necessary, but without enough money to renovate a new location. 

Immediately after shutting down I.C.P.C., the entrepreneur formed a new venture 

with past associates he had encountered while attempting to expand I.C.P.C. 

into video and animation. On his second attempt, the entrepreneur made certain 

to sensibly organize the ownership structure (ensure every member fulfills hislher 

responsibilities), design the business infrastructure, and organize his activities 

differently. As a result, the new venture was more stable, gross sales were 

almost 8 times higher, the entrepreneur's stress level was noticeably lower, and 

most of I.C.P.C.'s original clients were regained, with many new and larger 

clients added. In fact at the time of writing this paper, the entrepreneur was in 

the process of eliminating the less profitable short term projects and 



concentrating on more lucrative and stable contracts (for example. a series of 

training CD-ROM's for a large public organization). 

In it's first year I.C.P.C. had a start-up size of 1 full time and 1 part-time 

employee1 owner. First year gross sales were around $18,000, with equal 

expenses. Four years later, the entrepreneur's new venture (which evolved from 

I.C.P.C.) had 2nd year gross sales of $166,276, with $1 19.747 of expenses for 

subcontracting and supplies. The company employs 4 full time workers (3 of 

them owners), 4 part-time employees, and several occasional contract workers. 



4.2.2 Chronology Record Summary 
For clarity, figures are presented prior to discussion in each section. 

Hours worked 

Figure 4.1 - Summary of hours worl<ed 

Figure 4.2 - Work hours during weekdays of observation period 

Hours Worked 

Total hours worked over obsewation period 
Total weekday hours worked during observation 

Average workday over 7 days 
Average workday during weekdays 
Maximum hours worked during observation 
Minimum hours worked during obsmwtion 
Standard deviation during observation period 

Measurement Error 
i 

0 
- c n c g g z a b  . m % r ~ s s g p ~ g , g , , , , , , g g z  r- c ) - o ) ~ ~ ~ -  b 

Days of observation 

1 500.00 
1292.25 

5.51 
6 -49 

18.00 
0 -00 
3-57 

4.6% 

Figure 4.3 - Work hours per day over entire observation period (including weekends) 



Discussion of results 

The entrepreneur had very little consistency in terms of working hours. This is 

because the entrepreneur's business survived on completing short-term 

contracts, causing a cycle of alternating periods between searching for work, and 

completing the work received. The shorter weekly cycle (working shorter hours 

on Monday and Friday) can be seen throughout the data in figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.4 -Correlation between total hours worked and specific observed activities 
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Figure 4.5 - Correlation between working houn and types of meetings 

As seen in figures 4.4 and 4.5, periods of long workdays (8 hour or more) 

corresponded more with sales and product creation activities (the desk work of 

the entrepreneur was mostly used to create a product for a client). Medium 

length days (more than 3 but less than 8 hours long) correspond with time spent 

at sales related activities1 giving information/ talking on telephone. Short 

workdays (0 to 3 hours) seemed to occur most often after periods of intense1 

longer working hours, and this is somewhat supported by figure 4.2. However, it 

is also true that many short workdays occurred almost randomly due to other 

demands placed on the entrepreneur's time (university for example). 
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Figure 4.2 shows the plotting of all days worked by the entrepreneur (including 

weekends) over the observation period. In both weekday hours and weekend 

hours worked, it is clear that the trend was to work increasingly longer hours. 

This upward trend was likely caused by the entrepreneur having more paying 

work, but also knowing how to spend his time more valuably. This is supported 

by figure 4.13, which shows an increased number of activities per day over the 

observation period. 

Why are the working hours less than might be expected for a new venture? 

The entrepreneur was not only working full time starting up I.C.P.C., but was also 

attending classes full time (5 courses) for a masters degree in business. It 

should be noted that the entrepreneur did work many long days when required, 

with the largest during the observation period being 18 hours. The entrepreneur 

also usually worked at least one day per week longer than 10 hours. In addition, 

the entrepreneur adopted a business strategy that seemed to maximize his 

efforts based on the time he knew he would be able to spare. Thus if there were 

no products to create, and no marketing efforts necessary the entrepreneur 

would shift focus to something more pleasurable (ie. workout, making music), 

even if he did only work 4 hours for that day. Essentially, there were times when 

the entrepreneur ran out of things to do, and did not know how to use his time 

valuably. 



Hours in travel 
Figure 4.6 - Summary of hours in travel 

Figure 4.7 - Time spent per day in travel over observation period 

Hours in travel to outride matings 
Total hours in travel over observation period 

Total houn in travei during weekdays 
Average time in travel over 7 days 
Average time in travel during weekdays 
Maximum hours in travel during obsemtion period 
Minimum hours in travel during obsemtion period 
Standard deviation during observation period 
% of time 1 

80.30 
72.40 
0.27 
0.36 
4.00 
0.00 
0.48 
5% 



Discussion of results 

The entrepreneur's hours in travel included time spent travelling to meetings with 

current clients, selling to potential clients, acting as a courier (delivering to 

clients), and picking up supplies from suppliers. 

Figure 4.8 - Correlation between travel time and purpose of meetings 

Since the reasons for travelling are more for selling functions than anything else. 

it is not surprising that time in travel is correlated more with selling and sales than 

any other activity (figure 4.8). 

Purpose of meeting 

Selling/ Sales 

Product Creation 

Giving Information 

Manager Requests 

Based on the entrepreneur's experiences with other cities, time spent in travel in 

Calgary was significantly less than would be experienced in larger1 less 

centralized cities. The 4 hour spike in figure 4.7 is a result of time spent 

travelling for business purposes in Toronto. 

Correlation with time in travel 

0.4726631 

0.25761 11 

0.2481 007 

0.1453621 



Hours of evening meetings 
Figure 4.9 - Summary of hours in evening meetings 

Figure 4-10 - Hours per day in evening meetings over observation period 

Hours of evming W i n g s  

Total houn of evening meetings over obrewation w i o d  
Total hours of evening meetings during weekdays 
Average hours of evening meetings over 7 drys 
Average hours of evening meetings during weekdays 
Maximum h o w  of evening meetings during obsemtion 
Minimum hours of evening meetings during obsmrtion 
Standard deviation during main observation m o d  
96 of time 

7 

97.00 
79.00 
0.32 
0.40 
2.00 
0.00 
0.56 

6.5% 



Discussion of results 

By referring back to the raw observational data, it can be seen in figure 4.1 1 that 

evening meetings were mostly correlated with meetings of product creation, 

review and strategy. 

Figure 4.11 - Correlation between hours of ewning meetings and specific types of meetings 

The upward trend observed in figure 4.10 seems to be caused by an increase in 

the number of product creation, review and strategy meetings required. 

. 
Correlation of evening meetings with product creation 
Correlation of evening meetings with review 
Correlation of evening meetings with strategy 
Correlation of evening meetings with giving infomation 
Correlation of evening meetings with manager requests 
Correlation of evening meetings with action requests 
Correlation of evening meetings with receiving information 
Correlation of evening meetings with negotiation 
Correlation of evening meetings with selling/ sales 
Correlation of evening meetings with organizational work 
Correlation of evening meetings with status requests & solicitations 

Most of the data collected for evening meetings was rounded to one-hour periods 

(hourly lengths were a standard meeting duration for the entrepreneur), thus the 

appearance of the data in figure 4.1 0. 

0.3158559 
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O.f 1 19965 
0.1 008858 
0.099U68 
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Total number of activities1 tasks 
Figure 4.1 2 - Summary of activities and tasks 

l ~ o t a l  number of activities/ tasks on weekdays I 23471 

Figure 4.1 3 - Number of activities obsewed during observation during weekdays 

L 

Days of observation 

Total number of activities/ t rsb  including weekends 

Average number of activities per day of weekdays 

Average number of ictivities per weekends 

Discussion 

The data presented in figure 4.1 3 is representative of how many times the 

entrepreneur skipped back and forth between different activities. As the 

entrepreneur's second business became more established in later years, the 

entrepreneur concentrated his activities in a particular activity area (eg. sales) 

during a specific time period (ie. a day), unless interrupted by a phone call or 

unscheduled meeting. Three to four years after the observation of this 

entrepreneur started, the entrepreneur regularly dedicated a day to marketing, 

book-keeping, customer service, and so on. Although it is possible that this was 

2580 
11.79397 

3.1066667 



just a result of increased business volume and stability. I feel, as both researcher 

and entrepreneur, that this came about through a necessity to get more 

organized with an increased work load. With the improved organization came 

better infrastructure, lower stress levels, and proper attention to each activity 

area. 



The following is a breakdown of the chronology record: 

4.2.3 Breakdown Of Chronology Record 

Desk work 
Figure 4.14 - Summary of deskwork 

i ~ o t a l  number of desk sessions 1 3471 
1 

Number of sessions on weekdays I 

Figure 4.f 5 - Desk sessions per day observed during obsewation period 

Total time spent on desk work (hours) 

Average duration (minutes) 

Proportion of time 

- OD z n n a ~ o e a ; ~ s s ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g g g g ~  
Days of observation 

61.07% 

Discussion of results 

The entrepreneur had desk sessions for two main reasons - phone calls, and 

servicing clients. The amount of time the entrepreneur spent at "managerial desk 

workn (reading mail/ writing maill shuffling paper) was insignificant compared to 

the time spent using the phone, and servicing the clients. Since time spent on 

the telephone accounted for 10% of the entrepreneur's time, it is reasonable to 

rn 



assume that approximately 58% of the entrepreneur's time was spent in servicing 

cf ients/ direct labour. 

Greater numbers of desk sessions per day were primarily a result of increased 

hours of desk work as demonstrated in figure 4.16. The next highest correlations 

of unscheduled meetings, scheduled meetings and telephone calls might indicate 

that these activities interrupted the entrepreneur's desk work time and required a 

work session to be split into multiple smaller sessions. 

Figure 4.16 - Correlation between desk sessions and types of activities 
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Telephone calls 
Figure 4.17 - Summary of telephone calls 

Figure 4.18 - Telephone calls per day over observation period 
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Telephone Calls 
r 
Total number of calls including weekends 

Time on telephone (hours) 

Average duration (minutes) 

Proportion of time 

Figure 4.19 - Time spent on telephone calls per day over observation period 
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Discussion 

Figure 4.20 - Correlation of telephone activity with other activities 

Figure 4.20 indicates that telephone activity was most often linked with increased 

numbers of desk sessions and desk work. The number of meetings per day was 

also correlated with telephone activity. One explanation for this is that on days 

that the entrepreneur was 'psyched' up to handle sales meetings, he was also in 

a more communicative mood in general and took the opportunity to talk to other 

contacts. 
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Scheduled meetings 

Figure 4.21 - Summary of scheduled meetings 

Figure 4.22 - Scheduled meetings per day over obsewation period 

b 

Scheduled meetings 

Number of meetings (including weekends) 

Time in meetings (houm) 

Average duration (minutes) 
Proportion of time 
: 

Days of observation 

208 
255.15 
73.60 
17% 

Figure 4.23 - Time spent in scheduled meetings over obsewation period 



Discussion of Results 

By correlating the occurrences of scheduled meetings with occurrences of 

various types of meetings, a reasonable conclusion can be reached as to the 

purpose of scheduled meetings. 

Figure 4.24 - Correlation of scheduled meetings 

korrelation of scheduled meetinas with: 1 
l~roduct Creation I 0.6 

Negotiation 
Selling1 Sales 
Giving information 
Strateav 0.1 7 
Organizational work 
Status requests and solicitations 
Action requests 
Receiving infonnation 
Mana~er requests -0.06 

~urpose of meetings 

From figure 4.24 it is apparent that scheduled meetings were mostly a result of 

product (service) creation, review meetings, selling1 sales meetings, and 

negotiation type meetings. The reason why scheduled meetings are correlated 

with product1 service creation meetings was that the entrepreneur usually 

required a client (ad agency) and a supplier (voice artist/ actor) to be present 

when recording a radio commercial or related product. 



Unscheduled meetings 

Figure 4.25 - Summary of unscheduled meetings 

Figure 4.26 - Unschedukd meetings per day obuwed over observation period 

Unscheduled meetings 

Number of meetings (including weekends) 
I 

Time in meetings (hours) 
Average duration (minutes) 

Proportion 01 time 

Figure 4.17 - Hours spent in unscheduled meetings over observation period 

I 

272 
140.15 
30.92 

9% 



Discussion of Results 

By correlating the occurrences of unscheduled meetings with occurrences of 

various types of meetings, a reasonable conclusion can be reached as to the 

purpose of unscheduled meetings. 

Figure 4.28 - Correlation of unscheduled meetings 

correlation of scheduled meetings with: 
Selling/ Sales 
Giving information 
Manager requests 

0.44791 71 
0.3920209 

0.3781 6 
Product Creation 
Review 
Neaotiation 

0.3278781 
0.2856229 
0.2668702 ., I 

with purpose of meeting 

Receiving information 
Status requests and solicitations 
Strategy ." 
Action reauests 

As can be seen in figure 4.28, unscheduled meetings were most strongly related 

with sellinglsales meetings, giving information, product creation, and review 

sessions. Many sales meetings were impromptu, and this explains the high 

correlation with selling and giving information type meetings. Also when contacts 

were unexpectedly encountered, a review session was likely, explaining the 

correlation with review meetings. The likely reason why product creation 

meetings are correlated with unscheduled meetings is that on several occasions 

auditions for voice artists were required at the time of product creation, which 

would account for a significant number of unscheduled meetings on those days. 

0.1 91 0064 
0.16331 11 
0.141 562 

0.0839246 



4.2.4 Percent Of Time Spent In Activities 
From the results discussed in the preceding pages, it is apparent that the percent 

of time spent at desk work (68.07Oh), telephone calls (lo%), scheduled meetings 

(1 7%), unscheduled meetings (9%), hours in travel (5%) and hours in evening 

meetings (6.5Oh) adds up to 11 5.57%. While some of this apparent error may be 

partly due to overestimating the time spent at these activities, particularly 

unscheduled meetings and telephone calls (desk sessions had less of a time 

delay from happening to being recorded, and scheduled meetings were 

measured by two different methods prior to being recorded), most of the 'error' is 

probably due to double measuring. For example, evening meetings definitely 

occurred at the same time as either a scheduled or unscheduled meeting. In 

addition, some telephone calls, scheduled meetings and unscheduled meetings 

were recorded as occurring at the same time as desk work. 

For this reason, the remainder of this paper will accept that there is overlap 

between these activity categories. 

Total amount of mail, input and output 
Figure 4.29 - Summary of mail: input and output 

Total amount of mail (in pieces) Input and Output 

Total mail ovw obrcnratiorr pefiod 
Average amount of mil processed per day 

Measurement Error 

333.00 
1.67 

0.9% 



AnaIysis of the mail record: input 

Figure 4.30 - Summary of mail input record 

Discussion of results 

Although letters and 'junk mailn accounted for the largest proportion of mail 

received, faxes were far more eagerly received - as they were usually import 

communications from clients. 

Analysis of the Mail: Record i 

The majority of the mail received did not receive much attention as can be seen 

in figure 4.31 : 

Figure 4.31 - Attention given to incoming mail 
-- 
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The 'discarded immediately' observation was arrived at by subtracting the 

amounts for skim, read, and study from 100%. When the data was collected it 

was evident that some mail was neither skimmed, read, or studied, and those 
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pieces were simply not counted - thus the 32W is an accurate measure of the 

mail that was just thrown out immediately. 

Figure 4.32 - Incoming mail par sender 

Figure 4.32 is the analysis of the input (received) mail record. The result for 

'other' (10%) is arrived at by subtracting all the other categories from 100%. This 

is a reasonably accurate measure of mail being sent from other sources because 

the observer purposely left out recording mail not fitting into the categories used 

by Mintzberg. However, there is also a chance that some of the 10% is simply 

recording missing data (in other words the researcher may have missed 

recording a piece of mail as being from the government, and it would therefore 

be counted as an other). 
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Figure 4.33 - Purpose of incoming mail 

Since input mail not fitting the observed categories was not classified, the "junk 

maill other" category in figure 4.33 was calculated by subtracting all the other 

categories from 1 00%. 

Purpose of input mail (%) 
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Acknowledgments 
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Analysis of the mail record: output 

Figure 4.34 - Summary of mail output record 

33% 
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Discussion of results 

The reason for measurement error is that from direct observation, the 

entrepreneur put out a total of 159 piews of mail. This should be equal to the 

amount of reactions to mail inputs plus the number of self initiated mail on 

weekdays plus the number of self initiated mail on weekends, which equals 131 
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a piece of mail was in response to input mail, or self initiated as opposed to 

accounting for more mail pieces output than was actually sent, the total of 159 

pieces of mail output was taken as the more accurate observation. (In other 

words there were 28 pieces of mail sent that were not classified). 

Figure 4.35 - Form of outgoing mail 

The form that the entrepreneur's output mail took in figure 4.35 indicates two 

things: 

The entrepreneur used mail as a form of communication mostly for sales and 

marketing (most of the letters sent were part of promotional1 marketing 

packages aimed at potential clients), and 

The entrepreneur's company at the time of data collection did not have a 

complex or large infrastructure to require many reports, forwarded letters, 

memos etc. 

While these points are made from casual observation of the entrepreneur, the 

data in figures 4.36 and 4.37 also draw the same conclusions. 
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Figure 4.36 - Target of outgoing mail 

Figure 4.37 - Brsakdown of outgoing mail 
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4.2.5 The Contact Record 

Figure 4.38 - Contact record 

Discussion of results 

The entrepreneur spent his contact time as follows: 

Figure 4.39 - Breakdown of contact record 
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contacts, but also accounted for the largest percent of contact time 

These meetings had the following sizes: 
Figure 4.40 - Size of meetings 
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to break down the size of unscheduled versus 

scheduled meetings (the size data was not broken down), however, casual 

observation of the entrepreneur made it clear that unscheduled meetings were 

mostly with 2 people, and scheduled (more formal) meetings accounted for the 

majority of larger size meetings. This is supported by figure 4.41. 

Figure 4.41 - Correlation between sire of meetings and types of meetings 

Figure 4.42 - Types of people in meetings with entrepreneur 
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meetings. However, the data may mislead the reader to think the entrepreneur 

had many separate meetings with independents (often students, or people 

unknown to the entrepreneur, for instance at a client function). In actuality, the 

largest of the meetings the entrepreneur was involved in were usually composed 

of a large number of independents, thus creating the high percentage of 

independents in meetings. 
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Figure 4.43 - Fonn of initiation of meetings 
L 
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As shown in figure 4.43, the entrepreneur himself initiated most of the meetings. 

Figure 4.44 - Purpose of meetings 
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Figure 4.44 represents the purpose of the entrepreneur's meetings (both 

scheduled and unscheduled). In the case of the entrepreneur in this study, many 

(if not most) of the product creation meetings were held with clients - this is 

because the business was a sewice based business, and clients were usually 

part of the audio production process. 
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4.2.6 Stress 
Although not as accurate a measure as other measures in this study, the 

entrepreneur found it interesting to document his perceived stress level on a day 

to day basis. A score of 1 indicates very low stress, while 10 ended up meaning 

crushing, overpowering stress. From casual observation, work and intense 

activity did not necessarily equate to high levels of stress. Rather, stress was 

brought on by leaving many unfinished tasks, switching rapidly from activity to 

activity, and taking on new or uncertain responsibilities. 

Figure 4.45 - Perceived stress per day over observation period 

Days of observation 

Discussion of results 

It may be observed that the documented stress level occasionally drops to 0 (but 

not very often). The first few were periods where the entrepreneur took a 

prolonged break from the business, and was able to totally remove all business 

related stress from his mind. 



Figure 4.46 shows which activities were most strongly related to stress. It is 

interesting to note that no particular activity correlated highly with perceived 

stress levels. 

Figure 4.46 - Correlation of rctivitiis with stress ncord 

Although the letters and reports sent categories had almost zero correlation with 

stress observation, the entrepreneur seemed to indicate that he only created 

these mail items when he was less stressed (which seemed to be the case). 

Further, since the majority of the entrepreneur's mail output (letters) were 

marketing materials, this would indicate that the entrepreneur was only able to 

tend to marketing efforts when most of the 'firesJ were put out. 
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4.3 Synthesis Of Findings 

From the chronological observation data of this study it is apparent h e  

entrepreneur engaged in the following activities: 

Figure 4.47 - Comparison of time spent in chronological categories of observation 
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Travel 
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Unscheduled Meetings 

Telephone 
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The percentage of time shown spent in desk work (figure 4.47) is adjusted to 

58%, since the 10% of time spent in telephone calls was previously included in 

desk work (68%). Likewise, the percentage of time spent in evening meetings 

was adjusted to 1 .Soh from 6.5%, since time in evening meetings was mostly 

included in time spent in scheduled meetings and unscheduled meetings. 



The specific observational data of this study can be simplistically related to the 

activities of the entrepreneur as shown in figure 4.48: 

Figure 4.48 - Simple mlations between data colkcted with entrepreneurial functional areas 
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Whereas Mintzberg found it illuminating to group observational data into 

managerial roles, from the general observation of this study it became obvious 

that it made more sense to group the behavior of the entrepreneur into functional 

areas (figure 4.49), as opposed to by type of activity (phone, desk, travel. 

meetings, etc). After the business was set up, and the business gained some 

customers, the entrepreneur's daily activities consistently fell into the following 9 

categories. 

Figure 4.49 - Main classifications of entrepreneurial activity1 tasks from general 
obsewations 
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By making use of the correlated observation categories (see appendix D), an 

approximate profile can be built of the daily activities of the entrepreneur. 

Figure 4.50 - Daily activities of entrepreneur comlated with observational categories 
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4.4 Roles Of The Entrepreneur 

Unlike managerial roles which can be switched to when the need arises (i-e. 

figurehead, liaison, leader, monitor, disseminator, spokesperson. instigator of 

change, disturbance handler, resource aliocator, and negotiator), the 

entrepreneur in this study was required to operate through a series of tasks1 

behaviors (figure 4.50). These should not be called roles, or thought of as roles, 

because unlike roles of a manager, this cyde of tasks needs to go in a particular 

order (figure 4.51). Through the observation of the entrepreneur in this study, it 

was found that ultimately without sales, there is no need for the rest of the 

behavioral areas as defined. For this reason, after an initial period of 

inexperience, the entrepreneur focused his attention on sales activities before 

everything else. 

As part of the sales process, the entrepreneur found it necessary to engage in 

some measure of marketing activity, just to compete with other firms in the 

industry (ie. Newsletters, sales promotional material, brochures). In addition, the 

entrepreneur found that networking, mostly at social functions, played an 

important role in creating and furthering personal relationships with clients. For 

this study, these activities were categorized as public relations (PR). Of course, 

after the sales and marketing activities were successful, the entrepreneur had to 

switch to actually providing a sewice to clients. This transition was often a 

source of stress since the entrepreneur would be better focussing all his attention 



to the client at hand; however, other dients would still be calling and expecting a 

degree of customer service. 

Once the product was completed and the customer satisfied, the entrepreneur 

needed to invoice the client and receive payment (accounts receivable). The 

entrepreneur perceived this task more as a chore, and frequently invoiced clients 

later than other companies with more infrastructure would have. 

After completing this cycle, the entrepreneur generally identified any problem 

areas per contract/ job. Examples of problems were inadequate business decor, 

equipment upgrades, inadequate promotional material, and sales inexperience. 

Theoretically, the entrepreneur could identify opportunities at any point in time, 

but it appeared that even if the entrepreneur encountered an opportunity while in 

a sales or production related category, he would wait until the activity cycle for at 

least the current customer was complete before exploring the opportunity further. 

Finally, after identifying problems and opportunities, the entrepreneur set about 

refining the service and problem solving. Often there were simply not enough 

resources available for the entrepreneur to solve the problems he identified. 

However, since the entrepreneur was generally more open to opportunities within 

his means, there was usually more effort put into this area. In fact, exploring new 

opportunities was consistently one of the entrepreneur's favorite activities. 



While this series of activities were repeated over and over throughout the 

observation period, the entrepreneur needed to peflonn certain administrative 

tasks to support all the other activities (answering phone, cleaning ofice, 

answering inquiries). 

Lastly, to support the business' various expenses (rent, taxes, suppliers), the 

entrepreneur needed to pay bills (accounts payable). Due to inadequate 

procedures in place to track expenses, the entrepreneur usually just dealt with 

payments to suppliers whenever he got around to it and had nothing more 

enjoyable to work on. 

It was observed that if the tasks did not get completed in the order shown in 

figure 4.51 : 

(1) the entrepreneur would suffer a high level of stress moving to the next 

behavior without tying up loose ends in the previous area, and 

(2) the business would eventually fail if the correct order of activities did not 

resume 

This is not to say that the entrepreneur in this study did not work in all the roles 

as defined by Mintzberg (figure 4.52). Only that thinking in terms of groupings of 

activities by function, not roles, makes far more sense in observing 

entrepreneurial behavior. 



Perhaps the main reason for this difference is that by defining the behaviors of an 

entrepreneur into functions it is easier for the entrepreneur to see where changes 

can help grow the business. Because of the necessary order of activities by 

function for the small business entrepreneur, the entrepreneur does not initially 

need to be a good disseminator, monitor. or any other role. Theoretically, if the 

entrepreneur is effective enough in the sales activities (and has enough 

resources), he may never need to perfom any of the other activities (since the 

company would rapidly grow and hire others for the other functions). Not too 

long after the observation period of this study, the entrepreneur did start to look 

at additional staff to replace him in several of the activity areas. 

From the perspective of the entrepreneur in this study, thinking in terms of roles 

did not aid the entrepreneur in creating a more successful business, but 

modifying and structuring his behaviors by functional area did help. 



Figure 4.51 - Order of activities undergone by entrepreneur 
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Figure 4.52 - Roles of manager as fitting into the model developed in this paper 
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4.5 Comparison Wth Exprtations From titernturn Review 

Expectation: A successful entrepreneur is mote aggressive in creating his or her 

own future than a non-entrepreneur, and will have a higher percentage of mail 

outputs, telephone calls, and scheduled meetings compared to a regular 

manager. 

The results of 43 weeks of observation show that the entrepreneur in this study 

actually had a lower number of mail outputs, telephone calls, and scheduled 

meetings compared to other studies of managers (Choran. Mintzberg) 

The reason for this could be that the hypothesis is simply incorrect. The 

entrepreneur in this study was simply not as productive as he should have been, 

the entrepreneur was not experienced or confident enough to promote his 

business as well as possible or the work demands are different when the 

entrepreneur has no staff to coordinate. Based on the entrepreneur's behavior 

years after this study, it is believed that the truth is that a combination of low 

finances, lack of experience, and a small client base led to a relatively low 

number of mail outputs, telephone calls and scheduled meetings. 

Expectation: A successful entrepreneur will be motivated to work longer hours 

towards a goal than a nonentrepreneurial manager. 



When taking into consideration weekend hours, the entrepreneur in this study 

worked significantly longer hours than managers of other studies. It is also 

important to remember that the entrepreneur was attending university during the 

time period of this study. 

Expectation: A successful entrepreneur which has canied the business through 

to stage 11 (survival) may have a difficult time delegating roles, as is necessary for 

progression to stage Ill (success) and 1 V (takeoff). 

The more casual observation of the entrepreneur in this study over a 3 year 

period did con f in  that the delegation of responsibilities was an extremely difficult 

transition for the entrepreneur, mostly due to trust. The entrepreneur initially had 

a general belief that he could perform most tasks better himself. However it was 

obvious that the sheer volume of activities performed by a team of people could 

not be handled by one person. In addition, it was eventually apparent to the 

entrepreneur that he could not personally obtain all the knowledge of everyone 

who worked with him. Instead, he continually worked at obtaining just the 

knowledge necessary to understand the work of everyone else in the 

organization so that he could be aware of opportunities that might apply to 

different areas of the business. 



Expectation: A successful entrepreneur will attempt to eliminate dependencies 

upon others, and will therefore attempt to be able to function in all the roles 

necessary in an organization so as to not be purely dependent upon others. 

From the casual 3 year observation of the entrepreneur in this study, it was 

evident that the entrepreneur continually attempted to learn the jobs of those 

around him. The exact reason for this behavior may be that (I ) he would, if 

necessary, be able to perform their tasks, (2) he would be able to direct their 

activities better, and (3) he would be in a better situation to recognize 

opportunities when presented with them. 

Expectation: Successful entrepreneurs identify a larger number of opportunities, 

and therefore ha ve a greater proba bilify of identiwing successful opportunities. 

The observations of one entrepreneur do not supply enough data to support this 

hypothesis; however, it was observed that the entrepreneur continually 

recognized potential opportunities in terms of marketing, strategy, sales, service 

etc., on a daily/ weekly basis. Serious thought about pursuing opportunities was 

one of the entrepreneur's favorite pastimes, however; he only did this activity 

when he was not engaged in an activity cycle necessary for getting1 completing a 

current job/ contract (sales, marketing, providing seruice). 



4.6 Answers To Research Questr'ons 

What types of activities will entrepreneurs typically encounter from day to day? 

Specific activities of the entrepreneur include travelling, desk work, telephone 

calls, scheduled meetings, unscheduled meetings, evening meetings, receiving 

mail, and sending mail. 

Figure 4.50 is an accurate daily profile of the entrepreneur's behaviors, which 

unifies specific activities of the entrepreneur into one entrepreneurial behavior 

model. All of the entrepreneur's daily activities can (and should) be grouped into 

9 major groupings: Marketing, sales, public relations, providing the service, 

accounts receivable, identifying problems1 opportunities, refining the service1 

problem solving, administrative tasks, and accounts payable. 

What is the average time consumed by each activity in (I)? 

Over the course of the observation period, the entrepreneur spent 5% of his time 

travelling, 6.5% (approximately 5% of this overlaps with scheduled and 

unscheduled meetings) of his time in evening meetings, 58% of his time at desk 

work, 10% of his time on the telephone, 17% of his time in scheduled meetings, 

and 9% of his time in unscheduled meetings. 



How can potential entrepreneurs be better prepared for the activities they will 

encounter? 

A potential entrepreneur would benefit from familiarizing himlherself with the 

activity cycle presented in section 4.4 and the implications discussed in section 

6.2. In addition, the entrepreneur should recognize activity groupings which he is 

deficient in, and surround himself with individuals who posses the needed 

abilities. A very important point that the entrepreneur in this study did not realize 

until later on the necessity of attempting to complete each activity (e.g. invoice 

clients, pay bills) before moving on to the next activity in the cycle. This is not 

always possible, but a consistent failure to complete activity stages will create 

stress, and signify: 

more staff are needed, 

the planning phases were not done conectly - logistics, strategy, organization, 

the opportunity analysis was incorrect, or 

the entrepreneur has overestimated his or her abilities. 



5.0 COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH MANAGER'S WORK 

5.1 Overview 

In The Nature of Managerial Work, Mintzberg developed a theory of what managers 

did, by noting those roles that were constant throughout his observation of different 

managers. As a review of previous literature, Mintzberg reviewed contemporary views 

of the manager's job, distinguishing characteristics of managerial work, the manager's 

working roles, variations in managers' work, and the 'science' of managerial work. 

From this body of previous research along with his own findings, Mintzberg drew 

conclusions on the nature of managerial work. 

This paper has taken direction from Mintzberg's study, attempting to parallel parts of 

Mintzberg's study for observing one individual entrepreneur. In section 5.2 Mintzberg's 

'Cisii~iguishing Characteristics of Managerial Work' are contrasted to the results of this 

study. Section 5.3 compares the manager's working roles, as described by Mintzberg, 

with the entrepreneur's activities. Section 5.4 compares the variations in managerial 

work with that of the entrepreneur. Section 5.5 summarizes the most significant 

findings of this section with general propositions about the entrepreneur's activities. 



5.2 Comparison With Distinguishing Ch8racteristics Of Manageria/ Work 

Propositions about characteristics of managerial work - from 'The Nature of Managerial 

Work" (Mintzberg, 1973) are as follows: 

1. "Because of the open-ended nature of his job, the manager feels compelled to 

perform a great quantity of work at an unrelenting pace. Little free time is 

available and breaks are rare. Senior managers, in particular, cannot escape 

from their jobs after hours, because of the work they take home and because 

their minds tend to be on their jobs during much of their 'free time'." (Mintzberg, 

1973,p.51) 

This proposition applies equally well to the entrepreneur observed in this study. On 

arriving at the office, the entrepreneur rarely had free time. If there was a need to take 

a mental break from one activity, another activity was started. The closest the 

entrepreneur in this study came to an actual 'break' was Wen he practiced a skill 

necessary to his job, in the form of a hobby - playing a musical instrument. For others 

in his position with a different skill set - this might have been considered the hardest 

work of all. 

By observing the total number of hours worked by the entrepreneur, it was noted that 

while he did not work longer 'office' hours than that of the executives in Mintzberg's 



study, he worked more varied hours, with many individual days longer than the 

standard 8 hours (figure 5.1). 

Figure 5.1 - Comparison of houn worked between Mintzbarg and Hugh Studies 

In terms of lunch or dinner breaks, the entrepreneur eventually became accustomed to 

working at least 8 hours straight with no breaks for food. This is not desirable, and was 

probably a result of the entrepreneur being unable to balance various aspects of his 

life. 

In the beginning, the entrepreneur was unaccustomed to working such long hours, and 

regularly went home at meal times. As the business workload increased, and the 

entrepreneur became increasingly on call for clients, he became accustomed to staying 

on the job (in the office or in meetings), and only eating breakfasts and suppers. 
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Near the end of this set of data, the entrepreneur found his eating habits were causing 

problems for his health. He realized that irregular, infrequent meals and poor sleeping 

habits were not conducive to operating the business. 

Later in his career, the entrepreneur learned how to balance his life better, even as his 

business became larger and more profitable. While some of this coping likely came 

through increased organization, it seems more likely that increased organization 

became possible as the entrepreneur became more confident in his abilities, and the 

company became more stable. 

2. "In contrast to activities performed by most nonmanagers, those of the manager are 

characterized by brevity, variety, and fragmentation. The vast majority are of 

brief duration, on the order of seconds for foremen and minutes for chief 

executives. The variety of activities to be performed is vast, and the lack of 

pattern among subsequent activities, with the trivial interspersed with the 

consequential, requires that the manager shift moods quickly and frequently. In 

general, managerial work is fragmented and interruptions are commonplace." 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 51 ) 

1 On weekdays last 5 weeks of study. Weekends also included significant hours, but are not included in 
comparison with managers 
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This was true for the entrepreneur in this study. The variety of activities to be 

performed was great and, with constant trivial interruptions, the entrepreneur needed to 

shift activities as well as mindset quickly and frequently. However, figure 5.2 illustrates 

important differences between the activities of the entrepreneur and the managers of 

past studies. 

Figure 5.2 - Comparison of activities between Minaberg, C h 0 ~ n  and Hugh studies 

Keeping in mind that for the entrepreneur - this was mostly due to direct labour, which was in this case 
done at the entrepreneur's desk in the office. A more comparable figure for desk work would be a 
number slightly larger than the proportion of time taken by telephone calls (10%): pertraps 12% of time. 
3 This amount of time also includes 'direct labour' for the entrepreneur in this study. A time more 
comparable with the other managers' tasks would be slightly larger than the amount of time spent on the 
phone per day (1 56 total hours spent on phone1 297 desk sessions x 60)s 31 -5 min per desk session. 
4 This is the proportion of time the entrepreneur would have spent on the phone if direct labour (providing 
a service) is eliminated for comparison with regular managers. 
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As explained in section 4.3, the order of the entrepreneur's activities had an impact on 

his effectiveness and his chance of success. In addition, the entrepreneur had many 

types of sales and product creation (direct labour) type activities which the managers 

did not, which is a significant difference. 

3. "The manager actually appears to prefer brevity and interruption in his work. He 

becomes conditioned by his workload; he develops an appreciation for the 

opportunity cost of his own time; and he lives continuously with an awareness of 

what else might or must be done at any time. Superficiality is an occupational 

hazard of the manager's job." (Mintzberg, 1973, 51 ) 
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31 min. 

Proportion of time 59% 21 % 

Most of this is proposition is true for the entrepreneur of this study. Although his 

activities tended to last much longer than that of any manager, this was because he did 

a great deal of direct labour himself, boosting the statistics for the average activity 

duration. As mentioned earlier, the entrepreneur certainly became conditioned by the 

hours required - even to the point of foregoing meal-times on a regular basis. 
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As for being aware of the opportunity cost of his own time, the entrepreneur regularly 

took mental breaks from particular activities by switching to a different functional role. 

The entrepreneur attempted to maximize the effectiveness of his time by making sure 

that whatever activity he did at a particular time benefited the company directly or 

indirectfy. He could always tidy up the office a little bit more, always call a few more 

customers to keep in contact, always prospect for new customers, and always do more 

thorough accounting. When talking on the phone, especially when calls were from 

personal contacts, the entrepreneur would always try to do another activity of more 

value at the same time. If the entrepreneur had to go to a meeting outside of the office, 

he would always try to visit suppliers in the same vicinity. However, it should also be 

said that due to constant interruptions (from subordinates, phone calls, clients) the 

entrepreneur was rarely able to focus clearly on the job at hand. 

4. "The manager gravitates to the more active elements of his work - the current, the 

specific, the well-defined, the non-routine activities. Mail processing is viewed 

as a burden, with the little "action" mail receiving the most careful attention. 

Very current information (gossip, hearsay, speculation) is favored; routine 

reports are not. Time scheduling reflects a concern with the definite and the 

concrete, and activities tend to focus on specific rather than general issues. The 

pressure of the job does not encourage the development of a planner, but of an 
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adaptive information manipulator who works in a stimulus-response environment 

and who favors live action." (Mintzberg, 1973, 51 ) 

This statement describes the activities of the entrepreneur well - even though the 

entrepreneur tried his best to perform more mundane tasks and plan ahead. The 

entrepreneur definitely favored the more active elements of his work but at the same 

time realized that if mundane tasks did not get done, the company would fall apart (in 

comparison with the managers in larger organizations, who could catch up on certain 

activities later without the business falling apart, or have a subordinate handle them). 

However, the entrepreneur was not always very effective at handling those 'mundane' 

tasks (such as book-keeping), and the business suffered as a result. 

Secondly, the entrepreneur may have had a preference for short-term stimulus- 

response type activity, but the entrepreneur also knew he needed to keep a portion of 

his mind focused on the long-term impacts of decisions at all times. Without this dual 

focus, the entrepreneur felt he would either end up running a successful but small 

operation or will work hard but ineffectively, and run the company into the ground. 

5. "Verbal and written contacts are the manager's work and his prime tools are the five 

media - mail (documented), telephone (purely verbal), unscheduled meetings 

(informal face-to-face), scheduled meetings (formal face-to-face) and tour 
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(observational). The manager clearly favors the three verbal media, spending 

most of his time in verbal contact." (Mintzberg, 1973. 52) 

All of the entrepreneur's activities were dwarfed by 58% of his time spent performing 

'direct labour' (product creation type activities). Therefore, this proposition does not 

accurately describe the overall work of the entrepreneur in this study. 

However, if only the entrepreneur's contact record are considered, the entrepreneur 

spent most of his time in scheduled meetings (46%), telephone calls (28%), and 

unscheduled meetings (25%), but almost no time was spent in processing mail. This 

shows that the entrepreneur, like Mintzberg's managers, also preferred verbal media. 

It should be noted that the entrepreneur focussed on verbal contacts which would likely 

lead to more work, and thus lead back to the entrepreneur performing additional 

product creation activities. 

6. "Mail receives cursory treatment, although it must be processed regularly. The mail 

tends to contain little "live actionn material; processing is time-consuming; and it 

moves slowly and involves long feedback delays. The mail contains much 

general data and lengthy documents (reports, periodicals, and so on) and 

numbers of formal communications and inconsequential requests that must, 

nevertheless, be answered. The manager generates as much mail as he 
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receives, most of it necessary responses to input mail. The manager's treatment 

of mail suggests that subordinates beyond his routine verbal reach tend to be at 

an information disadvantage compared with those who work in closer proximity." 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 52) 

For the entrepreneur, mail did receive 'cursory' treatment. but only because it was 

mostly junk mail. As well, processing of the mail did move slowly, leading to some 

overdue accounts. The entrepreneur realized that increased organization skills would 

be necessary, part of which would result in important mail (such as bills, payments). 

being taken care of swiftly. 

Based on the observed data, it might appear that the entrepreneur did generate as 

much mail as he received (figure 5.3). However, almost none of it was in response to 

input mail. Most were forms of marketing for the entrepreneur and his company (for 

example, thank you notes, invoices, open-house invitations, Christmas cards. and 

advertising materials). 



Figure 5.3 - Comparison of mail record between Mintzberg and Hugh studies 

7. "The informal media (telephone and unscheduled meetings) are generally used by 

the manager for brief contacts when the parties are well known to each other, 

and when information or requests must be transmitted quickly." (Mintzberg, 

1973, 52) 
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This did apply to the entrepreneur in this study in that better known parties were 

ccntacted more frequently with the informal media. The most important scheduled 

meetings were used for meetings with potential clients, or meetings with current clients 

which were usually product creation meetings. 

Although the entrepreneur's unscheduled meetings were shorter than the formal 

scheduled meetings, they were longer than those of managers in previous studies 

(figure 5.4). The reason for this was probably due to the entrepreneur not having much 

patience for frequent inconsequential contacts. If he was to meet with a person or talk 
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with them on the phone, the entrepreneur made an effort to clear up all of the 

information given and information received during that contact, for the next contact 

would be at least a week away. 

Figure 5.4 - Cornpanson of contact records between Mintzberg and Hugh studies 

8. "The scheduled meeting consumes more of the manager's time than any other 

medium. It allows for contacts of long duration of a formal nature, with large 

groups of people, and away from the organization. Activities for the purposes of 

ceremony, strategy making, and negotiation generally take place at scheduled 

meetings. Of special interest in scheduled meetings is the general discussion at 

the beginning and end of each, which frequently involved the flow of important 

information." (Mintzberg, 1973, 52) 

For the entrepreneur in this paper, scheduled meetings did allow for contacts of long 

duration of a formal nature, with large groups of people, away from the organization. 

However, the entrepreneur used scheduled meetings for an entirely different purpose 

than did the managers. 
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Figure 4.24 of section 4.2 indicates that the entrepreneur's scheduled meetings were 

mostly for the purpose of product creation, review, negotiation, and sales. The data 

does indicate that receiving information and manager requests were the least 

associated with scheduled meetings. In addition, figure 5.5 shows that scheduled 

meetings did not consume more of the entrepreneur's time than any other medium. 

Figure 5.5 - Comparison of scheduled meeting time between Mintzberg and Hugh studies 

9 'Tours provide the managers with the opportunity to observe activity informally 

without pre-arrangement, but the manager spends little of his time in open- 

ended touring." (Mintzberg, 1973, 52) 

This does not relate to the entrepreneur in this study. Tours as an observational 

category were removed from the study before observation even began. Later on in the 

entrepreneur's career, tours did become necessary for both potential clients and peers 

to have a look at the business' operations. 
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10. "The manager may be likened to the neck of an hourglass, standing between his 

own organization and a network of outside contacts, linking them in a variety of 

ways. External contacts generally consume one-third to one-half of the 

manager's contact time. These are of great variety and include clients, 

suppliers, associates, peers, and others. These people serve, in effect. as a 

network of informers. Nonline relationships are a significant and complex 

component of the manager's job." (Mintzberg. 1973, 52) 

This was especially true for the entrepreneur, since in the beginning all contacts were 

with external sources. Figure 5.6 demonstrates that 87% percent of the entrepreneur's 

contacts were with external sources. 

Figure 5.6 - Percentage of time entrepreneur spent with contacts 

For the entrepreneur, these contacts served as a source of revenue, production, and 

sanity. Later, these contacts increasingly acted as a network of informers. 
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1 1 . "Subordinates generally consume one-third to one-half of the manager's contact 

time, most often for purposes of making requests, of sending or receiving 

information, and of making strategy. The manager interacts freely with a wide 

variety of subordinates, bypassing formal channels of communication to do so." 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 53) 

While this may be true for the manager in an established business, the entrepreneur in 

this study did not have any permanent employees over the data collection period of this 

study. Any subordinates were contract employees hired for specific projects. 

Subordinates accounted for 11 % of the entrepreneur's contacts. Later in the 

entrepreneur's career, subordinates became an increasing source of short frequent 

interruptions, typically requiring the entrepreneur's expertise. 

12. "The manager spends relatively little of his time with his superior (or directors in 

the case of the chief executive) - generally on the order of 10 percent." 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 53) 

For the entrepreneur, creditors were his only real 'superiors'. However, the time the 

entrepreneur spent with creditors was negligible (the entrepreneur's only debt was an 

operating line of credit). 
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13. "The manager's job reflects a blend of duties and rights. Although superficial study 

of managers' activities suggests that they often control little of what they do, 

closer analysis suggests that the manager can exert self control in two important 

ways. The manager is responsible for many initial commitments, which then lock 

him into a set of ongoing activities; and the manager can take advantage of his 

obligations by extracting information, by exercising his leadership, and in many 

other ways." (Minkberg, 1973, 53) 

To the economist, an entrepreneur is just like a manager, with one extra degree of 

freedom - he can start businesses. During the start-up phase, this study illustrated that 

one difficulty with entrepreneurial activity is not the limitations in what the entrepreneur 

can do - but deciding which activities among many he should do, since there is nobody 

else directing his activity. As mentioned before the entrepreneur did not always know 

how to use his time effectively. 

5.3 Comparison With The Manager's Working Roles 

Mintzberg defines a role as an organized set of behaviors belonging to an identifiable 

office or position (Sarbin and Allen, 1968). Individual personality may affect how a role 

is performed, but not that it is performed (Mintzberg, 1973, 54). 

Propositions about managerial roles - from "The Nature of Managerial Work" 

(Minkberg, 1973) are as follows: 
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1. "Managerial activities and managerial roles may be grouped in three categories - 
those concerned primarily with interpersonal relationships, those that deal 

primarily with information processing, and those that involve the making of 

significant decisions." (Mintzberg, 1973, 96) 

The managerial roles Mintzberg identified do apply to the entrepreneur. However, after 

observing an entrepreneur in action for close to one year during the early stages of 

business development, this sort of analysis seems to fall short of the roles the 

entrepreneur must fill. During observation, the entrepreneur filled the following 

functional area roles: 

Sales person 

* Marketer 

Service Provider 

Business Consultant 

Office Administrator 

Accountant/ Bookkeeper 

Janitor 

The entrepreneur in this study was required to frequently switch from role to role 

quickly and fulfill the duties of each functional area as if that were his sole job. Within 

each functional area, the entrepreneur needed to perform many of the roles described 

by Mintzberg. In this regard, the early stage entrepreneur was like Mintzberg's 



managers, except that he not only managed many different functional areas 

simultaneously, he also performed most of the 'direct labour' tasks. 

2. "The work of managers of all types may be described in terms of ten observable 

roles: figurehead, liaison, and leader (interpersonal roles), monitor, 

disseminator, and spokesperson (information roles), and entrepreneur, 

disturbance handler, resource allocater, and negotiator (decisional roles)." 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 96) 

As noted in the previous proposition, this is too narrow a description for the 

entrepreneur, who needed to fulfill any and all observable roles that existed at all levels 

of the organization - from the janitor, to the president. As explained in detail in section 

4.3, the work of the entrepreneur may be better described as a sequence of activities: 

sales, provide service, administrative tasks, marketing, identifying problems and 

opportunities, public relations, accounts receivable, refining service/ problem solving, 

and accounts payable. 

3. "These ten roles form a gestalt - an integrated whole. The three interpersonal roles 

derive from the manager's formal authority and status; these give rise to the three 

informational roles; and these in turn enable the manager to perform the four 

decisional roles." (Mintzberg, 1973, 96) 
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The activity areas of the entrepreneur also formed an integrated whole as each was 

required to be completed in a particular order for the entrepreneur to be effective. 

Figure 4.51 of section 4.4 demonstrates the general order of activities of the observed 

entrepreneur. 

4. "The leader role identifies the manager's relationship with his subordinates. He 

defines the milieu in which they work, motivates them, probes into their activities to 

keep them alert, and takes responsibility for hiring, training, and promoting them. 

The manager attempts to bring subordinate and organizational needs into a 

common accord to promote efficient operations. The leader role pervades virtually 

all the manager's activities in which subordinates are involved, even those whose 

main purpose is not interpersonal. The power of the manager is most clearly 

manifested in the leader role." (Mintzberg, 1973, 96) 

This proposition did not seem to apply to the entrepreneur over the course of the data 

collec.tion, because the entrepreneur had few subordinates, except for subcontractors. 

However, in later years, when the entrepreneur had permanent employees, he found 

that his employees constantly looked to him for motivation and guidance - which 

eventually became mentally exhausting. 

5. "The manager may involve himself in an improvement project on one of three levels. 

He may delegate all responsibility to a subordinate, implicitly retaining the right to 
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replace him; he may delegate responsibility for design but retain responsibility for 

choice via authorization; or he may supervise the design phase himself." 

(Mintzberg, 1 973, 98) 

The entrepreneur under observation handled most projects directly - design, direct 

labour, and alf. Only a very few select projects were handed to others - with strict 

supervision still by the entrepreneur. Based on these observations, it could be 

expected that the entrepreneur would be forced to delegate responsibility by an 

increasing workload. Later on in the entrepreneur's career, this was shown to be partly 

true. Most of the time, the entrepreneur delegated responsibility to increase production 

capacity, and freed himself up to perform activities more important for the medium term 

success of the business (sales1 project co-ordination). 

6. "In the fiaison role the manager develops a network of contacts outside of his 

organization, in which information and favors are traded for mutual benefit. 

Managers spend considerable amounts of time performing this role, first by making 

a series of commitments to establish these contacts, and then by carrying out 

various activities to maintain them." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

The entrepreneur also nurtured such contacts, often in the form of bartering 

arrangements. Some of the contacts the entrepreneur swapped services or equipment 

with were potential competitors, but also at an early stage of development (and not yet 
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a threat). As a result the entrepreneur was friendly, but cautious dealing with these 

contacts. 

7. "Evidence suggests that the manager serves as 'nerve center" of his organization's 

information. His unique access to all subordinates and to special outside contacts 

(many of them nerve centers of their own organizations) enables the manager to 

develop a powerful data base of external and internal information. In effect, the 

manager is his organization's generalist with the best store of non-routine 

information." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

For the first year of the entrepreneur's business (during the data collection of this 

study), this statement was true by definition, since the entrepreneur was the 

businesses' only employee. In later years, the entrepreneur's business went through 

stages in which there were other partners and employees, but the entrepreneur was 

still looked on for administrative and strategic support. The entrepreneur felt that the 

business could never reach it's potential with this arrangement and pushed for the 

other owners to act more independently (but congruent with the goals of the firm). This 

period put a lot of stress on the owners, and in the end the company lost one of the four 

partners. However, out of this period, the business emerged more profitable, more 

stable, and the owners initiated a system for them to be paid on salary (or regular 

dividend payments). 
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8. "As monitor the manager continually seeks and receives information from a variety 

of sources in order to develop a thorough understanding of the organization and its 

environment. Information arrives on internal operations. external events, ideas, and 

trends, and in the form of analyses and pressures." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

This essence of this proposition did apply to the entrepreneur in this study, but not as 

stated. Even years after the business initially started, the entrepreneur put most of his 

energy into securing work, and creating a produd service. The entrepreneur did have 

many information sources for the local industry and sought out information from a 

variety of sources, but most news came in the form of gossip, and did not affect the 

entrepreneur's business. 

9. "A good part of the manager's information is current, tangible, and non-documented. 

Hence the manager must take responsibility for the design of his own information 

system, which he does by building liaison contacts and by training subordinates to 

bypass their superiors in delivering information to him." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

The entrepreneur's organization was very informal in structure with a flat hierarchy. 

Thus subordinates were free to pass information on to anyone they came into contact 

with, and whoever would benefit best from receiving the information. Essentially, the 

entrepreneur tried to push everyone else within the organization to be entrepreneurial 

themselves. 



10. "The manager uses his information to detect changes, to identify problems and 

opportunities, to build up a general understanding of his milieu for decision-making, 

to determine organizational values, and to inform outsiders and subordinates." 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

The entrepreneur also used information for these purposes, however, as previously 

stated, information gathering played a minor role in the activities of the entrepreneur. 

Certainly the entrepreneur did not try to go out of his way to gather information. 

1 1. "As disseminator the manager sends external information into his organization and 

internal information from one subordinate to another. This information may be of a 

factual or value nature." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

Although the entrepreneur pushed everyone else within his organization to be 

autonomous within their own areas of expertise, the disseminator role became apparent 

when the entrepreneur had permanent employees and partners requiring his expertise. 

12. "As spokesman the manager must transmit information to various external groups. 

He must act in a public relations capacity; lobby for his organization; keep key 

influencers (board of directors or boss) informed; inform the public about his 
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organization's performance, plans, and policies; and send useful information to his 

liaison contacts." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

The entrepreneur was required to f i l l  the spokesman role, but in a much smaller 

capacity. During the observation period of this study, the entrepreneur made several 

presentations to groups of peers regarding his business. In later years, as the 

business became more successful, the entrepreneur did not pursue these types of 

activities, and was spokesman only so far as greeting visitors1 clients to the business 

and giving a tour. 

13. "The manager must take full responsibility for his organization's strategy making 

system, the system by which important decisions are made and interrelated. He has 

the necessary authority and information, and by having control over all impoRant 

decision he can integrate them." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

This was true while the entrepreneur was the only owner of the business. In later 

years, a lot of effort was spent by the owners to co-ordinate their strategy making and 

administrative organization. 

14. "As entrepreneur the manager initiates and designs much of the controlled change 

in his organization. He continually searches for problems and opportunities. When 

a situation requiring improvement is found, the manager initiates an "improvement 
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projectn - a series of related decision and other activities, sequences over period of 

time, that leads to the actual improvement." (Mintzberg, 1973, 97) 

Obviously the role of entrepreneur applied to the entrepreneur in this study. It seemed 

at times that the entrepreneur's favorite activity was searching for opportunities, even if 

his effort could have been better used elsewhere. 

15. "The manager may involve himself in an improvement project on one of three levels. 

He may delegate all responsibility to a subordinate, implicitly retaining the right to 

replace him; he may delegate responsibility for design but retain responsibility for 

choice via authorization; or he may supervise the design phase himself." 

(Mintzberg, 1 973, 97) 

This applies equally well to the entreprene~r in this study, except that the entrepreneur 

was not able to effectively delegate responsibility to his partners - they needed to want 

to undertake an activity themselves for it to get done correctly. 

16. "At any one time senior managers appear to maintain supervision over a large 

inventory of improvement projects. These vary widely in stage of development, with 

some under active development, some in limbo, and some nearing completion. 

Each is worked on periodically, with each step followed by a period of delay during 

which the manager waits for the feedback of information or the occurrence of an 



event. Occasionally, a project is completed or a new one added to inventory." 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 98) 

This also applies well to the activities of the entrepreneur in this study, except that the 

majority of 'improvement projects' were kept in limbo state, mostly because the 

entrepreneur had many ideas, but less time and money. 

1 7. "As his organization's generalist, the manager must take charge when his 

organization meets with an unexpected stimulus for which there is no clear 

programmed response. In effect, he assumes the role of disturbance handler. 

Disturbances may arise from conflicts between subordinates, conflicts between the 

manager's organization and another, and losses of resources or threats thereof. 

Disturbances arise both because "poor" managers are insensitive and because 

innovation by "goodn managers inevitably leads to unanticipated consequences. 

Faced with a disturbance, the manager gives it priority and devotes his efforts to 

removing the stimulus - to buying time so that it can be dealt with leisurely by an 

improvement project." (Mintzberg, 1973, 98) 

When the entrepreneur's organization grew to the point that conflicts arose between 

subordinates or other managers, he acted in the role of disturbance handler exactly as 

did Mintzberg's managers. 
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18. "In his resource allocator role the manager overseas the allocation of all forms of 

organizational resources (such as money, manpower, reputation). This involves 

three essentials - scheduling his own time, programming the work of the 

organization, and authoring actions." (Mintzberg, 1973, 98) 

During the period of data collection, the entrepreneur functioned as his company's only 

resource allocator. However, in later years when the entrepreneur had several 

partners, he was not solely responsible for resource allocation, and did not want to be. 

19. "In scheduling his own time, the manager implicitly sets organizational priorities. 

What fails to reach him fails to get support. Thus, his time assumes a significant 

opportunity cost." (Mintzberg, 1973, 99) 

This was true for the entrepreneur - who was (during the data collection period of this 

study) solely responsible for all decisions concerning the business. Perhaps the 

biggest threat facing the entrepreneur regarding the scheduling of time was that hardly 

any time was set aside to actually schedule his time. This led to a fair amount of 

disorganization and 'putting out the fires' type decision making. 

It would appear that a successful entrepreneur needs to organize time efficiently and 

wisely, making sure to include time for eating, sleeping, and some form of social 

activity. Otherwise, the entrepreneur seems to get caught up in a sea of make-work, 
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and once he surfaces may find he has lost touch with what is necessary to improve the 

business. 

20. "The manager takes responsibility for establishing the basic work system of his 

organization and programming the work of subordinates - deciding what will be 

done, who will do it, what structure will be used." (Mintzberg, 1973, 99) 

This was exactly true for the entrepreneur in this study. Of course, the entrepreneur 

was often his own subordinate. Later on when the entrepreneur often dealt with 

subordinates, this proposition remained equally applicable. 

21. "To help in evaluating proposals, managers mentally develop loose models and 

plans. The models describe a great variety of internal and external situations. The 

plans - in the form of improvement projects to be initiated - serve to provide a 

common basis against which to evaluate proposals. the plans are loose, flexible 

and implicit, so that they can be updated with the arrival of new information.'' 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 99) 

This proposition can relate to the entrepreneur in this study, as an ongoing business 

plan was constantly revised mentally week to week. This plan gave the entrepreneur a 

general idea for the desired direction and mandate of the business, and helped in 

evaluating the constant flow of ideas (marketing, product, pricing, strategy etc.) which 
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the entrepreneur considered. It should be noted that the entrepreneur always kept 

some of his thoughts in the sales and marketing areas, and often made decisions with 

a view to succeeding in these areas. 

22. "The ten roles suggest that managers, while generalists when viewed within their 

organizations, are in fact specialists required to perform a particular set of 

specialized roles." (Mintzberg, 1973, 99) 

As noted earlier the switching of roles is more apparent for an entrepreneur. Unlike the 

manager who is often acting out a combination of roles, the entrepreneur is usually 

acting in one capacity or another, for example, acting as a sales rep, as compared to 

an accountant. Within each functional area, the entrepreneur's success definitely 

depended on his ability to perform well as a specialist. 

23. "Organizations require managers not only because of imperfections in the system 

and unexpected changes in the environment, but because a formal authority is 

required to carry out certain basic, regular duties. The ten roles suggest six basic 

purposes of the manager - to ensure the efficient production of the organization's 

goods and services, to design and maintain the stability of organized operations, to 

adapt the organization in a controlled way to its changing environment, to ensure 

that the organization serves the ends of those persons who control it, to serve as 
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the key information link between the organization and its environment, and to 

operate the organization's status system." (Mintzberg, 1973, 99) 

Except for the obvious difference that entrepreneurs are a logical necessity for the 

existence of a new company, these six basic purposes of managers were also 

appropriate for the entrepreneur in this study. Additionally, the entrepreneur had to 

arrange financing, and gather clients1 sales. 

5.4 Comparison With Variations In Manager's Work 

Mintzberg writes: 

"... the work of a manager at a particular point in time is determined by the 

influence that four 'nested sets of variables have on the basic role requirements 

and work characteristics. First, and most broadly, the manager's job is 

influenced by the organization, its industry, and other factors in the environment. 

Second, there are work variations within a given job itself - its level in the 

organization and the function it oversees (such as marketing or production). 

Third, there are variations within a given job stemming from the person in that 

job - the effects of his personality and style. Finally, there are variations within a 

particular individual's job caused by the situation (seasonal variations or 

temporary threats, for example). The work any manager does at a certain point 



in time can be described as a function of these four sets of variable." 

(Mintzberg, 1973: 102) 

The impact of these variables on the entrepreneur are broken down into environmental 

variables, industry variations, and the job itself as follows: 

5.4.1 Environmental Variables 

The Influence of Size 

Mintzberg writes that the size of the overall organization has a large impact on the 

activities of senior managers; that managers of smaller organization engage in fewer 

formal activities, and are more concerned with the operating work of their 

organizations. Mintzberg explains this by the lack of depth in their management and 

staff - and that they must be prepared to fill in when the need arises. 

This point is certainly born out by the observational data in this study. Of course, the 

entrepreneur did not just need to "fill in" when the need arose - most of the time the 

entrepreneur had to conduct all the direct labour himself because it was not yet 

profitable to hire another member of staff. 

A study by Irving Choran (1969) documents the activities of the presidents of three 

small companies. Particularly useful to this paper, is the fact that Choran used very 
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similar categories of obsewation to those used in this paper, making the results directly 

comparable. After reviewing Choran's conclusions, Mintzberg used Choran's data as 

evidence that even the managers of much smaller organizations conformed to his 

model of managerial roles. Figure 5.7 summarizes the activity records observed by 

Mintzberg, Choran and this paper. 



Figure 5.7 - Comparison of activities between Mintzberg, Chonn, and Hugh studies 

' Keeping in mind that for the entrepreneur - this was mostly due to direct labour, which was in this case 
done at the entrepreneurs desk in the office. A more comparable figure for desk wok would be a 
number slightly larger than the percentage of time taken by telephone calls (I 1%): perhaps 12% of time. 
6 This amount of time also includes 'direct labour' for the entrepreneur in this study. A time more 
comparable with the other managers' tasks would be slightly larger than the amount of time spent on the 
phone per day (1 56 total hours spent on phone/ 297 desk sessions x 6O)= 31.5 min per desk session. 

This is the proportion of time the entrepreneur would have spent on the phone i f  he had not done any 
direct labour 
' This figure was not directly observed. However, it is known that there were no unscheduled meetings 
with more than 3 people present. Thus, the amount of 19% was derived by the total number of meetings 
with more than 3 people present, divided by the number of scheduled meetings. 
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Mintzberg noted the following differences between managers of large and small 

organizations: 

1 ) The managers of the small firms engaged in many more activities per day, with their 

work being much more fragmented. (Mintzberg, 1973. 104) 

in this paper, it was observed that in a start-up company, it is possible for an 

entrepreneur to undertake a much lower amount of activities each day. This seems 

surprising first as one would imagine the entrepreneur would have to do much more 

each day, for lack of subordinates. However, this result is more reasonable when 

several factors are considered: 

The entrepreneur had much longer desk sessions, and fewer of them. This was 

because the entrepreneur actually had to sit at the desk and create a product/ 

service of value, which led to the sessions being long, and fairly uninterrupted 

The entrepreneur had less people to meet with - especially earlier on, which created 

a lower number of contacts per day 

For the same reason, the entrepreneur had fewer telephone calls. 

Interestingly, in later years, when the entrepreneur's business became more structured, 

larger and stable, the entrepreneur definitely had an increase in the number of daily 

activities. 

2) Managers in the smaller firms made greater use of the informal media, especially 

the telephone. (Mintzberg, 1973, 104) 



Telephone calls and unscheduled meetings accounted for 19% of the entrepreneur's 

time. However, the entrepreneur had fewer calls than the small business managers, 

which took a lower proportion of overall time (1 OOh). This is expected, when one 

considers that in the beginning, there was really no inbound telephone calls for the 

entrepreneur, and 1 year fater, with a small client base, there were still less inbound 

calls than for the established small business managers. In fact, most of the inbound 

telephone calls, even by the end of the study, were personal contacts. The type of 

business started by the entrepreneur may also account for a lower number of inbound 

telephone calis. 

Secondly, it was not wise for the entrepreneur to spend too much time on these phone 

calls, considering that his business was barely profitable at this stage and he was often 

working long hours. 

Lastly, and most importantly, the entrepreneur spent a large proportion of time on direct 

labour (58%), which caused all other statistics of time to become much smaller. 

Removing direct labour, the entrepreneur spent close to 38% of his remaining time on 

the telephone. 

3) The small-firm managers spent less time in scheduled meetings. (Mintzberg, 1973. 

104) 



Although it is not clear on why this was the case, this trend continued through to the 

entrepreneur spending an even tower proportion of time in scheduled meetings than 

small business managers. It is interesting to note, however, that the entrepreneur 

averaged much longer meetings than the small-firm manager. 

4) None of the small-firm manager's meetings had more than three participants. 

(Mintzberg, 1973, 104) 

This is more likely to be explained by the industry, or personal characteristics of the 

manager than size of the organization. In this paper, the industry of the entrepreneur 

made larger meetings (especially with clients present) more likely. In addition, to some 

degree, the entrepreneur sought out speaking opportunities, mostly to help his public 

speaking abilities, which would give him more confidence and improve his 

salesmanship. 

5) Small-firm managers had more restricted and specialized networks of external 

contacts, leading to subordinates, suppliers, and associates taking up more of their 

time. (Mintzberg, 1973, 104) 

The entrepreneur in this study definitely had a small specialized network of external 

contacts. However, the entrepreneur had few subordinates, leading to a small 
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percentage of time spent in meetings with them. Although no data was collected on 

actual time spent with different types of contacts, judging by the proportion of contacts 

spent with different groups, it seems most likely that the entrepreneur spent the highest 

proportion of meeting time with independents ( 1 4 O h  of overall contacts), although 

suppliers and associates were the next highest category (20% of overall contacts). 

6) The amount of mail received by small-firm managers indicated that they had less- 

developed formal communication networks. (Mintzberg, 1973, 104) 

This held true for the entrepreneur, with less than one piece of mail processed per day. 

7) Mintzberg concluded that these differences were due to a lack of formality within the 

smaller firms. Mintzberg also felt that with a decrease in formality came an increase in 

the concern for internal operating issues. (Mintzberg, 1973, 106) 

As already discussed, the majority of the entrepreneur's contacts were informal. 

Whether or not the entrepreneur had an increased concern for internal operating 

issues is questionable. Unlike the Choran or Mintzberg studies, the entrepreneur 

focused on bringing in sales. 

8) Mintzberg also concluded that the lack of formality (or formal structure) is indicated 

by a shortness of activity, more frequent telephone calls and unscheduled meetings, 
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less scheduled meetings with more than 3 people, and only a small amount of formal 

correspondence. (Mintzberg. 1973, 106) 

In comparison, the entrepreneur had equal or longer activity durations than the 

managers in the Choran or Mintzberg studies. A better indication that the 

entrepreneur's business had less formal structure were the types of meetings and 

telephone calls he made. Figure 4.42 of section 4.2 shows that the entrepreneur had 

meetings with subordinates and directors only 11 % and 4% of the time respectively, 

whereas these numbers would be expected to be much higher for a more formally 

structured business. In addition, figure 4.44 of section 4.2 shows that scheduling and 

organizational work type meetings were almost non-existent, both of which would be 

expected to be more prominent in a business with a formal infrastructure. 

The lack of formality is also apparent through the activity described by Choran as 

substitute operator. Choran felt that the substitute operator role reflects the fact that in 

a small firm, the manager is more of a generalist than a specialist, and must be 

prepared to act in any one of a number of roles if the need arises. This was true for 

the entrepreneur in this study, who spent approximately 58%' of time as a 'substitute 

operator' (direct labour is used in this paper to describe this role). 
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The Influence of Industry 

Much of Mintzberg's analysis focuses on the difference between public and private 

business. However, an observation is made that managers in competitive 

organizations were found to spend more time in informal communication than others 

(Mintzberg, 1973 and Burns, 1957). This was also true for the entrepreneur in this 

study, as telephone calls and unscheduled meetings amounted to 19% of time, 

whereas scheduled meetings equaled only 17% of time. 

Mintzberg also notes that for managers operating in environments with faster change. 

greater pressure to produce, and an expanding company, the work was more varied 

and fragmented (Stewart, 1967:51). In comparison, the entrepreneur of this study had 

the greatest variation in work possible, as he was required to perfarm all the tasks 

necessary to run a business (salesperson, administrator, accountant, receptionist, etc.). 

However, due to the high level of direct labour required, the entrepreneur's work was 

not especially fragmented as compared to the managers of Choran or Mintzberg's past 

studies. 

This statistic was not directly calculated: however, a fea~nab le  estimate can be obtained by taking the 
amount of time spent in desk work, subtracting the amount of time on the telephone, and dividing that by 
the total amount of hours worked (which equals 58%). 



Summary 

After following the progress of the entrepreneur of this study for several years, it 

appeared that the variables which had the greatest effect on his types of activities were 

the size1 stability of the organization, his own experience level, and the type of work the 

business predominantly performed. 

5.4.2 The Job Itself - Level And Function 

The Influence of Hierarchy 

Researchers have found that level (within a hierarchy) and function (salesperson, 

accountant, etc.) account for more variation than any other factors (Mintzberg. 

1973: 109, Shartle, 1956:90-94). Past literature indicates that as one moves down the 

hierarchy, the job becomes more structured, and more specialized. 

Although there is some disagreement as to whether managers at different levels do 

different types of work (Katz and Kahn [I 966131 11 believe they do, whereas Costin 

[1970:48] found no significant difference), Mintzberg states that there is considerable 

evidence that managers at the lower levels appear to be more concerned with the 

maintenance of work-flows (Mintzberg, 1973: 1 10). As an example, Mintzberg points 

out that that the executives in his study negotiated acquisitions, whereas in Sayles' 

study managers negotiated delivery dates on orders. 
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What then is the effect of the level of hierarchy of an entrepreneur? Based on the 

observation of just one entrepreneur, it seems that an entrepreneur must balance 

management of all levels of the hierarchy. For example, if the entrepreneur spent all of 

his time making sure the company completed orders correctly, and delivering them 

personally, the business might become recognized for quality and sewice. However, 

such a business would likely never grow unless the entrepreneur put some thought into 

expansion and growth. Furthermore, if preparations were not made for such growth, 

long before they became necessary, the expansion of a business would likely not be 

successful. So it seems that to be successful, the entrepreneur must place prime 

emphasis on very low level roles (directly generating profit), while maintaining medium 

term preparations, and long-term strategy. 

Figure 5.8 emphasizes the differences among planning perspectives in different 

hierarchical roles. 

Figl~re 5.8 - Planning perspective differences between hierarchical levels 
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Although no comparable measure was made of the entrepreneur in this study, figure 

5.9 shows the entrepreneur's estimated planning perspective: 

Figure 5.9 - Estimated planing perspective of the entnpmneur 

In hindsight though, the entrepreneur felt that he would have been more successful to 

balance his planning as demonstrated in figure 5.10. 
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The Influence of Job Function 

Mintzberg points out that managers' jobs likely vary more amongst functional areas 

than they do between levels of hierarchy. Additionally, there is evidence that managers 

of different area (for example production, safes, and staff managers) tend to 

concentrate their time on different sets of roles (Mintzberg, 1973: 1 14). 

Mintzberg summarizes by suggesting that the decisional roles are important to 

production managers, the interpersonal roles to sales managers, and the informational 

roles to managers of staff specialists. 

As previously mentioned in the comparison of manager's roles to the roles of an 

entrepreneur, in section 5.3, this analysis may apply to entrepreneurs, but is not 

practical in the sense that a potential entrepreneur may decide to improve his skills 

within the interpersonal roles, but unless he is effective at executing the necessary 

activity cycle of an entrepreneur (as proposed in this paper), he will not be successful. 

The manager is a generalist who needs to understand many different functional areas. 

In comparison, the entrepreneur is like a one man band, who may need to perform 

within different functional areas, and not just supervise. 

However, the notion that managerial work varies more between functional areas than 

between hierarchical levels is pertinent to this paper. This implies that the greatest day 

to day variation in the entrepreneur's activities came as a result of the functional area 
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the entrepreneur was performing in (sales, marketing, public relations, problem solving. 

accounts payable, accounts receivable, administrative tasks, identifying problems/ 

opportunities, service provider). Based on casual observation of the entrepreneur, this 

switching of activity types could came as relief to the entrepreneur (as a change of 

activity), or a source of stress. As pointed out in section 4.3, switching activity areas 

may have been stressful because the activities were not performed in a certain order, 

or that the entrepreneur was not effective in balancing his necessary tasks and left 

certain areas until the last moment (for example, bill payments). 

The Effect of the Person in the Job 

Different managers may prefer certain tasks to others. For example, research has 

shown that in many small firms with two partners, one may concentrate on internal: 

production problems, and the other on external contracts and selling (Minkberg, 

1973: 1 18). 

For most of the data collected in this study, the entrepreneur was required to perform 

all necessary tasks himself. For skill areas that the entrepreneur felt he was deficient 

in, the entrepreneur attempted to find others and delegate responsibility (resources 

allowing). 
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The influence of Time 

As stated by Mintzberg: 'A given person in a given environment does not continually 

engage in the same work. His job varies according to many situational factors such as 

annual budgeting requirements, periodic expansion programs, or major periods of 

crisis. In addition, as managers gain experience in their jobs, they change their 

working behaviors, and as times and social norms change, so must the work of the 

manager." (Mintzberg, 1 973: 122) 

This statement also applied to the entrepreneur under study, both in terms of day to 

day variation and longer term variations. For example, the largest changes in the 

entrepreneur's activities came as a result of the business expanding, and having more 

subordinates and directors available. At this point the entrepreneur was able to 

concentrate more on those tasks in which he excelled, or was necessary for the 

company. 

5.4.3 Periodic Patterns 

As noted by Stewart, most jobs have some element of repetition. Few management 

jobs have a daily cycle, although there may be recurrent daily activities such as 

inspection. Monthly, or seasonal cycles are more likely, in which managers will spend 

their time in different ways at different periods of the cycle. (Stewart, 1967:99) 
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The most significant, and obvious, pattern in the Entrepreneur's activities is the activity 

cycle presented in section 4.3. After analysis of the data other patterns also emerged 

on the entrepreneurs activities, and are included in appendix E. 

The Changestability Cycle 

Mintzberg noted that managers need to balance change and stability in their 

organization, for example, alternative periods of intense change with periods of 

consolidation and stability. Mintzberg gives an example of an executive leading his 

organization into a major acquisition strategy, which utilizes his agent of change and 

negotiator roles. This led to him spending almost half his contact time with suppliers 

and associates. When the program was completed, is expected that this executive 

would spend more time in the leader and disturbance handler roles as he and his 

subordinates attempted to bring the new acquisitions under control. (Mintzberg, 

1973: 123) 

Figure 5.1 1. shows a comparison of two sub-components of the data sets of the 

entrepreneur in this study, weeks under 28 hours long, and weeks over 45 hours long. 

Figure 5.1 1 - Comparison of entrepreneur's proportion of activities during long and shaft work 
weeks 
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Apparently, in the longer hour weeks, a larger percentage of time was spent on the 

telephone, although a slightly smaller percentage of time was spent at desk work and at 

scheduled meetings. However, there were more unscheduled meetings - with a higher 

likelihood that they involved sales, or selling related meetings. There was also a larger 

percentage of informational meetings (giving, receiving, or review), as well as a 

significant increase in strategy related meetings. 

Another aspect of the "change-stability" cycle in manager's jobs can be seen as the 

organization emerges from its formative stage. Basically, it has been observed that in 

early stages of businesses development, consequential decisions are taken easily, and 

as the company gets larger, the managers move in a more calculated and careful 

manner. Mintzberg feels that the entrepreneur who creates an enterprise begins with 

no established patterns - and much of what he does is innovation. As the entrepreneur 

makes each decision, he reduces his organization's flexibility, until the stage emerges 

in which established patterns prevail (Mintzberg, 1 973: 1 24). 
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Figure 5.12 shows that there was no evidence that duration of the business alone 

caused significant changes in the type of work being done by the entrepreneur: 

Figure 5.1 2 - Comparison over time of the entmprenauts activities 
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5.5 Summary - Comparison Of The Entrepreneur's Activities Witn The Managerial 

Propositions Created By Mintzbeq 

Figures 5.14 and 5.14 summarize the appropriateness of the managerial propositions 

created by Mintzberg when applied to the entrepreneur of this study. Asterisks' (*) 

indicate the appropriateness of a particular proposition later in the entrepreneur's 

career, past the data collection period of this study. 

Figure 5.1 3 - Appropriateness of Mintzkrg's distinguishing chancteristics of managerial work 
when applied to the entrepancur of this study 
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4. The manager gnvibtes to the more ac!iw dements of his mwlr - the cunmt. 
the specific, VH welldefined, thc nm-routine .ctiviticr. Mail pmce8sq is 
viewed as a burden, with the lik 'acthY -1 rccciving the mod ar t fu l  
attention. Very current infamution @ortip, hewsay. spec-) k favored; 
routine reports are not. Tirw utuduling reflects 8 concern with the definite and 
the concrete, and activities tmd  to focus on spmcifi m t h ~  thur g m a d  irum. 
The pressure of thejobdom no4 mcoung+th..-of a plurrwr. but of 
an adaptive infomation mmipuwor who works n 8 dimulus-mpme 
environment and who f ~ ~ m  live d m .  
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5 . V c r b a l a n d w r i n m ~ m ~ m m r g . r ' s m w k n d h i r p r k n ~ a m  
the fwe rn@dii - mil ( d o c u ~ o d ) ,  Wopkm (punly wdml), urmchodukd 
meetings (informal face-tdace), uheddd rrmtings (fomml hcc-teface) and 
tour (observati l) .  The rmn8ger dearly frwwr the thme vrrbrl msdi. 

- spending mast of his time in verbal contact. i 
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6. Mail receives currory tre8tment. JthouOh A mud k w. The 
mail tends to contain lik l i  rctian' mrt.riJ; pmaming b -; 
and it moves rlowly and involvn long fadhck doby8. The mril conbirrr much 
gt-l data and w h y  dOCumcrrh (nporb, -, nd SO Oft) W d  
numbers of f m l  eommunkatbns and nqurtr t)ut murt, 
nevemeks.be8nswemd. Themuugef~rrasrnuchmril8she 
receives, most of it necaurry mapony8 to input rmil. The mnrgrr's 
treatment of mil suggests thd -u beyond hi8 rorrtin HlbJ m8ch 
tend to be d an infomatiion d i i  tompwrd with thow who mwk in 
closer proximity. 
7. The infomral nwdi (ttkphonc and unsdmdu# nmtingr) m gmemlby 
used by Vlc m a m g e r f o r k i c f c o n b d , ~ t h . p r t h s ~ m l l k w r m t o ~ h  
other, and when infomution or mqwsb mrat be tnnrmitld quickly. 
8 . T h c s c M u k d r r w r ( i n g ~ m o n d ~ ~ s ~ ~ n y d h + r  
mtdiurn. It allowr for corrtlctr of long duntiorr of 8 f o r d  Ntun. with Iwg+ 
g r o u p r o f ~ , ~ r m y h o m t h e a r g m i n t i o n .  ~ f a t ) r p r r # r r r o f  
cefcmony, strategy W n g ,  a d  m@dbn gmedfy take phw 1 8 d u d u W  
meetings. Of special interest in u W u k d  meting8 k the g a w d  diuuWWi 
at the beginning and end of crch, which frequentty ifWOhed the (kuv of im-nt 
information. 
9. Twrs  provide the mrugers with tfte opptundy to obsme rctivny i n f m l t y  
without prearrangement, but the manager spends liik of hi time in open- 
ended touring. 
10. The manager m y  be likened to the neck of M hourgi#r, m i n g  beheen 
his own organization and a nclwork of outside contrds, linking them in a variety 
of ways. External contacts generally consume onethird to onc-half of the 
manager's contad time. These are of g r u t  variety and include c f i i .  
suppliers, associates. pc+n. and others. These psoOk 8erve. m effect. 8s a 
network of infommr. Nonline relationships we 8 Signif int nd complex 

, component of the manager's job. 
1 1. Subordinates gentrally comume onr-third to arwhJf of the mwmgrfs 
contact time, most often for purposes of mJdng requmb. of sendkg or 
receiving information, and of rmking stmtegy. The mrnrgcr intemcb fmdy mth 
a wide variety of se~bordinatcs, bypassing fomul channets of WtTImun- to 
do so. 
12. The manager spends r a k t i i  little of his time with his wpefior (or dirrctm 
in the case of the chief executive) - gefmf8lly on the order of 10 percent. 
13. The manager's job reflects a bknd of duties and nghts. Although superficial 
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study of managers' activities suggests that they often control l ik  of what they 
do. closer analysis suggests that the manager a n  txcrl self control in two 
important ways. The manager is nrponsibk for many inlial commitments. 
which then lock him into a set of -ng activities; a d  the rrumgw can take 
advantage of his ohligations by extracting infwrmtiion. by exercising his 
kadership, and in many other ways. 



Figure 5.14 - Appropriaterwss of Mintzkrg's manag.rial roles when applied to the entrepreneur 
of this study 
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l . W r u g c r i r l r c t i v l t i + . m d N n r g w i J ~ m a y k g r o u p r d i n t h r o e ~ -  
those concemsd primrib wilh M m  nlrtian3rip. thao tht &el primm'ty 
with infomution pr-ng, wd Umw tht invshn U u  making of Sigdiant 
dcckions. 
2 . T h e w o r l r o f ~ o f r l ~ m y k d r r c r l k d h t r r m r o f k r r ~  
r o b :  fiiurebad, W i ,  and krdrr (interpwaa& robs), fnm#or, ~ O T .  
and spokesperson (infomution rO&s). 8 d  mtmpmeur, diu- hndkr. 
resource allocater. 8nd napd io r  ~~l rokr). 
3. These ten roks form 8 m R  - w, intrgnted uuhdc. The thme i n t m r l  
roles derive from the man8g~'s fomul8rRhority md rbtut; these giw rise to the 
three informational roles; and these in turn e ~ b k  the mmrmgw to p.rl0fm the four 
decisional rdes. 
4. The leader rok Wfi the m-s mhthship with his wbordinttcr. He 
defines the milieu in which thy mwlc, m u  them, pcoba+ into Ch@ir to 
keep them akR. and takes rpomibii i ty for hiring. training. mild promoting them. 
The manager aKempts to king subordirtate and wganizltiorul nods into a 
common accord to promote efficient w s .  Thc krdcr role virtU8lly 
all the managtfs rctivitiss in which wbmditutes are invdved. ~n those nrhox 
main purpose is not intcrpcrwwul. The p ~ m r  of the manager ir m d  cka* 
manifested in thc krdcc role. 
5. The manager may invoke him8elf in m knpmmwnt project on one of three 
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levels. He may delegate all responsibility to 8 wbardiie, impkitly retaining the 
tight to rcpbcc him; he may ddeg8te rarpomibdity for design but retain 
responsibility for choice via authorit.tion; or he m y  wWse the design @Use 
himself. 
6 . I n ~ ~ i r o n r o l c t h c r m ~ ~ 8 n ( m w k o f ~ ~ o f h i s  
organization. in which infomution and fim I re  traded for mutual bentti. 
MWIagefS spend considerable mounts of time performing this rok, firsl by making 
a series of commitments to est8W these conbcts, and then by carrying out 
various a c t i i i  to maintain them. 
7. Evidence sugOcds that the mmaQer senm 8s 'nuve center' of his 
organization's information. His  unique lcuu to all subordinates md to special 
6k; iC~ CX/-:S jmny of Ch@fn m m  of their om mizr t iom)  m b k s  
the manager to develop 8 powdul cW8 b8se of actemd and intcmJ infomution. 
In effect, the m r q p r  k his organit.tiOnls genedintwith the tiest store of non- 
routine information. 
8. As mlor the mrnigcr cocltinurUy 8aeks .nd ncrint infomWon f m  8 
~ r i e t y  of sources in ordtr to dmdop 8 thrOuQh of the arglnkation 
and its mvironment. Informr(ion urivrr on intrmJ ~ p e d o n ~ .  extern81 m s .  
ideas, and bmds. 8nd in the farm of 8- wid pmrum. 
9. A good p H  of the mtugefs infomutiocr b cumnt, bngc#r, 8nd non- . .. 
docummd. Hence the wwmgef mu82 take nrporrukMy for the design of his 
own infomuti i  system. which he das by krildirrg li.iwn conbcts and by t ~ i q  
subordirutts to byput their wpofiom in d.livnirrp infomution to him. 
10. The mrrug.r uses hi. infomut#n to dr(rcl churgn, to W i  probkmr and 
opportunities. to build up a gemd und.nbnding of hi rnililu for -ng. 
to determine organizrtm81 vdulr. nd to infarm 0Msidws and subdinrte8. 

' 1 1 . A s d ~ i o r t h . ~ w r d . e x t o m 8 I i n f a m u t i o n ~ h i s ~  
and internal inf- from om wbordbde to nat)m. Thk infomution mty be 
of factual w vrlue nrture. 
12. A s ~ c s m m t h c ~ m u r t t n m m i t i n f ~  tovrriaurextcrrul 
groups. He must act in 8 pu#ic ra4tiom lobbyfor his orgmk#bn; k n p  
key influenwfs (board of &radon or bou) inlormd; inform t)w public rborrt his 
organization's performance. plmr. utd pdici.r; md smd u8eM infomutiocr to h k  
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pans - in tne form of improvement projscts to be initiated - serve to prwidc r 
common basis which to ewWte proposals. the plans we kOlC. Illxibk 
and irnpricit. so Vut they u n  be wdmtrd with the arrivrl of new infomution- 
22. The ten rokr suggest that ~rugsn. whik g m e d i i  when vi.md within 
their organizations, art in fact spcirlbtt mquired to worm 8 particular sel of 
specialized roks. 
23. Organintiom raquire managem nd ody bacaw of imp.rladms in the 
system and unexpected ctunges in tha wwhnmmt. kR brt.u# 8 fomul 
a u V l o n t y i s r q u i r e d t o a r y o u t ~ b . r i c ,  mguWdrRi... fh+t.nrd.r 
suggest six bsk purpases of the mrruger - to m n  the efficient production of 
t h c o r g a ~ ' s g o o d s m ~ , f O ~ w d r m i n t r i r r t h . ~ i t y o f  
o r ~ n u c d ~ , t o ~ t h t ~ i n r ~ w r y t o i b ~ i n g  
m v i r o n m t , t o c n r u n t h r t ~ ~ u r m t h r m d r d ~ p s ~ m w h o  
contrdit, t o ~ # t h e k e y i n f o m u t i o n l i n k ~ t ) w o r g m i # t i o n m d i t s  
environment. -- - and to oped e t h c ~ ' r r t r t u r ~ m .  - - - - 

, liaison contacts. 
1 3 . T h e r m n r g . r m u r t b k . h r l l ~  . .. 

for hir ocgwliation'r strabgy making 
s y d e m , t h r ~ m b y w h k h i m Q a b n t ~ u r m r 6 ~ ~ .  He 
~ t h c m c r u r y ~ u d i n ~ , n d b y ~ c a n b d o m 9  
impoftant d u i i  h a n  inbmte thrm. 
1 4 . A s ~ ~ r t h e m u u g . r i n i t & o s n Q d r r i g n r m o t h d t n r c # r b o l k b  
change in his o r g m b t h .  H. -- for pmblam md 
ogportunitics. When a sit- rquifhg b found. the mnrgrr 
i n ~ t c s m ' i m p r ~ ~ - a ~ ~ n # d k r i r i m H a t h r r ~ w .  
~ ~ o v c r p . r i o d o f b i m c * ~ ~ t o t h e r c h n l ~ .  
15.Themvug.rmiyinvdvr)rimJIinnimpronmrntprojlctonondtnn+ 
MS. k k m 8 y d r l . g l t e ~ ~ b 8 ~  . - - ,iln@ayRbiningm 
r N h t t o r - h i m ; h c r m y m m Q o n d i l l t y b w k R n b i n  
r e s p o n r i b i I i i f o r c h o k e v i . a r r t h o r h r t i o n ; o r b m r y w p n & a t h . ~ ~  
himself. 
1 6 . A t a n y o c w t i m r r n i o r ~ r p p w t o ~ ~ ~ a ~  
inventory of improvwrmt -. Thae  vuy wib)y in dage d d.urkgmmt, with 
s o m e l J n d n r c t i v t ~ * ~ h l i m b o , n d r o m r n w i n g  
Each is wortcd m m i c a l b ,  t m  b a  pried-ng 
which the manager writs for the f d b K k  of infomution or the #twenc@ of an 
event. Occasiorulfy, a p r W  is cunphted or r nrw on added to inventory. 
17. As h i  organization's genefahi. the mmgcf must take chuge nrhCn his 
organizatioctmccttwith an unexpcteddimulrnfornmichth.n isnoclear 
programmed response. In effect. ha ruonwr the mk of dsturbur# nmdkr. 
Disturbances m y  arise from tonfiictr kCm+rr whdhates, conflicts m n  the 
manager's organization a d  rnottur. 8nd kurr of mcwm or ttm8U thoreof. 
Difturbances arise both -use 'pmf mumgas M imed th  ud m u s e  
innovation by 'go& managem inmibbly lads to urunticiprtrd -umces. 
Faced with a disturbance, the mnrgcr gives it prbrity uld dm&= h efforts to 
removing the stimulus - to buying time ro that it can be d w R  with h w d y  by an 
improvement project. 
18. In his resource alktaor rok tht mrnrgcr ocmw# the of all forms of 
organizaioMl resources (such as money, mmpcmr, mpuWh). Thb involves 
three essmtbls - scheduling hb orm time, progmmming the work of the 
orqaniration, and autm-np ictions. 
19. In scheduling his own time, the nwuger impliutty sets o ~ i a t i o r u l  pamtk. 
What faik to reach him ki ls to get m. Thus, his time 8ss&~rrm a signifant 
opportunity cost. 
20. The manager takes  responsibiMy for establishing thc b88k mwk s y d m  of his 
organmtion and programming tht mrk of wbordiWes - deciding what will be 
done,w)wwill&it,whatrtnrctunnri#kuUd. 
21. T o h d p i n c ~ l o i t i n g ~ ,  m l n r g m n m t J l y ~ ~ m a d + l s m d  
plans. The mod& -"be a great vmety of in tnn l  M oder~J situations. The 
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5.6 Limitations of Mintzberg and Hugh studies 

In "What Do Managers Do? A Critical Review of the Evidence" (Hales, 1986) identifies 

three areas that he feels are problematic for 'managerial work' research, including 

Mintzberg's 1 973 study: ". . . the problem of diversity, even inconsistency, in the research 

findings; the problem of interpreting managers' behaviour and its relation to managerial 

tasks, responsibilities or functions, and the problem of the extent to which exclusively 

managen'al work has been identified." (Hales, 1986, pp. 103-1 04). 

In the case of Hales' first criticism, inconsistency between studies, he points out that 

the choice of particular managerial jobs as the object of study is a factor influencing 

different researchers findings, thus making the results of different studies difficult to 

compare. In addition, the inconsistency between different studies also reflects different 

research methods used. In the case of the conclusions reached in this thesis, Hales' 

first factor of inconsistency (choice of entrepreneurs, choice of entrepreneurial 

ventures) may be seen as a potential limitation of the Hugh study. It is difficult to 

speculate the degree to which the conclusions of this paper can be generalized to other 

entrepreneurs, however, it seems plausible that they would apply to other professional 

service entrepreneurs in relatively small operations. 

Hales also states that variations between the findings of studies on managerial work 

also arise from a lack of distinction between managerial work and managerial jobs. In 
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other words, Hales feels that researchers should distinguish between "...what 

managers, by observation or report, 'do' - their behaviour and activities - and what 

managers are charged, or seek, to 'achieve' - their tasks, responsibilities and 

functions." (Hales, 1986, p. 105) 

In the case of this thesis, confusion between behaviours and desired achievement, is 

not an issue, since the entrepreneur was not given a set of goals to achieve, and 

therefore his behaviours and achievements were one and the same. If there is to be 

any criticism of this study in terms of achievements and behaviours, it is that since the 

entrepreneur often did not have clearly defined goals, his behaviours at times may not 

have been achieving anything of value, and therefore, may not make for valuable data 

collection. 

This relates to Hales' third and final criticism of 'managerial work' studies, that ". . . it is 

uncertain whether they identify exclusively managerial behaviour. No study has sought 

to compare managers with non-managers and, thereby, identify the differentia specifics 

of their work ... In short, the studies have not demonstrated that there is a bounded and 

separable set of activities which may be called 'managerial work' - and not merely 

activities which managers have been shown to do." (Hales. 1986, p. 109). 

The response to this criticism, is that this study was intended to study the behaviours of 

an entrepeneur, defined as a person who creates a business, to reach a conctusion 
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useful to future entrepreneurs. Since the person studied did in fact create a business, 

one which had value to others, the data therefore somewhat captured the behaviours of 

the entrepreneur. Whether the conclusions reached in this paper also contained extra 

behaviours which are not specific to entrepreneurial success is a valid question, but 

does not significantly lessen the value of the conclusions reached by this paper. The 

reason for this is that the author of this thesis feels that if a future entrepreneur, in a 

similar type business and industry, bases his actions on the model shown in figure 6.1, 

he too will create a venture of value. Whether the model developed in this study can 

be further refined to include only those actions necessary for entrepreneurial success 

can be the focus of future studies, and is beyond the scope of this thesis. 



6.0 Conclusions 

6.1 Summary 

From the 274 days of data collection of this study, and the following 3 years of casual 

observation, the activities of the entrepreneur can be best described and grouped as 

shown in figure 6.1. After physically opening the business, the entrepreneur had to 

constantly switch activities from the 'revenue generating cycle' (sales, service, 

accounts receivable), to administrative tasks, marketing and public relations. This was 

the result of several factors. First, the entrepreneur initially did not know how the 

business would develop and did not know the activities that required priority. Second. 

the entrepreneur had insufficient start-up capital and virtually no cash flow. It was 

therefore not possible to contract administrative, or accounting services or for the 

entrepreneur to have the time consuming preparation of promotional materials done 

externally. Third, the entrepreneur had difficulty limiting the time spent on activities 

such as marketing, planning, exploring new opportunities and improving his skills 

because of the enjoyment aspect of these activities. The result was that the 

entrepreneur did not focus sufficient time on a 'revenue generating cycle' that could 

repeatable generate profit. 

As the data collection portion of this study was intended to serve as (1) a parallel to 

Mintzberg's 1973 'The Nature of Managerial Work" and (2) an exploratory study of 

entrepreneurial behaviour, the methodology was not designed to prove or disprove the 
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existence of the grouping, or order of activities, shown in figure 6.1 ; these activity 

groupings became apparent to the observer over time. Fortunately, through correlated 

categories of data, a case can be made to fit the specific data collection of this study 

into the behavioural model presented in figure 6.1. The result, a 'snapshot', of the 

entrepreneur's daily activities is presented in figure 6.2. 



Figure 6.1 - Order and grouping of entrepmneuf s activities 
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Figure 6.2 - Specific behrvioum of Entnpremur Vkwed as Activity Groups 
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6.2 Implications For Entrepreneuts 

The model of entrepreneurial behavior developed in this paper has many practical 

implications for entrepreneurs. Above all, focusing energy in the 'right' areas will 

increase a potential entrepreneur's chance of success: 

1. The sales, service, and accounts receivable groups of activities are responsible for 

generating revenue (once the entrepreneur has set up the business and created 

any necessary marketing materials). Shown as O in figure 6.1. 

2. Unless the revenue generating cycle is being performed successfully (generating 

profits) other activity areas are irrelevant. In other words, if the entrepreneur is a 

poor sales person, provides poor service, or does not charge properly or collect 

payments, the business will eventually fail regardless of whether the entrepreneur is 

a good accountant, does good PR, foresees many additional opportunities or is an 

excellent long term planner. The solution is for the entrepreneur !o improve his 

abilities, hire others for activity areas he is weak in, or change the product/ service 

being offered. 

3. The entrepreneur must focus the majority of his energies in the 'Revenue 

Generating Cycle' (Sales->Providing Service->Accounts Receivable), shown as O 

in figure 6.1 

4. In all activity areas the entrepreneur should limit his behaviour to tasks which will 

directly lead to increased profits (increasing revenues, or decreasing expenses), 

particularly in the businesses early stages. For example, an entrepreneur may have 

a tendency to undertake excessive strategic planning, whereas finding the one 
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marketing and product mix that generates profit and repeating the revenue 

generating cycle over and over may be less 'fun' or glamorous for the entrepreneur, 

but it is the surest way to make money and grow the business. 

5. When the ownership team finds a marketing and product mix that generates a profit, 

they should focus on repeating the same revenue generating cycle. Only 

occasionally should the entrepreneur go through the entire activity cycle (Marketing/ 

Public Relations->Sales->Provide Service->Accounts Receivable->Identify 

Problems/ Opportunities->Refine Service1 Problem Solving), shown as 0 in figure 

6.1. Even then the entrepreneur should not change a working marketing and 

product mix unless profits are declining. 

6. Administrative and Accounts Payable Tasks (@ in figure 6.1 ) are not actually part of 

the entrepreneur's activity cycle, but they are necessary activities, which if not done 

correctly by the entrepreneur or supporting staff will adversely impact the 

entrepreneur's ability to correctly perform the activity cycle. 

7. Before starting the business, the entrepreneur, or ownership team, should have the 

necessary skills. capital and industry knowledge to operate a business in the 

chosen industry (O in figure 6.1). Otherwise it will be difficult for the entrepreneur 

to create successful marketing materials, function as a salesperson, or provide a 

desired service. It seems that working for an established company (competitor, 

supplier, or customer) in the same industry may be the best source of industry 

knowledge, but market research may be sufficient. In the case of the entrepreneur 
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in this study, hindsight had shown that talking openly with competitors and potential 

clients would have been an excellent source of market research. 

8. It was natural for the entrepreneur of this study to constantly identify opportunities 

and refine the service being provided, but he also needed to ask others for their 

advice to identify problem areas. The entrepreneur may wish to take part in 

committees, social functions, or conferences (various types of public relations), but 

unless the entrepreneur needs to learn more for his own industry knowledge - he 

should only attend those functions that relate to his sales efforts (i-e. networking 

with clients). The ownership team must continually work to ensure efforts are 

focused into revenue generating activity and avoid the temptation to continually 

explore new opportunities. When the business has sufficient size and stability, the 

entrepreneur may eventually be able to replace himself in many areas and can then 

focus more on long term planning. Until then, the entrepreneur must make certain 

that every activity will almost certainly lead to generating revenue, or cutting 

expenses. 

9. Throughout the evolution of the business venture - it is important that the combined 

ownership team is confident and competent in all the 9 major activity areas 

identified by this paper (Sales, Public Relations, Refining the Service, Marketing, 

Problem1 Opportunity Identification. Accounts Payable. Accounts Receivable, 

Administrative Tasks and Providing the Service), even if there are subordinates 

handling portions of these activities. 
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10. If only one entrepreneur is performing the entire revenue generating cycle (a), he 

should expect cycles of 'feast and famine'. While he is performing sales activities, 

presumably he has no clients requesting services, and will not be receiving any 

cash. On the other hand, after a successful time spent in the sales activities, the 

entrepreneur will find himself busy performing all the work he has generated. While 

performing the work. the entrepreneur will not be generating any new projects, and 

will eventually run out of work to be performed and need to go back to the sales 

activities. 

1 1. The entrepreneur may be able to escape this feast and famine cycle by securing a 

few large clients with a constant supply of work (thus staying in the service 

providing activities), or by adding staff. In the case of the entrepreneur (and the 

industry) in this study, the entrepreneur was only able to escape this cycle many 

years after the initial start-up, through having enough partners and employees, so 

that all of the revenue generating activities were being performed concurrently. 

12. The entrepreneur is unlikely to have regular (ie. 9 to 5) working hours, at least in the 

businesses early stages. Therefore a close proximity to home is preferable. This 

minimizes travel expenses, wear and tear on auto, stress level, and meets the 

entrepreneur's need to get to work quickly. 

1 3. The 'pre-sales' activity areas, shown as Q in figure 6.1 (sales research, marketing 

and to a lessor extent public relations) must be completed successfully for the 

business to succeed in the sales portion of the revenue generating cycle (0). 
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14. If the revenue generating cycle (Q) is not generating satisfactory profit, then the 

ownership team must consider (1 ) the business opportunity does not exist, (2) the 

business setup (6) is inadequate, the revenue generating group of activities (a) 

are not being completed successfully, or the pre-sales group of activities (0) are 

not sufficiently aiding the companies sales efforts. In either case, the entrepreneur 

will need to identify problems, and refine the service (a). It is at this point which the 

entrepreneur will need to go through the entire activity cycle (a), assuming the 

business is to continue operating. 



6.3 Directions For Future Research 

If this study were to be redesigned, efforts would be made to categorize activities as 

relating to the activity groups identified in this paper (sales, public relations, marketing. 

problem/ opportunity identification, refining the service, accounts payable, accounts 

receivable, administrative tasks, and providing the service). For example, telephone 

calls would be categorized as relating to sales or accounts payable and so on. Future 

researchers may or may not agree with the specific groupings made in this paper (e.g. 

public relations and marketing could perhaps be grouped together, as could accounts 

payable and accounts receivable; the entrepreneur in this study definitely made a 

distinction between the activity groups as described). However, the essential order of 

activities is not expected to be disputed, and further studies should at a minimum focus 

upon the revenue generating portion of the activity cycle. 

Future researchers should determine: 

1. What is the best generic grouping of activities for a service based entrepreneur in a 

small start-up venture? 

2. Do successful entrepreneur's in similar businesses perform activities in a similar 

order? 

3. Is there an optimum order to perform such activities? 

4. Is there an optimum allocation of the entrepreneur's time? 

5. Do the entrepreneur's behaviours change over different phases of business growth? 



6.4 Reflections On Research 

As both the researcher and the entrepreneur of this study, I feel that I am positioned to 

make a couple of comments on the state of entrepreneurial research as it exists today. 

While researching the personal traits literature review section of this paper, I found it 

difficult to identify value for practicing entrepreneurs. 

There seemed to be two primary reasons that past studies were not useful to me as an 

entrepreneur: 

1. The research did not focus on entrepreneurial behaviour. For example, even if it 

is true that entrepreneurs with a higher than average locus of control have a 

greater chance of success, a potential entrepreneur cannot just change this 

particular psychological trait to improve his or her chances. On the other hand, 

telling an entrepreneur to call 10 potential clients every day on the telephone will 

definitely increase his or her chance of success (if sales were a weak area - see 

figure 6.1 ). 

2. Many past research studies seemed to be overly concerned with drawing 

conclusions which were solely derived from the data collected. Doing this 

seems to result in reaching a conclusion which was already obvious to any 

entrepreneur. This is not to say that the scientific method does not work for 

studying entrepreneurs, but that researchers should use not only their data, but 

also imagination and intuitive understanding of entrepreneurial behaviour to 
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reach new innovative conclusions which can be tested by others in future 

studies. 

It is this second point which relates to perhaps the largest criticism that may be made of 

this paper: that my conclusions are not solely derived from the data collection or 

analysis proceeding them. In response I would suggest: 

1. the 'inductiveJ conclusions reached in this paper are no less supported than the 

conclusions reached by Mintzberg in 'The Nature of Managerial Work', on which 

this paper is loosely based; and 

2. the less verifiable conclusions and model presented in this paper are of far more 

practical benefit to professional service entrepenenurs than would be any 

conclusions drawn directly from the data collected. 

In summary, I believe the essentially ingredient of any successful entrepreneurial 

behaviour is generating profit, and that research which makes this the focus of study 

will be more valuable to future entrepreneurs. 
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APPENDIX A: Summary of Timeline Prior to Data Collection 

The entrepreneur: 

recognized an opportunity to use his existing skill for profit through 

interaction with a peer; 

evaluated the opportunity and deemed it lucrative both in regard to money 

and career advancement; 

questioned whether he had the requisite business skills necessary to 

capitalize on the opportunity; 

developed a partnership with a friend, hoping to compensate for lack of sales 

experience, marketing ability, and confidence; 

conducted basic research on business idea; 

wrote business plan #l with associate; 

asked for advice from family, friends, and peers; 

searched for location for business; 

received financial support from family; 

chose location for business (without input from partner); 

lost debt-laden partner when he was hired for a full-time position by a large 

firm; 

wrote business plan #2. 



had business cards created and designed; 

designed work area, and completed renovations, with help from his partner 

and family; 

had one phone line installed for sales, fax, and data transmissions. 

At this point, observations for this study were initiated. I.C.P.C. opened in 
January 1995 



Appendix B: ICPC Business Plan 

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL 
PRODUCTION CENTRE 

Business Plan 

Last revision: 
April 1995 
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1.0 INDUSTRY, COMPANY, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
1.01 THE INDUSTRY 
The recording industry in Calgary is composed of a handful of professional recording studios, several 
radio stations, T.V. stations, and a few jingle houses and creative consultants. Most of the studios 
in town are more concerned with recording musical materid, as  compared to recording commercials. 
West 11th Audio is the ICPC's only major competitor for commercial recording contracts. It is a 
subsidiary of The Beach which is a large studio focusing on recording musicians and bands. 

Radio and T.V. stations are also involved in this industry as they record and produce commercials. 
These services are often good enough for many potential clients who don't need, or can't afford, 
the services of a large advertising agency, or the advanced recording capabilities of ICPC. Presently, 

most radio advertisments produced by radio stations are produced in-house, and do not represent a 
large market for ICPC. Realistically, most local advertisers win not see a need to use the higher grade 
senices of a dedicated production center such as ICPC over in-house radio technitions. However, 
the stations themselves may hire ICPC for various production work (requiring creation and 
recording), for introductions to radio shows, or station promotions. 

The recording industry also has to take into consideration the dynamics of the entenainrnent industry. 
The musicians that will be used and eventually placed on a digital database mostly belong to a 
musicians union. Also, all actors whose voices will be utilized in commercial recording belong to an 
association of their own (ACTRA), and these groups wiU have to be dealt with and paid accordingly. 
Having said this, there are large pools of voice-over talent which are not members of ACTRA, and 
will accept work at much lower wages. 
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THE COMPANY 
1.10 MISSION STATEMENT 
ICPC is an organization of production sewice operations providing recorded media products. In 
providing optimum firlfilment for our stakeholder's needs, our commitment is to maintain growth 
and achieve leadership in the industry. 
This will be accomplished by: 

L Identif$ng the needs and specifications of our customers and responding to their 
expectations. 
L Providing for the long term responsive marketing of our member's services. 
L Fostering an atmosphere of respect, dignity, and selfwonh for employees, and allowing 
the opportunity for personal development, growth and satisfaction. 

L Efficiently managing the business and using innovative design, competitive pricing, and 
technological leadership and advancement. 
L Being fair, equitable and supportive of members, customers, suppliers, and the 
communities and environment in which we operate. 

ICPC is pursuing a niche strategy in the recording industry that will establish them as the only audio 
in Calgary that is completely committed to the soliciting, recording and production of commercial 
broadcast material. 

ICPC is an existing venture, with 7 employees and growing rapidly. The majority of their work up 
until 1994 has focused on musicians, although they have recorded a few commercials. ICPC operates 
as a pmnenhip, each partner with a 5% stake in the company. The two officers, Andrew Hush and 
Terry Krahn, have substantial musical and academic skills giving them a distinctive advantage in the 
recording industry. 
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1.20 THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
Initially, the services that will be offered by ICPC will include hll production of radio advettisements, 
sound scores for television commercials and intro's, as well as the audio portion of corporate videos. 
Specifically, their services will include actual copywriting (radio scripts), jingle writing, creative 

consulting and the composition of musical scores to be used in the aforementioned advertisements. 
ICPC believes these services to be crucial to their success because marketing research has revealed 

that the most important abilities a studio can posses are good jingle creation, the ability to write good 
background music, and good knowledge of the use of a wide variety of sound effects. 

Albeit ICPC has been involved in the recording of musicians and bands up to this point, they do not 
plan to continue in this direction as they want to focus on commercial production. 
The services and their detailed descriptions are as follows: 
ICPC Main Product Segments 

1.21 Television Commercials 
ICPC will solicit television commercials from advertising agencies. At the point 
where an agency is considering using ICPC for a particular commercial, ICPC will 
commence the meeting process to determine all the parameters of the commercial 
which will affect cost. Following this, ICPC submit a project proposaV bid to the 
ageny. Upon receiving the contract, ICPC will subcontract the video portion to an 
appropriate video production company. The subsequent video produced will then be 
syncro~zed with an audio portion which may have been produced with the ICPC 
studio, or subcontracted to an audio production studio. Throughout this process, the 
advenising agency creative director will be informed of all process, and be allowed 
to preview each stage of production. The finished product will then be delivered to 
the advenising agency with appropriate ICPC packaging. 

1.22 Radio Commercials 
Radio cornmeticals can be solicited fiom either advertising agencies, radio stations, 
or independant business owners. Upon receiving the contact, ICPC will either 
subcontact the commercial to an appropriate production house, or produce the 
commercial within the ICPC studio. If the commercial was solicited fiom an 
advertising agency, a draft product will be previewed by the creative director and 
approved. Otherwise, the completed product will be presented to the customer mith 
appropriate ICPC packaging. 

1.23 CD-ROM's 
CD-ROM's can be solited fiom almost any organization, although the more usual will 
be CD duplicators, s o h e  developers, learning institutions, consultants, and perhaps 
travel and tourism boards. CD-ROMs are basically a disk that can be used fiom a 
computer to display animated video, and audio all in an interactive environment. 
(making it useful for learning). The creation of a CD-ROM is a complicated 
proposition, and there are few currently with the necessary skills to do so. AAer 
bidding on the project, ICPC has a software developer do the necessary coding, a 
video production company to produce the video and/or animation, an audio 
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production house to supply sound effects/ music, an artist/ designer to design the 
cover and jacket, a copywriter to write text, and a CD duplication company to press 
the CD's. 

Jingle Writing 
Jingle writing is usually an add-on to one of the 3 main ICPC product segments, 
unless contracted by another recording studio to produce a jingle. Jingle's are short 
songsl melodies written to stick in a listeners head and increase memory retention of 
the customers advertisement. 

Sound Effkcts 
ICPC has a large library of sound effects which will meet almost any request of a 
customer's. If a requested sound effect is not avaiable in the library format, then 
ICPC is capable of creating fiom scratch any sound effect imaginable (as well as those 
which aren't imaginable). 

Audio Post-Production 
Audio post production means that ICPC will take a previously recorded materials 
likely from CD duplicating companies and edit, or othenvise improve a master copy. 

Audio for Video Production 
Audio for video production means that ICPC will receive previously created video 
production work and add audio, sound effects, voice overs, or post-produce the audio 
currently on the video. Most liekly customers for this type of work are video 
production companies. 

Song Writing and Production 
ICPC is capable of producing a song for any musical style. Most likely customers for 
this product are vocalists who need music to sing over. Other customers may be 
video production companies as an add on to audio for video production. 

Script Writing (or copywriting) 
Copywiting is the process of conceptualizing a commercial (the idea), and writing the 
appropriate script for actors to read, or text to display in a television commercial. 

Voice Overs 
A voice over is merely recording a professional announcer, or character voice, to 
integrate into a radio or television advertisment. It is called a voice over because it 
is usually played over some son of background, audio and/or video. 
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1.40 GROWTH STRATEGY 
ICPC has broken down their growth strategy into two phases: phase one and the extension phase- 
Phase one of the plan is the testing of ICPC structure and sewices within a limited geographic region, 

Calgary Canada. The extension phase will see lCPC producing both the audio and video portion of 
other materials over a larger geographic area, seeking national and international business. 

During phase one, ICPC will rapidly expand it's idhistructure to be capable of handling a much larger 
volume of work. This will be accomplished through what is called a Virtual Corporation, and is 
described in the structure section of this manual. 

The preliminary stage of phase two is the commisioning of sales managers outside of the Calgary 
region. This early stage will consist of market research, competitive analysis, and casuaV chance 
meeting relationship selling. 

Once ICPC has a feel for a particular region, and has the necessary logistical infrastmaure to 
accomidate clients outside of Calgary, sales managers will be sent on sales calls to potential ICPC 
clients. For more detail on sales calls procedure, refer to the Marketing Strategy section of this 
manual. 
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2.0 MARKET RESEARCH 
2.01. CUSTOMERS 
ICPC's customers will consist mainly ofadvertising agencies in the Calgary area during phase one. 
These agencies will be dealing with clients who recognize the importance of, and can afford to pay 

for, top quality commercials, the majority of which are destined for radio. ICPC will also deal d t h 
T.V. studios who require special audio introductions, as well as corporations who require company 
related videos (ie. tainingl promotional) to be of the finest quality. 

These customers will place high priority on the reliability of product quality, the strength of the 
senice relationship between themselves and the studio, end ICPC's ability to produce jingles and 
musical scores, all in a professional manner. Less emphasis will be placed on price. although ICPC 
flat rate policy will still play a small role in the initial attraction of potential clients. 

The greatest opportunity that the market research revealed from ICPC's standpoint is the lack of 
loyalty that advertising agencies display towards recording studios. A huge opportunity exists for 
ICPC to sway potential clients and to prove they are a serious player in the industry. 

ICPC customer's, in order of priority are: 

Advertising Agencies - Advertising agencies are the largest single customers 
for ICPC, as one good contact within an Ad agency 
can refer a large number of projects our way. 
Advertising agencies rarely have their own audio/ 
video production staff and are always looking for new/ 
more innovative/ creative production houses to meet 
their needs. Important contacts within advertising 
agencies are: 
- Creative Directors 
- Media Planners 
- Account Executives 
- All others within an agency, even receptionists, who 
will at least tell you who is best to contact within the 
agency (likely the name of the creative director) 

Video Production Companies - Video production houses usually deal with advertising 
agencies directly, but are always willing for ICPC to 
refer video work their way. In addition, video 
production companies can represent a LARGE 
customer for ICPC, as they rarely do their own audio 
production and need to sub-contract that portion. 
Important contacts are production directors, creative 
directors, account executives, sales managers, and 
executives. 
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Television Stations 

Associations 

CD Guplicating Companies 

Software Companies 

Business Owners 
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203 - Radio stations do a lot of their own in-house production, and 
ofien have capable studio's. However, market 
research shows that many are willing to outsource to 
a dedicated commercial production house, such as 
ICPC, ifwe can offer quality, speed, and convienence. 
In addition, radio stations will be interested in hiring 
ICPC to create show intro's, or other song-writing 
type material (sound effkcts etc.). Most important 
contacts within radio station's are production 
directors, creative directors, and executives. 

- Much the same as radio stations. Most important 
contacts are also production directors, creative 
directors, and executives. 

-1CPC does create other products other than radio and 
television advertisements, for instance promotional 
audio cassettes for consultants. As well, charities are 
often in need of promoting some upcoming event, and 
may prefer an attention catching ICPC radio ad over 
a plain public service announcement normally provided 
by radio stations- 

- These companies usually do not create their own CD, 
and are likely contacts to refer work to ICPC (people 
probabty pester them all the time to create CD's) 

- These companies may be looking for an alliance 
company to create multi-media! CD-ROT4 products. 

- Small to medium size business owners/ partners are 
still at a stage where they may use a studio directly to 
create a commercial and may bypass using an 
advertising agency. If convinced that a radio/ 
television ad will pay for itself, they may become solid 
clients. 

- Depending on the situation, it may be possible to take 
over-flow work fiom these studio's, or allow them to 
pass off certain types of projects to ICPC which they 
would rather not produce. 
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2.10 MARKET SIZE 
In Calgary there are approximately 100 advertising agencies, although many of these are smaller 
consulting firms. There are 7 television stations with offices in Calgary. Calgary is home to 16 radio 
stations and broadcasting companies. 

Total market size for radio commercials in Calgary is expected to be at least 44 per month. Of the 
17 advertising agencies that were interviewed, 14 indicated that they used out of house audio 
production facilities. The average number of radio spots per agency was 4.2 per month, making the 
minimum total 44. It is worthwhile to note that there were several agencies in town who did not take 
part in the survey, so one can assume that the total size of the radio commercial market per month 
exceeds 44. 

The survey group contacted six radio stations in Calgary fiom which four claimed to use recording 
studios which were out of house. The average usage of these facilities was 2.5 times per month, for 
a total market size of at least 10 per month. 

Finally, out of ten television stations that were contacted, three of them said they used independent 
recording studios an average of four or five times per month for the production of audio material. 
Therefore, total television recording market size is approximately 14 jobs per month. 

This research does not represent the size of the television commercial market within Calgary, but it 
is enough to know that there is an adequate size market in radio commercials alone for ICPC to 
create a core revenue which can then be built upon. 

In North America as a whole, the commercial prouction market is huge, and constantly growing at 
the same rate as the ecomony as a whole. It is expected that radio advenisements will gradually be 
replaced with television advertisements because of the explosive growth in the number of U.S. 
television stations. This growth will likely cause a decline in viewers for each individual station. 
causing a drop in advertising rates. These factors all contribute to a larger number of television 
advertisrnents being produced, growing faster than the economy. 
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2.20 COMPETITION 
As mentoned before, ICPC is in competition with a small number of large, established recording 
studios, as well as a myriad of small studios, jingle houses and creative consultants. There is also 
some competition fiom studios located on the west coast. The indication fiom local advenising 
agencies is that this competition a n  be effectively eliminated by proving that there is a company who 
can provide the same levels of quality and =Nice locally. They have a preferance to do business with 
a studio closer to home, but only if they felt that there needs were being fulfilled. This is one of the 
main goals of ICPC for the initial start-up phase. 
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2.30 ESTIMATED MARKET SHARE AND SALES 
ICPC is confident that they will be able to meet their objective of capturing 3% (one or two 
commercials per month) of  the radio commercial market in the fim few months of operation. ICPC 
also expects to capture 3% of the materials presently being subcontracted out by radio and television 
stations. Their workload is expected to grow as they gain a solid reputation for quality, ability and 
delivery. (Please refer to Spreadsheet and Financial Exhibits for detailed sales forecasts) . 
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3.0 MARKETING PLAN 
The product/services which ICPC produces for its clients will generate sales based on 
features such as quality, price, delivery, and warranty (customer service). All of these 
features are an intergral part of the marketing plan, and will set the basis for the success 
of this business. 

3 Overall Marketing Strategy 
The marketing concept of ICPC will be divided into a two phase approach, the initial start 
up phase, and an extension into larger geographical markets. Although these phases are 
distinct, the implementation of these phases will overlap and run concurrent at times. The 
two stages and identifiable target markets are: 

Phase I: Start-up date: April 1995 
A production center specializing in the production/creation and recording of audio 
broadcast material for the Calgary marketplace. An expansion of this production facility 
to include video production/ editing capability. This can be accomplished by a liasonl 
subcontracting1 alliance/ joint venture with Calgary based video production firms. 
Audio broadcast material sources may include: 

L Radio commercials 
L Television commercials 
L Television show Intros, soundscores 
L Training videos 
L Editing/ remixing e~risting recordings, eg. for dance studios 
L Sound Recording Consulting, eg. for convention speakers, theatre groups 
L Professional answering machine1 voice mail messages 

Extension Phase: Start-up date: Oct 1995 
Market expansion of this production facility to include international clientele solicited 
through the creation of an international network. 
This network may consist of: 

L ICPC remote operations in the form of sales representatives 
L Face to face meetings accomplished through business trips 
L Joint ventures/ liasond alliances/ or subcontracting with other capable non-competing audio and lideo firms 
L Advertising agencies with international clients 

3.2 Marketing Strategy for Phase I 
A marketing strategy consists of (1) a target mark* and (2) a marketing program to reach it. ICPC's 
primary target market consists of Calgary based advertising agencies. To penetrate this market 
requires a mixture of direct mail (informational brochures), personal selling, and a quality service 
reputation and image. 

3.21 Personal Selling 
The personal selling component of the phase I marketing strategy will be accomplished through the 
use of sales representatives/ account executives. It will be the responsibility of these employees to 
regularily meet with advertising agency representatives, fim to introduce ICPC to the agency, and 
later, purely to keep in touch with them, and make ICPC available for upcoming projects. 



3.22 Direct Mail 
A direct mail out will occur following the initial advertising agency/ account executive meeting. This 
mail out will reinforce the information given during the initial contact, and re-drm that ICPC is 
looking forward to working with the agency in the !%mare. 

3.23 Quality Service Reputation and Image 
In the early stages of operation, ICPC will be creating it's image, more than building a reputation. 
To build a tnrstworthy image, and generate interest, ICPC is using the strategy o f  a virtual 

organization. Essentially, ICPC will have a large non-core group of employees (the ICPC 'team'). 
This team is all on contract/ freelance, but will be presented as being ICPC employees. It is intended 

that this will be somewhat of a seff-fufffilling prophecy, with the subsequent volume of work allowing 
the hll-time hiring of many of these contract employees. 

Intensive Marketing Efforts 
ICPC will solicit business fiom advertising agencies. This business may be any form of audio or video 
material; video material will of course be subcontracted. Whether or not ICPC ever produces the 
video portion of a television commercial is less imponant than the image and reputation such 
capabilities provide. In a sense, ICPC will be a broker/ or  marketing shell for such work farming out 
video components, and perhaps even audio components to other businesses such as White Iron, 
Viacorn, and West 1 I th. An innovative concept and an integral component of ICPC's strategy is to 
set alliances with other recording studios and video companies to develop a network o f  reputable 
subcontractors for business. This networking will offer an extensive geographical reach, as well as 
a method of utilizing a larger and diversified talent pool for advenisement production. 

Commercials will be produced for prominant local businesses, not ad agencies, as a promotional tool. 
These commercials will be offered at cost to the 'client'. Singers/ musicians used in these 

commercials will likely be those being 'tested' by ICPC, for possible future use. There is a benefit 
here to both ICPC and the musicians, who can use the mmmercial to advance their personal careers. 
In addition, ICPC will be able to add them to their database of local talent. These promotional 

commercials will hopefilly be aired by the client, but more importantly, ICPC must secure permission 
fiom the client to use the commercial in the project portfolio. Even if the ad is not aired, it will 
demonstrate the skills used and high quality achieved during production. As a foot in the door, 
ICPC's first radio commercials will be for charity organizations, primarily because they are easy to 
talk to: and ofter have a need for publicity. 

The marketing strategy for the extension phase diffkrs substantially fiom that presented above. Phase 
I will be looked back at as a year of accelerated learning, testing, skill refining and cautious 
experimentation. 

Once sales have been made and a reputation has begun to develop, it will no longer be necessary to 
produce promotional commercials. However, with the addition of video production facilities, some 
video work will need to be added to the project portfolio. Promotional brochures, which were 
distributed in phase I, should again be sent to all ad agencies in the local target market, as well as 
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television broadcasters. This brochure will note the addition of video/ television production 
capability. 
3.3 Secondary Target Market 
ICPC will contact television and radio stations directly, in order to be available for lower budget 
advertisers who wish to by-pass the advertising agency (stations may refer businesses directly to 
studio's for commercial production) 

It is also important that in the early stages of business the owners remain alert for opportunities 
presenting themselves in other markets. For instance, there may be a large but untapped market for 
professionally recorded answering s e ~ c e s ,  or for multi-media audio production (which could easily 
be done through a joint venture with Canada Cassette). However, to research all the possible markets 
before entering into business is impossible, and therdore this study will focus on the primary and 
secondary markets presented above, which initially seem the most promising. 
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3.3 Pricing Structure 
ICPC has arrived at its pricing structure by considering the rates of competitors, and the relative 
positioning desired by ICPC. Due to the desired high-end specialized service image of ICPC, rates 
have been set above the average competition (inlcuding basement studios). To &nher differentiate 
ICPC, standardized rates have been determined, rather than the hourly billing rates usually used by 
competitors. This will be regarded as one of the key selling fcltures of ICPC. An agency desiring 
an estimate of a project from our competitors will get a range that they are not responsible for 
staying within. ICPC will use standardized rates, thereby giving our clients an easy determination of 
the exact cost factor involved. The rates are: 

Radio Commercial: 
Professional voicc-over with p n  written script 

No background music, up to one minute in length, 
Two or fewer sound effects 

Background music or extended sound track 
Per 30 seconds 

ICPC Copywriter $200 

Video/ Television Commercial: 
Music/ sound track production for video 

Per 30 minutes 

Video Production (Animation/ filming, ctc.) per project 

ICPC Copywriter per project 

Radio/ Video: 
L?dditiona! script readers 

Per finished 30 seconds (radio) 
Per finished minute (video) 
Foreign Language (radio/ video) 

st50 
per project 
per project 

Pre-recorded sound effects $20 

Specialty sound effects $300 

Jingle composition $500 

Singers, studio musicians $250 

* Prices represent ICPC recording costs, and do not include royalty payments to other associations 
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It is interesting to note that most of ICPC's competition declare that prices have been set using 
cost-based met hods. However, fbther investigation reveals that these reported 'costsr are superficial, 
and prices have actually been based on target return on investment. 

3.4 Sales Tactics 
The first step in creating this mix is focusing on the customer in the relationship selling process. The 
sequence ICPC will follow uses seven steps. They are the 1) pre-approach, 2) the approach 
(credibility and trust), 3) needs analysis, 4) a solution design, 5) a presentation, 6) negotiation, and 
7) monitoring the relationship. Throughout the selling process ICPC and company resources are 
working closely with customers and other involved individuals, especially during the needs analysis, 
solution design and subsequent stages. The pre-approach step is already underway, with a marketing 
research class at the University of Calgary providing data gathered from a survey to a sample of 
Calgary ad agencies, radio and TV stations. At the time of printing of this report, some of this 
research had been presented to ICPC, with the remaining expected shortly after. 

In the approach step, ICPC will mail out informational brochures to all local advmising agencies in 
the geographical market, making them aware of the presence of ICPC. These introductory brochures 
should imply the professional, high quality nature of ICPC, indicate its specialized nature and also 
include a rate schedule. A prototype sample brochure is included in the appendices. Also during this 
step, ICPC will create a portfolio of 'next-step' radio and television ads, building on a series of the 
originals that have been created by an advertiser in the target group. The purpose of this is to 
demonstrate the production quality ICPC is capable of, and give ad agencies a familiar environment 
in which to observe it. The approach phase will also include appointments with account executives 
from all the agencies in the target group, reinforcing the information presented in the informational 
brochure. Additionally, a meeting with the media director for the firm may be established. A sample 
ofICPC1s current portfolio, as well as references, resumes, credentials, brochures, and business cards 
should be taken along for all client meetings. These meetings lead to the third step. 

The needs analysis step entails meeting for the purpose of touring ICPC's studio by the agencies. 
This will present another opportunity to impress advertisers with ICPC's capability, image, and 
professionalism. Appointments will be made to strengthen the rapport between ICPC and its 
customers. Discussions will focus on identifying the needs and specifications of ICPC's clients. In 
the solution design phase, ICPC will be responding to the client's expectations by creating the product 
with the service that goes above and beyond meeting their needs. 

The completed products will promptly be delivered and presented to the clients, where any fbrther 
discussion of the negotiation of needs fulfillment can also take place. Since ICPC has a standardized 
price rate, price negotiations will already be understood, however negotiation of this son if necessary 
may also take place. 
Monitoring the relationship behueen ICPC and their clients requires continous contact and open 
dialogue. Regenerating sales depends on relationship building, as well as the implementation of 
innovative personal selling ideas. 
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3.5 Marketing strategy for the Extension Phase 
The steps outlined for phase I will need to be duplicated this time on an international scale. The size 
and region of this target market will lead to occasional travel to other cities to create and sustain the 
personal relationships required for success in this business. ICPC will also have a presence at 
advertising trade showdconventions, where a large number of personal relationships can be instigated 
through networking. 

A consistent feature throughout each phase will be to send thank you cards to all ICPC clients 
thanking them for their patronage and idiorming them of ICPC's current clients and including a few 
business cards. The release of important ad projects will strengthen ICPC's portfolio and reputation. 

A second feature will be the consistency of packing for all ICPC related 'products'. A similar design 
and logo should be consistent throughout business cards, mail-outs, brochures, cassette tapes, video 
cassettes, DAT's, 16mm format, or any other 'products' leaving ICPC's studio. 

3.6 Advertising and Promotion 
Advertising and promotions have to be innovatively designed for several reasons. First, the market 
is well defined and there are relatively few customers. Our marketing effons will focus mainly on 
personal selling. Second, if ICPC used a particular ad firm to design a campaign, the other ad firms 
they are trying to reach may not be impressed with the campaign or the fact that they didn't hire them 
for the job. 

The initial promotional and ad campaign is direct mail. Our brochure is one way of reachins our 
clients to inform them of our services offered and rates. Costs are expected to run about % 1500 for 
an initial order of presentation portfolios, brochures, and business cards. Again, with such a 
specialized and limited market, the initial number of brochures printed does not have to be numerous. 
In regenerating sales and maintaining a relationship with our clients, newsletters will be forwarded 
periodically informing them of new technologies being used by ICPC, as well as information about 
the industry and enviornment. For this type of clientele, a great deal of social interaction is expected 
such as business lunches and ad releases. 

3.7 Distribution 
The distribution of the services provided by ICPC is the simplest pan of the marketing equation. Any 
productions that are not hand delivered (to maintain the notion of service and relationship building) 
will be delivered by courier. Future notions for delivery are already being investigated, such as using 
on-line computer systems to expedite the distribution process. 

One hture possibility, is to use the Internet, or a similar system, to distirbute digital audio and video 
information back and fonh over large distances. The disadvantage to this system is that both sides 
must have the neccessary equipment, meaning that this technology is likely only useable with music 
studios and video production houses. 

For mock-up presentations, it is already possible to assign a client a password, have them call into 
the voice-mail system, and be abIe to listen to a demonstration of their commercial. 
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4.0 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS 
ICPC is a business which identifies its design and development plans as those concerning organization 
of personnel, equipment, and special techniques to implement the recording studio service business. 
Development status and tasks, difficulties and risks, product improvement and new products, costs, 
and proprietary issues are all discussed- 

4.1 Development Status and Tasks 
ICPC has made a major capital outlay in purchasing the necessary equipment, searching for talent, 
and researching various locations. ICPC is currently a pmnenhip but plans on becoming an 
incorporated company which will: 

L allow the selling and leasing of all current assets to the carporation 
L shield partnm personal assets fiom legal actions 
L present a professional image 
C protect each pertner's personal property fiom lease obligations 

There are two reasons why ICPC will succeed in terms of competence and expertise. First, there are 
currently no Calgary businesses specializing in the services that ICPC will provide. Currently, 
advertising projects are being drained fiom the large production houses to small garagehasement 
studios in cities such Vancouver, Toronto, Los Angeles, New York, and to a smaller extent even in 
cities Like Calgary. This has lead to a very fractured commercial production industry, with many small 
studios doing the work that few large studios used to produce. Facilities of such operations allow 
for a very limited potential for growth, and will likely be sustained purely through a small group of 
clients. Therefore, this creates an excellent opportunity for ICPC, as it will be easy to entice 
advertisers away fiom the small basement studios though the correct combination of relationship 
selling, production capability, reputation and image. ICPC emphasizes the quality, speed, and 
capability of the service to its customers, and therefore the company will be charging a competitive 
premium price (above those of the average basement studio), but below the the large established 
production houses. 

Second, ICPC exudes competence in terms of its management personnel. As aforementioned, both 
owners possess great expertise in audio and technical engineering. Terry and Andrew both have 
strong management backgrounds and knowledge, and excellent computer skills. Taking all of these 
factors into consideration, ICPC will remain a technological and marketing leader far into the future. 

4.2 Diff~culitits and R i s k s  
In the music and recording industry, there are various associations and unions that compile pertinent 
information about various talent pools. One difficulty that arises is that these musicians' unions may 
be hesitant in distributing their database to recording studios such as ICPC. 

4.2 Service Improvement and New Services 
Keeping the international focus in mind, there are various options that ICPC will consider in 
transmitting talent fiom other centers to its technicsl recording ficilities. These options are industry 
service improvements that ICPC must realize in order to stay competitive. These options are: 

1. The use of the Internet is becoming very popular, and therefore ICPC should be well aware 
of the processes to utilize it. The Internet requires a corporate address. The way that it 
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operates is that music that is Wig transmitted from another location is stored on a computer 
text file which is then uploaded to an attached file on another computer, and then finally 
transmitted to the ICPC tenninal for downloading to begin. The Intemet is fast and 
technologically advanced, however costs may arise in the form of long distance charges, 
corporate addresses, etc. Another issue concaning the Internet is secrecy. In order to deter 
unauthorized access, text files should be incripted. 

Red - time in the music industry is defined as receipt and processing of information as fast 
as you can send it. This Areal-time@, which is communicated through the ISDN line 
(integrated services dat network), is an expensive technological asset using existing phone 
lines as a transmodel method. The advantages of this system is that it is v e v  rapid, efficient, 
and fituristic. However, the disadvantages tend to outweigh these advantages in terms of 
cost, the amount of hardware and equipment and the duplication required for each studio. 
Technological experts are forecasting these lines to be in existence in the U.S. by 1998, and 

in Canada by 2000,' and therefore the cost will drop considerably. Due to the advancement 
of technology, other innovations may appear which could decrease costs and increase 
transmission speeds. 

3. A Bulletin Board System with basic phone lines is a third option that ICPC will consider in 
delivering better customer service as it enters its h a r e  phases. This could facilitate 
communication and transmission of data between customers and contract services. 

4.3 Costs 
The costs of the service improvement options are as follows: 

L Packaging costs should also be taken into consideration. 
L The Internet costs consist of the corporate address (6300). long distance charges depending on modem speeds, and 

g~ning a membership from Cornpusme or Logical Solutions which would cost approximately S 1 O- 12fmonth plus 
Internet hook up charges. 

L One real-time option, i.e. the ISDN line, would cost approximately $1 2,000/city/rnont.h. Additional equipment 
costs run in the area of $10,000. Other costs to consider would be the long distance phone line, postage, remote 
location setups, and other rnisceUaneous costs. 

L The B.B.S. with the phone extensions would take into account long distance phone line costs, toll free numbas, 
se[-up costs which would approximalely be S 300, and the various monrhly costs. 

4.4 Proprietary Issues 
ICPC must acquire a trademark design, therefore the company needs to seek a graphic designer. The 
cost of the federal trademark is $1000 and may take 18 months to process. It costs an additional $25 
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to register the business n a m ,  however there are no rights created by this action. In order to protect 
the corporate name, ICPC has to acquire a federal trademark protection which expires at the end of 
15 years from the date of acquisition and it is renewable. 
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5.0 MANUFACTURING AND OPERATIONS PLAN 
ICPC's manufacturing and operations plan requires particular attention and focus on geographic 
location, facilities and capacity improvements, strategy and plans, and regulatoly compliances and 
approvals. 

5. IGtographic Location 
ICPC will be located in the city of Calgary, at a commercial location. Terry Krah and Andrew Hugh 
have done extensive research and analysis on prospective locations. The basis of this analysis are the 
following factors: 

-professional image 
-functionality 
-resale value 
-easy and convenient access from downtown for prospective clients 
-close location to high quality restaurants 
-parking, purchase price/monthly fees 
-layout (size, location fitting with image), and 
-exterior noisdinterior noise. 

The final choice was to locate in Parkside Place, and office tower at 602 12th Ave SW. This location 
best matches all of the criteria, although hture resale value is likely to be low. 

5.2 Facilities and Capacity Improvements 
ICPC provides a service in quality audio recording and production. Facility and capacity 
improvments, therefore, are related to the service side of the business. Capital requirements of the 
technical equipment have been fulfilled, and therefore no additional supplies have to be purchased (see 
appendices). The company does not require massive storage space, however space is required for the 
equipment which will be filfilled by the purchase of the Manhatten loft. In addition, ICPC will 
require filing cabinets for paperwork. In the second year of operation, the owners will require an 
assistant and two more engineers to look after the technicaI side of the business so that Terry and 
Andrew are able to concentrate on the managerial aspects. Both owners do intend to purchase 
additional computers as demand for ICPC's services increases. 

5.3 Stategy and Plans 
ICPC's manufacturing and operations strategy is to create aIliances with several sdvertising agencies 
nationally and internationally in the form of subcontracting because of geographic reach, benefits, and 
acquiring international talent pools for business. ICPC has high capital costs for its equipment, 
however variable costs are negligible. The company's commercial costs are virtually non-existent, 
except for the labour per hour and the setting up of the initial contract between the axtin and the 
advertising agencies, because capital costs have been &Itifled. In terms of costing, there is a triad that 
forms between the artist, ICPC, and the advertising agency. ICPC acquires the talent for recording 
and production for a paniculu advertising agency. Upon completion of the product, ICPC charges 
the advertising agency the fee for services, and in exchange, the advertising agency pays the royalties 
for the artist. 
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5.4 Regulatory, Other Compliances, and Approvals 
The regulatory requirements unique to ICPC services are as follows: 

A) The company operations have to be within a particular zone7 and the noise violations and 
disturbances have to  be given particular attention. 
B) The basic regulatory compliances such as business licences, name and registration policies, 
name and incorporation fees, etc., must be adhered to. 
C) With the addition of each new job, including subcontracting and out-sourcing, a physical 
paper contract must be produced and legally binding. These contracts must stipulate 
obligations and the terms of the agreement, including pay scales and wages. 
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5.0 MANAGEMENT TEAM 
The driving forces behind ICPC are Andrew Hugh and Terry Krahn, the company's entrepreneurs. 
Andrew and Terry met while they were enrolled in the management program at the University of 
Calgary. Their mutual love of music became the source of inspiration behind this entrepreneurial 
endeavor. 

5.1 Organization 
ICPC will be run initidly as a partnership with Andrew Hugh and Teny Krahn as the two officers. 
Teny Krahn will have the title of "Marketing Manager" while Andrew Hugh will be the "Studio 

Manager". As the company was largely created with the equipment and capital of Andrew Hugh, 
Andrew will have the largest stake in the companies future, and will also hnction as the companies 
CEO once incorporated. 

Andrew and Terry have worked together on one occassion prior to this. They found this experience 
to be a positive one. Terry is the practical, concrete thinker of the two whereas Andrew represents 
the more creative side of the team. Together they create an effective management team as a result 
of these different yet complementary styles. The commonalities between the two consist of their 
management training and their love of music. 

In a studio such as ICPC, where the operators take on the roles of both producers and engineers. the 
most efficient method of handling overdemand is to subcontract various components of a clients 
request (ie. the jingle) to capable home based studios. Two such studios are Studio 267 and Baseline 
Studio which also involve personal friends of Andrew Hugh. This subcontracting arrangement, 
although already in place, is only present as a safety net as Teny and Andrew plan to complete as 
much work as they can by themselves. 

By the time that the international network proposed by ICPC has been established, ICPC will have 
made arrangements with studios in other cities to do portions of their work. At this stage, ICPC will 
become somewhat of a central 'hub', responsible only for mixing and editing the work of many studios 
for one client. 

Additional employees may include production directors from radio and television stations, and 
additional salesforce in major cities where advertising conventions are commonplace. 

5.2 Key Management Pcnonntl 
Since ICPC is a new entrepreneurial business with only two employees, Terry and Andrew realize 
that they will both be responsible for overseeing all of the aspects of the business. However, the areas 
of responsibility have been divided into two broad sections; namely marketingladministration and 
production. These sections have been assigned based on each individual's area of expertise. 

Terry will be mainly responsible for looking after the marketing and administrative aspects of the 
business. This will largely involve being in charge of the personal selling of ICPC. Specifically, Teny 
will be responsible for assembling the porrfolio which is to be presented to the client, as well as 
putting together the marketing presentation, among other things. In terms of administration, he will 
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be responsible for such things as construction of the database of potential talents to be used in the 
comrnerciais (ex. voices, instruments, etc.). In addition, he will be responsible for organizing the 
clerical aspects of the business. This will include such things as designing or choosing the MIS 
structure for ICPC, and designing a billing stnrcture. 

Terry's educational and career background complement his responsibilities in ICPC. In December 
of 1994 he will receive a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of Calgary. Since his 
major is in the field of marketing, he has taken a variety of marketing courses including Sales 
Management and Advertising. In addition to his academic knowledge, Teny has had several years 
of work experience in marketing. He has been employed at Dairyworld Foods for 12 years, where 
he has been employed in a variety of areas within the company. Terry has had eight years experience 
in a sales representative position with the company in addition to spending two years in the area of 
customer sprvice. During this time, he has undertaken a variety of marketing projects whose results 
have been implemented by the company. Currently he is employed in the MIS depanment of 
Dairyworld Foods where he is responsible for the maintenance of the Alberta database and the 
creation of financial programs used to assist in the managerial decision making process. 

In terms of musical ability, Teny is also extremely familiar with the music and recording industry. 
He began playing the guitar at an early age and eventually ended up playing professionally for several 

years. His academic interest in music lead him to attending the Eastern Washington University where 
he majored in audio engineering. After returning home he recorded some jingles as a musician and 
ended up touring Alberta with his band. At the current time he teaches guitar lessons and still 
occassionally plays sessions with local bands. 

Andrew will be largely responsible for the production side of the business. This will include the 
production of commercials and the overseeing of the more technical aspects of the recording business. 
He will also be  responsible for keeping up with the trends in the industry as this is a technologically 
driven industry. 

Andrew's educational qualifications are Bachelor of Commerce from the University of Calgary, and 
he is currently enrolled in the MBA New Venture program. He will graduate in the summer of 1996. 
His MBA studies have been modified to include the successfid start-up of an international 

commercial recording studio (h~s thesis is actually based on this venture). In addition to his academic 
credentials, Andrew has a substantial musical background. He belonged to the first graduating class 
of Toronto's Claude Watson School for the Arts. Although primarily a pianist, Andrew was taught 
the fbndamentals of many other instruments including strings, bass, drums and vocals. Andrew has 
been a professional musician for over 15 years and a professional producer for 4 years. He has 
recorded many local Calgary bands as well as local radio commercials and show introductions. 
Curre~~tly he also has two recording contracts and several thousand records released throughout 
Germany , Belgium and the U.K.. As for work experience, he has been employed with Alberta 
Natural Gas for one year as a strategic business planner. This entails planning for the firmre direction 
of the business which will undoubtedly prove to be beneficial experience in steering the direction of 
his own business. 



5.3 Non-Management Staff 
Other 'aaR currently affiliated with ICPC include the following employees: 

Colin Hart, ME- - Producer 
Colin has been a professional musician and producer for the last 6 years, playing guitar, keyboards 
and bass. He has received a fair amount of recognition from producing rap, R&B, and dance bands, 
with over 20,000 CD's released and several thousand records. In addition, Colin has produced 
soundtracks for nationally syndicated television series. Colin's role at ICPC is a specialist for 
producing all rap, soul and R&B type music. 

Joan Yee,   RE^. EC- - Copywriter 
Joan is a trained copywriter for commercial advertising. b a n  knows that the script she writes for a 
client's ad will convey the client's message and effectively capture the listener's attention. 

Dale Bochon - Copywriter 
Dale is an experienced copywriter having worked with many advertising agencies and as a creative 
director. Past projects of Dale's include the creation of the Star's Air Ambulance campaign. 

Bob Foster - Producer 
Bob has spent most of his career as a producer, working with a variety of clients. Among the more 
prominent are Jann Arden, and Theatre Calgary. Bob's production specialty is in the area of pop and 
ambient 'mood' music. Bob has also worked as an audio engineer in audio-video production thus 
allowing Bob to experience many different aspects of this industry. 

Tona Ohama - Software Developer 
Tona is a talented musician, anin, and software developer, specializing in CD-ROM and video multi- 
media production. 
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5.4 MANAGEMENT OWNERSHIP AND COMPENSATION 
ICPC will Dperate as a private company with its owners both holding one share each. Additionally, 
since both Terry and Andrew continue to have other sources of income during the initial years of 
operation of the company, the salaries that they draw in these years will be minimal (see appendices). 
Their salaries will increase dong with the profitability of the business as they plan on paying 

themselves a wage of $40 an hour. 

Terry's alternate sources of income include monies arising ffom his continuation with his position at 
Dairyworld Foods. His hours are extremely flexible with the company and therefore he plans to 
continue a 30 hour plus work week for the first fw years of ICPC's operation. In addition, he draws 
a sizeable income fiom teaching guitar. 

Andrew also plaw on cotinuing with his current position at Alberta Natural Gas where he works once 
a week throughout the summer of 1995. During this summer, Andrew will likely make the choice 
to work full-time at ICPC, sales allowing. 

While both Teny and Andrew feel that they will be more than capable of handling their workloads 
while at the same time running a successful business, they are both willing to give up these extra 
income sources, if that is the devotion required to run ICPC. 

In terms of equity investment, both Terry and Andrew have invested a sizeable amount into the 
recording equipment for the studio (upwards of $30,000 each). In addition, Andrew's parents have 
invested approxiamately $75,000 in the location of the studio, for both leasing and renovations. 

5.5 OTlTER INVESTORS 
At the present time there are no other investorsin the business although several people, such as the 
owner of Canada Cassette, Doug Wong , have expressed interest in investing in the company. 

5.6 SUPPORTING PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS AND SERVICES 
ICPC plans on having a lawyer, banker and accountant on payroll to help in advisory positions. In 
addition, Doug Wong has offered his services to the studio. Doug has had several years of experience 
in the recording industry, both with bands and advertisers. He also has expertise essential to the 
success of ICPC through his knowledge of industry structure and studio design, his many personal 
contacts, and business experience. Doug also has contacts at the Federal Business Development 
Bank which may help ICPC obtain a government loan in the unlikelihood that they require one. 
Professor Doug West has also agreed to act in a supponing =pacity for the business. 
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6.0 CRITICAL RISKS AND PROBLEMS 
1. Businesses in other cities 
This problem will become more predominant in the later stages of the business when ICPC plans to 
operate on an international level. In terms of the advertising agencies that ICPC will be dealing with 
in other countries, there may be the problem of ensuring prompt and accurate payment for services 
rendered. And in terms of the studios who will be responsible for completing recording work under 
the ICPC name, there may be the problem of how to ensure the receiving of work from them on time 
and at a high level of quality. 

2. Royalty rates for musicians 
Another problem that m y  arise concerns the issue of the royalty structure for musicians. Originally, 
ICPC planned on including the royahy fee for musicians as part of their s e ~ c e  by compensating for 
this cost in the amount charged to an ad agency. However, a potential problem with this is that once 
the agency gets the commercial, there is no assurance that it won't be played on an international level 
as well as a local level. The problem then becomes that agencies may not reimburse the musician, 
singer, etc. for this extra air time and geographical reach. This could leave ICPC in a legal mess. To 
eliminate this problem, ICPC has decided that they will set up contracts between the ad agencies and 
the musicians and that both parties win be responsible for ensuring that their contractual obligations 
are upheld. Therefore, ICPC will not be responsible for royalties and will act as only a witness to the 
contract set up between the ad agency and the talent. 

3. Subcontracting 
Another potential problem is that the company may end up acquiring too many clients before they can 
handle them all. Although Terry and Andrew plan to devote as much time as is needed to the 
business, there is still the problem of over capacity since there are only two operators. A network 
of home based studios has been set up to combat this problem. 

4. International Competitors 
At the present time, companies are shipping their recording requirements to other cities and countries 
to be fulfilled. A problem that exists is trying to stop this outflow of business and convince the 
customer that an equally professional product can be produced locally. The solution to this lies in 
the successful application of our sales tactics as outlined in the marketing section. 

5. Obselete Technology 
The recording industry is technologically driven and this gives rise to the potential problem of 
obselete equipment. In turn this can lead to larger than expected innovation and development costs 
to stay competitive. ICPC is aware that they must remain a technological leader, but they also know 
that they can achieve this within certain boundaries. For example, there are software recording units 
in today's market in the neighborhood of $80,000 but the quality difference between this unit and 
ICPC's equipment is so minimal that the expense is unnecessary. 

6. Export Distribution 
The most effective form of distribution for explorting has not yet been determined. At this time of 
writing, the only feasible manner for distribution is to physically courier a tape t o  the client. 



7.0 TE€E FINANCIAL PLAN 
7.1 PROFIT and LOSS STATEMENTS 

NOTE TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON AN 
ARLIER BUSINESS PLAN, AN IT IS NOW APPARENT THAT REVENUES CAN 
FLUCTUATE GRATEATLY RIGHT FROM THE START. THIS MEANS THAT A GOOD 
MONTH CAN BE WILDLY MORE THAN PLANNED AND A POOR MONTH CAN BE 
CLOSE TO ZERO IN SALES. TIIlS NEW KNOWLEDGE HAS NOT YET BEEN 
INCORPORATED INTO THESE FINACIAL STATEMENTS. 

The proforma financial statements have been prepared using an assumption of a 3% market share, 
estimated from the data provided ICPC by their completed market research. W~th an estimated 
marketshare of over 1200 externally sourced audio ads produced for local clients in d l  three media 
target groups and research indicating no current specific loyalty, ICPC feels a 3% marketshare is 
reasonable and attainable *- 

This estimate wiU afford ICPC with unit sales of 37 in the fist year, 98 in the second, and 18 1 in the 
third year of operations. The expected increase in unit sales in 1996 and 1997 are not only due to 
intensified selling effons, but also an extended geographical reach for potential clients. 
On a per month basis, 1995 will show a slow growth. With only 6 ads as a projected high point for 
the year occurring in both November and December, this conservative estimate will necessitate only 
24 hours total of production time in each of those months. 

7.2 Expenses 
Administrative and operating expenses will increase in the second year primarily due to a business 
location change. Leasing and leasehold improvements will be the major factors contributing to this 
increase in 1996, but overall cons will decline in proportion to revenues in 1997, with no major 
expenses planned for that year. 

This can be illustrated on a per unit basis showing cost performance. Even though projected revenues 
continue to increase to %121,780 in 1996 fkom $42,460 in 1995, 1996 shows a loss of $6,130, again 
mainly due to facihty relocation and leasehold improvements. If revenues are are insufficient and not 
at the point to warrant a facility location change, this couId be postponed until 1997 or later, where 
such an undertaking would not leave the firm showing a loss. 

C. Break Even Analysis 
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Based on a total fixed cost of S14,3 17 and 37 units p r o d u d  in 1995, the per unit fixed costs is $386. 
Total variable costs of S17.320 result in a per unit cost of $468). This leaves the average per unit 
total cost at $855. Again based on 37 units, the total revenues of $42,460 averages a per unit 
revenue of 1,15 1 . Using these figures, the break even point for the start up year is at S24,18 1 or 
approximately 2 1 units. A sensitivity d y s i s  shows that even a 20% downturn in expected sales 
for 1995 would generate 523,732 in revenue from 3 1 units produced,and leave a break even point 
of 20.7 units. This diminishing break even point shows that the fixed cons are kept low during the 
first year, which provides a cushion for slower than projected sales. Even with only 1 i d s  produced 
(one commercial produced every month exept January), the finn will still generate revenues of 
S27,870, and have a break even point of 8.52 ads. As the firm enters second and third years and 
incurrs higher capital costs a new break even will have to be computed. 
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XI. SPREADSHEETS AND FINANCIAL EXHIBITS 

IT HAS BEEN DECIDED TO LEAVE OUT THIS SECTION, AS PREVIOUS 
STATEMENTS ARE NOW OUTDATED, AND HAVE LI'ITLE MEANING. IT IS NOT 
CURRENTLY POSSIBLE FOR ICPC TO ACCURATELY PREDICT FUTURE SALES 
DUE TO WILD F'LUCTUATlON IN THE EARLY STAGES OF THE BUSINESS. IT IS 
EXPECTED THAT WITHIN THE NEXT 6 MONTHS, ICPC WILL CREATE SOME 
LEVEL OF BASE MONTHLY SALES, AT WHICH POINT SOME SORT OF 
MEANINGFULL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS CAN BE CREATED. 



Appendix C:  Categories of Obsewation 

Table 1 - General Data Collection 

Note: in this study, if all the hours spent considering business 
decisionsfplanning were included, as well as hours spent in the office, 
this category would always be between 12 to 16 hours every day. 
Bear in mind the entrepreneur also had 5 full time MBA courses to 
attend during data collection. I feel the difference between this and 
the hours which were recorded was that the entrepreneur spent many 
hours at the of- just because he enjoyed being there - not because 
they were all necessary. As for houn spent just thinking at home or 
elsewhere, these were omitted because they would be diffii:ult to 
defend whether the entrepreneur legitimately spent that time 

Total hours worked - houn spent each day on activities attributed solely to the entrepreneur's 
business 

- does not necessarily include hours actually spent on business 
premises, nor does it included intennittent time spent at home 
planning Mure business decisions 

- includes time on the phone for business calls, deskworlc hours, and 
sales/networking 

It should be noted that in this particular study, the task of deskwork itself 
was radically different for the entrepreneur than for the traditional 
manager. Traditional managers spent time on the phone, going 
through the mail, composing mail, and (in general terms) analyzing 
subordinate's input information, and adding the value of their own 
eqxrtise, to compose new information to help their organization, For 
the entrepreneur, deskwork also included what can only be described 
as the physical direct labour requked to generate a product. This was 
by far the largest component of deskwork for the entrepreneur in this 
study. Thus, directly contrasting the entrepreneur with the manager 
h this category would ouerstate the number of hours the entrepreneur 
actually spent on management type work. 

Number of desk 
sessions 
Hours of desk 
sessions 

'working' or not. 
- a single period of time spent by the entrepreneur alone in the confines 

of his office (based on Mintzberg's definition for this category) 
- time spent in desk sessions throughout the day. 

Although not specifically stated by Mintzberg, this also implies that time 
spent on phone calls while worlring on other desk work is also 
included in this observation. 

For interest's sake, a measure was made of the relative perceived stress 
level (by the entrepreneur). Atthough this is not a scientific measure, the 

Stress level 

In hindsight, it would have been preferable to separate deskwork as 
defined by Mintzberp from direct labour work as required by the 
entrepreneur in this study. Future studies on entrepreneurs should 
indude both categories separately. 

- not included in Mintzberg's 1973 study. 
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entrepreneur rated his stress level on a scale of 0 to 10 each day. The 
only standard was that to achiew a 6, the day must be more stressfuf 
than any other day with a 5 or less occurring in the past. It is hoped that 
this can be related back to the adiuities of the entrepreneur. 

Table 2 - Raw Communication Numbers 

Number of telephone calls 

I 

Hours on telephone 

Number of letters received 

i 
I 
I 

Number of memos received 

I 

Number of reports received 

Number of period icals received 

- telephone calls inliated by the entrepreneur. 
and the numbers of calls received by the 
entrepreneur- 

Unlike Minkberg's obsenrations. this includes 
calls made and received anywhere, not just 
the OW. 

- hours spent on the telephone throughout the 
day. 

- includes business related calls made or 
received anywhere - not just the office. 

- addressed letters and e-mail received each 
day. 

In further studies of entrepreneurs, e-mail 
should be counted as a separate category 
to observe. During the data collection 
period of this study, e-mail did not play an 
important role to the business and was 
rarely used. However, in later years the 
entrepreneur's business received vast 
quantities of e-mails and used it regularly 
to communicate with contacts. 

- memos received by the entrepreneur. 
(memos are defined as notes, reminders, or 

more formal letters in the form of a 
memorandum, sent by a business 
associate. without solicitation) 

- articles of mail received by the entrepreneur 
which can be classifled as general reports, 
or reports on operations. 

- includes articles relating to items of general 
interest with or without soliclation. These 
can be either internal or eslemal reports, 
sent by a subordinate/ associate or from 
outside the company. 

- magazhes and commercial newsletters 
received from trade organuations and 
private seruices. 

- includes general news such as The Globe 
and Mail, management journals and 
newsletters, trade journals and newsletters 
(Keyboard magazine. Mix magazine, 



Table 3 - Written Communications Received (Itemized by Sender) 

Number of copies of letters 

'Number of faxes received 

Number of clippings received 

Number of books received 

Number of other mail receiued 

Number of mail items skimmed 

Number of mail items read 

Number of mail items studied 

Future Music), business and fmancial news 
(Finam's1 &st'), political news (Albeda 
R e m ,  and technological joumalsl 
magazines (R~hssional Audio). 

- letters received by the entrepreneur which 
haw k e n  .ccled or photocopied and given 
to him- 

- fass  r e c e w  by the entrepreneur. This was 
not included in the original study done by 
Mintzberp. 

- clippings received either from newspapers, 
reports, magazines, journals, etc. 

- books the entrepreneur receives, sent by 
others, pathered from library, or purchased 

- mail articles received by the entrepreneur 
that do not fa into the other categories. 

- used to tracked bills, or invoices received by 
the entrepreneur. 

- mail items skimmed quickly by the 
entrepreneur and then set aside or thrown 
out. 

- mail items actually read by the entrepreneur. 

Atthough this is fairfy subjective, for this paper 
it means that parts of the mail were of 
enough interest that the entrepreneur took 
the time to read it word for word. 

- mail items studied by the entrepreneur each 
day. 

Studied is defured as the mail being of 
sufficient interest to read through certain 
passages carefully for meaning, perhaps 
more than once. I 

Number of mail items received from 
subordinates 
Number of mail received from directors 

Number of mail items received from peers 

Number of mail items received from trade 

- mad items sent to the entrepreneur from a 
subordinate / employee. 

- ma8 Yems sent to the entrepreneur from a 
director of the company (Director also 
refers to the entrepreneur's partner). 

- mad items sent to the entrepreneur from a 
peer. 

A peer was either a professor, a parent, or 
someone else in the industry sending the 
entrepreneur some infomation. 

- mail #ems sent to the entrepreneur from 1 



Table 4 - Written Communication Received (Itemized by Subject) 

organizations 

Number of mail items received from clients 

Number of mail items receimd from suppliers 

Number of mail items received from 
independents 

other companies, but not competitors. 
- includes mal sent to the entrepreneur from a 

software manufadurer for a new program 
that may be useful. 

- mail items sent to the entrepreneur from 
clients. 

- includes work orders, information needed for 
a job, or friendly correspondence. 
- mal Stems sent to the entrepreneur from 

suppliers, current or potential 
- includes inwices, reminders, information, or 

friendly correspondence. 
- mail Stems sent to the entrepreneur from 

individuals not in any other category 
- includes friends of the entrepreneur, or 

resumes ftom individuals seeking 
employment 

Number of mail items which are 
acknowledgments 

Number of mail items which are status 
requests 

Number of mail items which are solicitations 

Number of mail items received from publishers 

Number of mail items received from 
goemment 

- mail items received by the entrepreneur 
which was intended to formally 
acknowledge a visit, a favor, some 
information received, a completed job, or a 
thank you note. 

- mail #ems received by the entrepreneur 
which are 'inconsequential requests made 
of them because of their position' 
(Mintrberg, 1 973: 241). uhese could be 
(a) peers requesting the entrepreneur to 
speak, send information, or donate funds. 
@) Letters and reports, prepared for the 
manwen' signature by subordinates, and 
(c) independents requesting information or 
senhces from the entrepreneur.) 

- mal @ems received by the entrepreneur from 
people or businesses requesting the 
entrepreneur to buy a product, donate to a 
cause, or buy their service. 

- includes mail from trade organizations, 

' - mail items sent to the entrepreneur from 
publishers of books, magazines, 
newspapers, journals or periodicals 
(publishers seeking a subscription to their 
publication). 

- mail items sent to the entrepreneur from the 
gowemment. 

- includes city taxes, GST infonnation, or 
postal information. 



Number of mail items which are authority 
requests 

Number of mail items which are reference data 

Number of mail items which are general reports 

Number of mail items which are periodicals 

Number of mail items which are events 

Number of mail items which are reports on 
operations 

universities, consultants, manufadurers, 
lawyers, publishers, and people seeking 
employment. 
- mail @ems receiwd by the entrepreneur 

which are authority requests, as defmed as 
a request from a subordinate (a) seeking 
authorization for an e-ption to normal 
operating procedures, @) seeking approval 
for a new program or procedure, or (c) 
seeking acceptance for a decision or 
report. 

- mail items received by the entrepreneur 
which can be d e x n i  as reference data: 
(a) from within the company, either as 
meeting agendas, or resumes of new 
employees, @) from outside omanizations 
as annual reports of cl#nts, address 
changes, or statements of industrial policy 
by trade organ~ations, and (c) from trade 
organizations sending correspondence 
concerning scheduling arrangements. 

- mail items received by the entrepreneur 
which are (a) from subordinates relating to 
a topic in which the entrepreneur had 
e-ressed an interest, and (b) reports in 
which the entrepreneur had not solicited or 
had ewressed indirect interest, from either 
subordinates, or exiernal reports which an 
outsider fett the entrepreneur or his 
organization should see. 

- mail items received by the entrepreneur 
which are classified as periodical news. 

-includes magazines, management or 
commercial newsletters from trade 
organ~ations, general and political news, 
technological publications, and private 
services. 

- mail items received by the entrepreneur from 
subordinates, trade organizations, or 
personal contacts informing the 
entrepreneur of events. These could be (a) 
mal relating to the company or to its 
environment, @) upcoming events at trade 
organizations, (c) personal contacts (a 
friends birthday party), (d) competitors (an 
open house invitation). (e) clients (a 
Christmas party), or (0 political eEnts. 

- mail items received by the entrepreneur 
relating to the operations of the business. 

Note: Mintzberg defmed these items as (a) 
regular internal reports, (b) ad hoc reports 
on specific programs (for example, 
progress on client contact), and (c) 
unsolicited letten from clients and 



Table 5 - Outgoing Communications 

indepe!ndents commenting on senrice. For 
the obsewation of an entrepreneur this will 
included other forms of reports, such as 
bank statements. 

Number of mail items which are advice on 
situations 

Number of mail items which are problems or 
pressures 

Number of mail items which are ideas 

- mail gems received by the entrepreneur 
which are solicited as adice on a situation 
of the business (likely From subordinates, 
peefs, directors, or associates). 

- mail items receivled by the entrepreneur 
which can be defmed as information 
related to clearly defined problems, 
demands, and pressures. 

- includes mad items which notify the 
entrepreneur of problems or pressures he 
may not have been aware of (overdue 
accounts, NSF cheques, or suppliers 
waiting for payment). 

- mail lems received by the entrepreneur 
which are ideas, solicited or non-solicited, 
from subordinates, personal contacts, or 
independents (likely to be some form of 
potential opportunly for the business). 

Number of times the entrepreneur reacts to 
mail through mail 

Number of mail items inliated by the 
entrepreneur 

- -- 
Number of letters created by the entrepreneur 

Number of memos created by the entrepreneur 

Number of reports created by the entrepreneur 

Number of letters forwarded by the 
entrepreneur 

Number of forwarded clippings, reports, 

-number of times the entrepreneur generates a 
mail item to be sent out. as a result of having 
received some form mail. 
- mail items which the entrepreneur self- 

initiates (scheduling appointments, 
soliciting work, or invitations to clients for 
social events). 

- addressed letters and e-maib sent out by the 
entrepreneur each day. 

- memos written and sent by the entrepreneur 
(memos are defmed as notes, reminders, 
or more formal letters in the form of a 
memorandum), without solicitation. 

reports the entrepreneur generatesf finishes 
each day (not necessarily the same as the 
number of reports the entrepreneur works 
on each day of course). 

- includes reports for investors, directors, 
proposals for clients or creditors such as 
banks. 

- letters received by the entrepreneur and then 
forwarded on to a subordinate, director, or 
associate 

- clippings, reports, periodicals, and books 



periodicals, and books I forwards by the entrepreneur to a 

Number of mail items sent to subordinate 
subordinat&, director,-or associate. 

- mail items generated by the entrepreneur 

Number of mail items sent to a director 

each day which are sent to a subordinate 
(i-e., instructbns for a subordinate). 

- mal items generated by the entrepreneur 
each day which are sent to a director / 
other owner (i.e., a memo of a phone call 

Number of mail items sent to a peer 

I organtation I each daywhich are &nt to a trade I 

for the director). 
- mail items penerated by the entrepreneur 

Number of mail items sent to a trade 
each daywhich are addressed to a peer. 

- mail items generated by the entrepreneur 

Number of mail items sent to a client 

1 I - includes requests for budgets on projects 1 

organization. 
- mail @ems generated by the entrepreneur 

Number of mail items sent to a supplier or 
associate 

Number of mail items sent to an independent 

Number of mail items sent to the government 

each day which are sent out to a client (i-e., 
finished work, inwices, or solicitations by 
the entrepreneur's business). 

- mail items generated by the entrepreneur 
each day which are sent out to either a 
supplier or an associate (i-e., payment for 
materials, or a request for price / product 
information). 

-mail items generated by the entrepreneur 
each day which are sent out to an 
individual not part of the business, supplier, 
client, povemment, or trade organization. , 

- mail items generated by the entrepreneur 
each day which are sent out to a form of 
gouemmeflt. 

- indudes payments, GST returns, or 
incorporation documents 

forwarding information to subordinate 

Number of mail items sent which are replies to 
information requested 

entrepreneur). 
- mail items sent by the entrepreneur which are 

Number of mail items sent by entrepreneur 
which are acknowledgements 

idurr~lel- of mail items sent which are replies to I .  I wrrtten requests 

requested by clients 
- mail items generated by the entrepreneur 

which are replies to request for information 
(i-e., requests for a price list from the 

actually mal receiwd by the entrepreneur, 
and then forwaded to a subordinate (i-e., 
reports on operations, or supplier product 

- mait items generated by the entrepreneur 
intended to acknowledge something (i.e., 
fonnally acknowledging a visit, a favor. 
some information received, a completed 
job. or a thank you note). 

- mail items generated by the entrepreneur 
that are replies to written requests 

Number of mail items sent which are 
forwarding a request to a subordinate 

links). 
- mail &ems sent by the entrepreneur which are 

requests made of the entrepreneur, but 
passed on to a subordinate (i-e., request 
for proposal for a client, or an invitation to a 



Table 6 - Meeting Details 

Number of mail items sent which are to a third 
party regarding input 

Number of mail items sent which are to 
acknowledge or reply to a wrbal contact 

Number of mail items sent which were to give a 
report 

Number of letter or memos originated by the 
entrepreneur 

social or industry ewnt). 
- mail items which are sent by the entrepreneur 

to a person outside of the organitation for 
their input (i.e. a consultant). 

- mail #ems which are sent by the entrepreneur 
to acknowledge or reply to a verbal contact 
(i-e., thank-you letters, quotes on a job 
f a a  back to a potential client). 

- mail items which are sent by the entrepreneur 
which are reports to another person or 
organization (i.e-,a business plan for 
investors, a balance sheet for the bank). 

-letters or memos which are originated by the 
entmpreneur (i.e., telephone messages 
fmm a client to an associate or subordinate 
mitten as a memo by the entmpreneur). d 

Hours traveled to outside meetings 

IGiji-nber of eening meetings 

Number of scheduled meetings 

L 

. 

- hours spent each day in travel to 'meetings" 
- it is necessary to note that for the 

entrepreneur, meetings do not mean the 
same thing as they did for Minkberg's 
managers. The entrepreneur in this study 
needed to travel and meet with suppliers, 
clients, real estate agenl, retaif stores. 
gowmment off~ces etc. This is in addition 
to the more 'upper level' meetings of 
traditional managers. The entrepreneur in 
this study had to personally handle 
meetings that a subordinate would do for 
the traditional manager. 

- meetings after standard office hours (5pm or 
later) 

Note: in 7he Natm of Managerial Work, 
Mintzberg documented the number of 
hours managers spent in ewning 
meetings, presumably meant as meetings 
after 5iS PM. Because I was unable to 
determine exactly what constituted an 
evening meeting, and would therefore be 
unable able to directly compare the results 
anyway, I instead documented the number 
of meetings conducted after standard office 
houn (5 PM). 

- meetings scheduled each day 
- includes speaking engagements, sales 

meetings, work sessions scheduled with 
clients. or meetings with suppliers. 

I 



I 

L 

Hours in scheduled meetings 
Number of unscheduled meetings 

Hours in unscheduled meetings 

Number of meetings with 2 people present 

Number of meetings with 3 people present 

Number of meetings with 4 people present 

Number of meetings with more than 4 people 
present 

Number of subordinates in meetings 

Number of Directors present in meetings 

-- 

i.iurtibe~ rjf clients in meetings 

Number of suppliers and associates in 
meetings 
Number of independents and others in 
meetings 

Number of meetings initiated by the 
entrepreneur 

Number of meetings initiated by opposite party 

Number of meetings mutually initiated 

- hours spent in scheduled meetinps. 
- meetings the entrepreneur is inwlwd in, in 

which the other party(s) did not schedule 
the meeting, or the entrepreneur did not 
schedule the meeting. 

- cowrs unemcted meetings, ftWX!tings 
where entrepreneur scheduled to 
unexpectedly drop in on a client (scheduled 
by the entrepreneur, but unscheduled by 
the client) will also be counted as 
unscheduled. 

- unscheduled meetimgs encountered during 
observation include meeting the building 
security guard/ maintenance staff, buying 
office supplies and talking to a sales clerk, 
infonnaly bumping into an associate, and 
dropping in on a client. 

- hours spent during the entire day in 
unscheduled meetings. 

- meetings conducted or attended by the 
entrepreneur with himself and another 
person. 

- meetings conducted or attended by the 
entrepreneur with himself and 2 others 
present. 

- meetings conducted or attended by the 
entrepreneur with himself and 3 others 
present. 

- meetings the entrepreneur conducted or 
attended with more than 3 others present. 

- includes speaking engagements, seminars, 
and interviewing of contractors. 

- number of subordinates who attended a 
meeting with the entrepreneur. 

- number of directors who attended meetings 
with the entrepreneur in each meeting 
throughout the day. 

- clients who attended meetings with the 
entrepreneur. 

- suppliers and associates who attended 
meetings with the entrepreneur. 

- independents and others who attended 
meetings with the entrepreneur. 

- couJd include individuals walking into the 
business solicling their services 

- meetings held each day which were initiated 
by the entrepreneur (need not be hosted by 
the entrepreneur). 

- meetings attended each day by the 
entrepreneur, in which one of the other 
parties initiated the meeting (i-e., a client). 

- meetiigs attended in which both the 
entrepreneur and one of the other parties 
both wanted or requested the meeting. 



Note: for Mintzberg, this was a contact record 
including telephone calls, but for this study, 
telephone calls were not included for data 
collection accuracy, and obsenmtion 
practicality . (Refer to Differences in 
categories from those in The Nature of 
M a m a 1  Work section 3.3 for a detailed 
tamat ion  of the exclusion of telephone 
calls from this and the follawirrg categories 

' 
Number of meetings initiated by clock 

Number of meetings conceming organizational 
work 

-rneetin~s attended which occurred at regular 
intervals of time (each month for example). 
or on certain dates. 

- meetings attended by the entrepreneur, of 
which the purpose was to discuss 
organizational work. 

Number of meetings concerning scheduling 

- excludes sales strategy meetings, as these I 
would fall into strategy meetings category. 
Meetings with a sales team could fall into this 
category if they are not review or strategy 

- - 

of obsenmtion). 
- meetings attended by the entrepreneur, of ~ 

Number of meetings concerning selling or 
sales 

which the purpose-was to discuss 
scheduling. 

- meetings attended by the entrepreneur, of 
which the purpose was to sell, or be sold a 
product or sewice. 

- includes meetings in which the entrepreneur 
is trying to solicit work for his company, as 
well as meetings in which the entrepreneur 
is being sold by someone else. 

creation 
Number of meetings concerning product 

a product, or discuss product creation. 
-includes meetings where the purpose is to 

assemble a product for sale, or to discuss 

meetings. 
- meetings of which the purpose was to create 

Number of meetings concerning status 
requests and solicitations 

the lwistics of an upcoming project 
- meetings of which the purpose was for 

! 
another party to make a request of the 
entrepreneur, or to attempt to sell him 

Number of meetings concerning action 
requests 

something. 
- meetings attended by the entrepreneur, of 

which the purpose was for another party to 
make an action request of the entrepreneur 
(i.e., subordinates requiring authorization, 
individiauls requesting information, asking 
the entrepreneur to initiate something, and 
attempts to influence the manager in 

Number of meetings concerning manager 
requests 

regard to a pending or unresolved decision. 
- meetings in which the entrepreneur made a 

request of another (i-e., asking a 
subordinate for advice or information, 
delegating a task, or adding to previous 
requests made of others). 



Number of review session meetings 

i 

Number of meetings spent receiving 
information 

Number of meetings spent giving infonnation 

QOSS Q) . , 
- meetings in which the purpose was to review 

issues - characterized by a dear two-way 1 

- meetings in which the entrepreneur received 
information ftom another, but is not 
specifically fming into any other category 
(i-e., scheduling or review, rumors or 
gossip, fr#nds dropping by to talk, or 
instant update infonnation concerning 
current business). 

- meetigs in which the entrepreneur gave 
infomation to another, but is not 
specifically fating into any other category 
(i.e., scheduling, review or strategy, instant 
update information, or informal 'chit-chat' 

process of information flow. 
- mdudes (a) deputy reviews, with directors, or 

subordinates meetings with the 
entrepreneur to 'clean the slate' or discuss 
an issue of importance to the business. (b) 
Functional reviews, which reviewed a 
functional area of the businesses 
operations. (c) Contact reviews, which 
were meetings with an old employee, peer, 
competiior, or personal contact to trade 
information. (d) 'New-rnan reviews', which 
are meetings with a new member of the 
business to clear up questions they may 
ha*. (e) Post meeting reviews, which are 
meetings between the entrepreneur and 
another to discuss the eents  of another 
meetings. (1) Organizational board 

Number of negotiation meetings 

Number of strategy meetings 
with issues of business strategy. 

- includes (a) making a key decision about the 
business, (b) crises. (c) operational 
planning, (d) and strategic planning. 

- meetings attended by the entrepreneur in 

meetings. 
- meetings in which the purpose was to deal 

which attempts were made to reach 
agreements on issues. 

Note: Mintzberg defined these as being 
between outsiders and the organization. 
For this study, negotiation meetings also 
include negotiation between various 
members of the same organization - for 
example, negotiation a fair commission on 
a new sale. 



APPENDIX D: Sample of speadsheet data 

OAT E HRS WORKED HRS TRAVEL TO MEET HRS PM MEETINGS NM DESK SESSIONS HR OF DESK WORK (HOURS) NM TEL CALLS HRS ON TEL NM OF S-MEETINGS HRS IN S-MEFTINGS 
6/27/95 6 5 0 0 1 6 2 0 5  0 0 
6/28/95 8 0 1 1 5 5 4 0 5  2 0.75 
6t29195 5 5 1 0 1 4 5 2 0 25 0 0 
6130195 6 0 1 0 6 1 0 1 1 6 

711 195 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 12/95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
713195 4 0 0  1 4 0 0 1 4 
714195 6 0 0 1 5 5 3 0 75 0 0 
7/5/95 9 0  0 I 7 5 6 1 0 0 
7ttu95 8 0 5  1 2 6 5  1 25 2 1 5  
717m5 3 0  75 0 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 
718195 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
719t95 3 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 

7110t95 2 0 5  0 0 0 3 0 25 0 0 



NM OF US-MEETINGS HRS IN US-MEETINGS NMLEllER IN NMMEMO-IN NMREPORT-IN NMPERIODICAL NMCOPY OF LEllER NMFAK-IN NMCLlWlNG NMBOOK NMOTHER NMSKIMED NMREAO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 0 75 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 5  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 



NMSTUDlEO FROM SUBORDINATE FROM DIRECTOR FROM PEER FI? TRADE ORG FROM CLIENT FROM SUPPLIER OA ASSOCIAT FROM INDEPENDENT FROM PUBLiSHER FROM GOVERNMENT 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
o o I n D o o o o 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 



NMACKNOWLEDGMENTS NMSTATUS REWESTS NMSOLlClTATlONS PIMAUTHORIPI REQUESTS NMREFERENCE DATA NMGENERAL REPORTS NMFERlOOlCAL NEWS NMEVENTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
o o o n o o 1 o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 







TO GOVERNMENT NMACKNOWLEDGE INPW NMREPLY TO WRlTfEN REQUES NMREPLY TO INFORMATION RE N M F W A R D  tNFORMATION-SUB NMFORWARD REWEST TO SUB0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 D 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 



NMWRITE TO 3RD PARTY NMACKNOWLEDGE OR REPLY TO NMWRlTE REPORT NMORlGlNATE LETTER OR MEM MEET W 2 PEOPLE MEET W 3 PEOPLE MEET W 4 Emf MEFT W >4 PEOPLE 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 O 0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o o o o o a o o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 



NMSUBORD IN MEETINGS NMDIRECTOR IN MEET NMPEERnRADECJRG IN MEET NMCLIENTS IN MEET NMSUPPLIERIASSOCIATE NMINDEPENMW&OTHER MANAGER INITIATE OPPOSITE PARTY INITIATE 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 t 
0 t 0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 



MUTUAL INITIATE CLOCK INITIATE MEET ORG WORK SCHEDULING SELLlNGl SALES PRODUCT CREATION STATUS REOUESTSBSOLICITAT ACTION REWESTS MANAGER REQUESTS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 t 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o o o a o o o o o 
o o o n o o o o o 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 



RECEIVING INFORMATION GIVING INFORMATION REVIEW STRATEGY NEGOTIATION STRESS tEVEl Total Admtles 
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
0 0 0 0 0 2 7 
0 0 0 0 0 3 5 
0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 3 2 
0 0 0 0 0 7 4 
1 1 0 0 0 B 8 
1 0 0 1 0 6 10 
0 0 0 0 0 5 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 5 1 
0 0 0 0 0 3 4 
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Appendix E: Correlations Between Categories of Observation 





HRS WO HRS TRA HRS PM NM M S K  HR OF DE NM TEL C HRS ON NM OF S- HRS INS NM OF U HAS IN U NMLETTE W M O  M E P O  NMPERlO NMCOPY NMFAK-I NMCLIWI 
70 2% -3% -5% -1% 3% 1 % 2% -4% -2% -5% -4% 13% 0% -3% -1% -1% -3% 0% 
71 4% -3% -6% -3% -3% -7% -8% -2%. 4% 0% -3% -3% -1% -3% -1% -1% -3% -1% 
73 8% 15% 3% 17% 8% 5% 2% -2% -4% 18% 1% 62% -1% 2% -2% -2% -3% -1% 
74 11% -3% 6% 4% 11% 21% 17% 10% 13% 4% 3% 6% -1% -1% -1% -1% 4% -1% 
75 15% 5% 17% 13% 6% 2% 9% 25% 31% 2% 3% -5% -1% 0% -1% -1% -3% -1% 
76 2% -4% -4% -2% 5% -5% -1% -5% 4% 4% -4% -2% 0% -2% -1% -1% 13% on 
78 2% 4% -4% -2% 5% -5% -1% -5% 4% -6% -4% -2% 0% -2% -1% -1% 13% on 
79 14% 3% 11% 8% 4% 1 % 1% 16% 28% 2% 4% -3% -1% -3% -1% .1% -3% -1% 
80 14% 13% 10% 17% 10% 13% 4% 6% 9% 0% -4% 3% -1% -3% -1% -1% -336 -1% 
83 2% -4% -4% -2% 5% -5% -1% -5% -4% -6% -4% -2% 0% -2% -1% - t U  13% 01L 
85 9% 9% 11% 15% 6% 10% 8% 5% 4% 11% 1% 73% -1% -3% -2% -2% -2% -1% 
86 51% 51% 31% 52% 32% 42% 32% 56% 39% 79% 40% 11% -2% 1% -2% 4% 5% 3% 
87 27% 24% 31% 35% 19% 24% 13% 44% 31% 34% 23% 13% -2% 10% -3% -3% -4% -2% 
M 12% 12% 13% f3% 6% 8% 7% 11% 7% 16% 7% 6% -2% 6% 17% -2% 4% -2% 
80 29% am 34% 24% 27% 20% 13% 47% 44% 17% 11% on -2% -5% 2 2 22% .2s 
90 25% B 16% 22% 20% 27% 25% 30% 24% 24% 14% 3% -2% 4 %  -3% -3% 30% -2% 
91 23% 10% 4% 22% 19% 5% 8% 32% 34% 14% 23% 5% -216 in -3% -3% 2% 34% 
92 1 5 1  14% 4% 28% 13% 16% 7% -1% -3% 37% 15% 16% OW lOn  -3% -3% 1 -2% 
93 35% 34% 39% 31% 18% 8% 48% 32% 43% 12% 17% -3% 4% 4 %  0% 2% -3% 
94 23% 24% 28% 26% 13% 22% 16% 47% 28% 22% 13% 2% .2% On 7% 2% -3% -2% 
# 15% 13% 20% 15% 1% 14% 15% 24% 34% 24% 11% 6% -1% -4% -1% -1% 14% -1% 
98 52% 51% 31% % 38% 41% JO% 54% 33% 63% 31% 13% -5% 5% 1% -3% 10)r -5% 
97 32% 22% 29% 32% 18% 28% 22% 45% 41% 51% 23% 11% 4% 5% 0% Olb 7% 4% 
98 18% 25% % 20% 13% 17% 13% 42% 30% Wlb 23% 0% 4% -7% -5% I O U  Olb 4% 
W 4% 2% 14% -1% -4% -1% 6% 0% 4% 5% 17% 0% -1% 3% -1% -1% 3 n  son 

100 5% 6% 4% 0% 1 % 0% 2% 10% 13% 6% 10% -5% -1% -5% 1 -1% 7% -1% 
102 26% 47% 10% 37% 12% 18% 13% 28% 11% 45% 11% 12% -3% -3% 4 %  2% 1% -3% 
103 38% 26% 32% 39% 32% 28% 12% 64% 45% 33% 21% 1 %  -1% 1 w 5% on lon 4 %  
104 9% 6% 1% 16% 5% 3% 6% 4% 1% 16% 3% 4% 2516 -7% -2% .2% 13% -1% 
105 14% 6% 1396 @% 1% 16% 12% 3% 2% 8% 13% 2% -1% 6n -1% .I% -5% UM 
106 6% 15% 13% 16% 3% 20% 14% -6% -5% 36% 32% -2% 1 19% -2% -2% -7% -1% 
107 16% 4% 11% 14% 16% 396 13% 1% -2% 199b 5% 9% .2# 1% -3% .3% 4% -2% 
108 20% SU 15% 15% 13% 19% 17% 23% 28% 3B% 13% -2% -2% 3% 5% -3% 23% -2% 
I 23% 6% 24% 21% 95% 23% t6% 41% 31% 29% 15% -1U -3% 0% 4 %  4 %  1 -3% 
t10 ID% 7% 2396 12% 13% 26% 22% 18% 15% 14% 25% 10% -2% -3% -2% -2% -3% 1 m  
111 15% 12% 10% 13% 9% 5% 3% 30% 24% 27% 4% 6% -1% -3% -2% -2% 1% -1% 
112 21% 11% 17% 20% 15% 12% 21% 23% 15% 15% 18% 4% 8% ian -2% -m 1% -4% 





NMBOOK W T H E  N M S K M  M E A D  NMSTUDl FROM SU FROM Dl FR TRAO FROM CLI FROM SU FROM IN FROM PU FROM GO W K N  W T A T  tJW,OCICI W U T H  NMEFE 
70 -1% -2% 7% 13% -2% -1% -1% 18% -2% -2% -2% 0% -2% -1% -1% 2496 -1% -1% 
71 -1% -2% -4% -3% -2% -1% -1% -3% -2% -2% -2% -1% -3% -1% -1% -3% -1% -1% 
73 -1% 8% 1% 13% 5% 0% -2% 1% 9% -2% -3% -1% 5% -1% 1% 3% -1% 2% 
74 -1% -1% 0% 10% 5% -1% -2% -2% 4% -4% 18% 12% 0% -3% -2% 1% 0% -1% 
75 -1% 5% -3% -5% -1% -2% -2% 4% -1% -1% -3% -1% -2% -3% -2% 5% -2% 11% 
76 0% -1% 8% -2% -1% -1% -1% -2% -1% 18% -1% 0% -2% -1% -1% -2% -1% -1% 
78 0% -1% 8% -2% -1% -1% -1% -2% -1% 18% -t% 0% -2% -1% -1% -2% -1% -1% 
79 -1% 8% -4% -3% -2% -1% -1% 6% -2% -2% -2% -1% -3% -2% -1% 9% -1% -1% 
80 -1% 6% 4% -3% -2% -1% -1% -3% -2% -2% 13% 71% -3% -1% -1% -3% -1% -1% 
83 0% -1% 0% -2% -1% -1% -1% -2% -1% 18% -1% 0% -2% -1% -1% -2% -1% -1% 
115 -1% 12% -1% 19% 1% -2% -2% 1% 12% -3% 4% 2% -1% -3% 1% 3% -1% 1% 
66 -1% 14% 9% 9% 15% 4% 4% 11% 7% 7% 6% -2% 8% -1% 8% 11% 2% 7% 
87 -3% 6% 11% 7% 10% 14% 4% 11% 4% -2% 3% 8% 1596 10% -2% 7% 0% 4% 
a -2% 7% 9% 14% 2% -2% -3% 8% 10% 9% 6% -2% 2% 12% 4 %  11% 0% -2% 
89 -2% 13% 2% 13% 14% -3% -3% 0% 31% -7% 4% -2% -3% -5% 7% 3% -1% OW 
90 -2% 54% 3% 29% 59% -3% -3% 5% 72% -3% 5% 9% -1% -5% 52% 3% -1% -3% 
91 -2% 3% 14% 8% 5% -3% -3% 3% 13% -4% 4% -2% 3% -5% 1n ion 2% -3% 
92 1% MC 1 % 5% 8% 14% -4% 9% 1 % 3% -1% ~ 2 %  14% -3% 2% 8% 3% -3% 
93 4% 7% 12% 21% 7% 6% -2% 9% 16% 4% 1% -3% 4% 3% 4% 4% 0% OW 
94 -3% 17n 1 % 6% 2% 2% -2% 10% -1% 6% 9% 1 % 0% OSL -1% 16% 2% -1% 
95 -1% -2% .1% -5% 17% -2% -3% -5% 18% 4 %  14% -1% 4 %  -2% 016 -5% -1% 011 
I 1% 13% 13% 13% 18% 1% -8% 12% 18% 4% 4% 6% -2% 1ok 1on -3% 12% 
B7 -3% 13% 99b 10% 15% 7% 3% 12% 9% 2% 10% -3% 8% On 2% 13% 2% 011 
90 4% 5% 0% 0% -1% 12% -6% -1% 0% 0% 3% -4% 0% 0% -1% 5% 8% 3% 
99 - 1  -3% 11% -4% 4% -1% -1% 6% 3% 4 %  -3% -1% 5% -2n -2% 3% 4% -1% 

100 -1% -4n .2% -5% 2% -2% -2% -6% 1% 4 %  -3% -1% -5% -2% -2% 1 W 3% -1% 
102 -2% 5% 7% -1% 10% 2% 0% 9% 2% 13% -5% -3% -2% 0% 5% 1 1 15% 
103 4% 5% 17% 25% 3% 17% -2% -1% 11% 8% 16% 10% 1 0  11% 1% lOII 3% OW 
104 -2% -5% -1% -2% 10% -2% -2% 12% -5% -5% 7% -1% -2% 4 %  6% 1% 2 -2% 
105 -1% 21% 15% -5% 4 %  -2% -2% 34% -3% 4 %  -3% -1% 3% .3n -2% m 7% -1% 
1 s  1 -5% 1% 4 %  13% -2% -2% 1% 4 %  -2% -5% -1% 19% 16% -3% 4 %  4% -2% 
107 -2% 4% -12% 1% -5% -3% -3% -3% -3% 2% -3% -2% -4% -5% 1% .3% 4% Glb 
loo -2% m 5% 8% an 6% -4% 2% % -4% -3% -2% 1 n in 17% 3% in -3% 
109 -3% lOn 2% 1% -1% -5% 4% 7% -1% -5% 2% -3% 0% 4% 1 % 7% -2% 13% 
110 -2% 7% 0% 8% -3% -3% 3 %  10% -1% -5% 23% -2% -1% -5% - 4  016 -2% 
111 -1% sn -3% -2% -4% -2% -2% 4% 2% 4% -4% -1% 4% -3% -3% 5% -2% -2% 
112 2% -5% -2% .I% 11% 1% -2% 7% 4% -8% 3% 8% 8% 2% 1% -2% 4% 7% 
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70 -1% -1% 0% 0% -1% -1% 0% 11% -6% -3% -2% 3% -1% -2% -3% 4% -3% 3% 
71 -1% -1% -1% -1% -1% -t% -1% 1 % 1% -3% -2% -2% -3% -3% 12% -4% -1% -2% 
73 -2% -2% -1% -1% -2% -2% -1% 78% 14% 0% -2% -3% 0% -3% 22% 12% -2% -2% 
74 100% 11% -1% -1% 9% 8% -1% 22% 5% 1% 4% 16% 9% -2% 0% -7% 23% 0% 
75 11% 100% -1% -1% 87% -1% -1% 16% 2 % 9% -4% 30% 1% 14% -5% 4% 28% 5% 
76 -1% -1% 100% 100% -1% -1% 100% -1% -6% -2% -2% -2% -2% -2% -2% -3% -2% -1% 
78 -1% -1% 100% 100% -1% -1% 100% -1% -6% -2% -2% -2% -2% -2% -2% -3% -2% -1% 
79 9% 87% .1% -1% 100% -1% -1% 15% -2% 5% -2% 22% -3% 12% -3% -5% 4% 5% 
80 8% -1% -1% -1% -1% 100% -1% 1% 1% 4% -2% -2% 5% -3% -3% 4% 2% -2% 

-1% -1% 100% 100% -1% -1% 100% -1% 6% -2% -2% 2 %  .2% -2% -2% -3% -2% .in 
85 22% 16% -1% -1% 15% 1% -1% 100% 9% 3% -2% 8% 4% 1% 0# On 8% 1 % 
rn 5% 2% 4% 6% -2% 1% .6% 9% 100% 11% 1% 15% 23% 12% lOlL 37% 30% 18% 
87 1% 9% -2% -2% 5% 4% -2% 3% 11% 100% 16% 7% 19% 31% 7% 5QW 26% 14% 
aa 4 %  4 %  -2% -2% -2% -2% -2% - zn  1% 18% loon -2% 6% 11% 5% 41% 8% -1% 
89 16% jon -2% -2% 22% -2% -2% 8% 15% 7% -2% 100% 35% MU 4 %  23% 3B% 3QW 
BO 9% 1% .2% -2% -3% 5% -2% 4% 23% 19% 6% 35% lOMb 5% -7% in 15% Wb 
91 -2% 14% -2% -2% 12% -3% -2% 1% 12% 31% 11% 26% 5% 100% -2% 27% 14% 17% 
92 0% -5% 2 -2% -3% -3% -2% W6 29% 7% 5% -4% -7% -2% 1OHb 4% -3% -1% 
93 -7% 4% -3% -3% -5% 4 %  -3% en 37% so% 41% 23% lo# 27% 4% 1OOW 99b 7% 
94 23% 28% -2% -2% 4% 2% -2% 8% 30% 26% 8% 3BU 15% 14% -3% 0% 1alU 1 % 
95 0% sn -1% -1% 5% -2% -1% in 18% 14% -1% NU 0% 17% -1% m 1% IOOW 
96 0% 11% -5% -5% 0% 1% -5% lOn  69% 30% 20% 31% 31% 13% 26% Sb% 36% 2% 
97 ion 7% -3% -3% 11% 0% -3% an 47% 39% 4% 23% 16% 20% 1% m 21% 44% 
# 12% 6% 4 %  4 %  6% 3% -4% -1% 42% 17% 12% 2OU 14% 18% O1L 15% 22% 15% 
99 -2% -2% -1% 1 -1% -1% .I% -2% 3% 0% -3% 5% -1% 32% 1% -3% -3% 25% 

100 3% -2% -1% -1% -1% -1% -1% -3% 12% am -m 8~ rn 24% -1% -2% 2% 6% 
102 -5% 3% -3% -3% 0% 4 %  -3% 13% 47% 21% On 1% -1% 10% 27% 1 12% 11% 
103 -2% 8% 4 %  4 %  3% 14% 4% 0% 40% 41% 26% 37% 26% 24% 8% 51% 36% 8% 
10) -3% 1% -1% -1% -2% -2% -1% -2% 22% ou -5% 5% -2% -2n  12% 4 %  4 -1% 
105 -2% -2% -1% -1% .1% .I% 1 %  -3% 3% 12% 4 %  3% 2% 10K -5% OW 17% -2% 
106 1% -3% -1% 1 -2% -2% -1% 0% 22% 12% -1% 2% -2% 4 %  27% 2% 0% lOW 
107 -2% -2% 2 -2% -3% -3% -2% 14% 20% 0% d% 4% -5% -1% 25% 4 %  1% -1% 
108 11% 21% -2% -2% 23% -3% -2% 4% 37% 10% an 21% 34% OW -4% OW on 34% 
109 19% 6% -3% -3% 2% -4% -3% 2% 38% 15% Ilk 25% 16% 11% -6% 27% 13% 
110 66% 4 %  -2% -2% -3% -2% -2% 14% 15% 11% 5% 16% 14% OW -3% 8% 3OU 8% 
11 1 0% 6% -1% -1% -2% -2% -1% -2% 33% B% -5% 32% 18% 3% -7% 14% 32% 2OU 
112 2% 4% -9% -9% -1% 12% -9% 1% 18% 19% 3% 11% 14% 12% -2% isn 11% 12% 







Appendix F: Profile of the Entrepreneur's Behaviours by 
Functional Area 

For further detail, correlations between categories of observation can be used to 
relate the data collected into the entrepreneurial functional areas presented in 
figures 48 and 49. 

Sales related activities: 
Using the hypothesized simple relations between activities presented in figure 
4.49, the following correlations were found: 
Note, with a sample she of 273, any m I & m  abow 0.19 is sigMcant with 8 99.9% certainty, 
and any cornlation above 0.15 is signikant with e D9% awtainty. 
Obsewation categories expected to correlate with ''Sales Meetings" 

The correlation with number of scheduled meetings is 0.28. 
The correlation with number of telephone calls is 0.18. 
The correiation with unscheduled meetings is 0.45 
The correlation with travel outside of the office is 0.47 

By calculating the top ten variables (excluding those listed above) correlated with 
sales1 marketing meetings, the following relationships were found: 
Other observation categories correlated with "Sales Meetings 

The correlation with the number of manager initiated meetings is 0.56. 
The correlation with the number of client initiated meetings is 0.51. 
The correlation with the number of meetings with 2 people is 0.47. 
The correlation with the number of desk sessions is 0.37 
The correlation with the number of letters to clients is 0.32. 
The correlation with the number of letters output is 0.31 

Categories negatively correlated with "Sales Meetings" 
Letters to directors, peers, and suppliers are all slightly (but not statistically 
significantly) negatively correlated with sales meetings. It is not surprising 
that on days with sales related activities the entrepreneur did not compose 
letters to any of these groups. 
Strategy meetings are negatively correlated (but not statistically significant). 
This is surprising because in later years the entrepreneur often preceded a 
sales meeting with a strategy meeting. The negative correlation in the data is 
explained by the fact that the entrepreneur rarely had anyone else to have a 
strategy meeting with before a sales meeting. 

Public Relations 
Obsewation categories expected to correlate with larger ("Over 4 person 
meetingsw) 

Time spent performing public relations was expected to account for a high 
percentage of scheduled meetings with more than 4 people present. The 
correlation between these sets of data is 0.47. 



Other categories of observation comlated with I a v r  (over 4 person) 
meetings 

The wrrelation with time spent in scheduled meetings is 0.44. 
The correlation with supplier1 associate meetings is 0.39. These meetings 
would only be related to public relations in the case of suppliers or associates 
being present at social functions. 
The correlation with independents/ others in meetings is 0.39. 
The correlation with subordinates in meetings is 0.35. These meetings are 
related to public relations though public relation type meetings with 
subordinates present. 
The wrrelation with evening meetings is 0.34. Many of these meetings may 
have been considered public relations, pefhaps as social functions. 

Categories negatively correlated with larger madings 
The number of peer and trade organizations in meetings is negatively 
correlated, although not statistically significant. 
There is a negative correlation with status request/ solicitation and receiving 
information type meetings, although not statistically significant. 

Observation categories comlated with "Giving Information Meetings" 
The correlation with opposite party initiated meetings, was often the case with 
social functions is 0.42. 
The correlation with number of unscheduled meetings (including social 
functions) is 0.39. 
The correlation with meetings with 2 people, as happened in social functions 
is 0.37. 
The correlation with hours in scheduled meetings, which formal functions 
were categorized as, is 0.28. 
The correlation with mutually initiated meetings, as in the case with social 
functions and formal functions is 0.27. 

Zarkeiina Tasks 
No variables were expected to conelate with number of desk sessions or letters 
to clients to relate to marketing activities. 
Observation categories correlated with "Number of Desk Sessions" and 
"Hours of Desk sessions" which relate to marketing tasks 

The correlation with 2 person meetings is 0.52. Some of these meetings 
would have consisted of the entrepreneur and business partner or 
subordinates considering marketing materials. 
Considering the correlation with 2 person meetings, the 0.56 wrrelation 
between number of desk sessions and manager initiated meetings is relevant. 
The correlation with scheduled meetings is 0.48. 
The correlation with unscheduled meetings is 0.51 
The correlation with product creation meetings is 0.39. The creation of 
marketing materials would be observed as a product creation meeting. 



Observation categories negatively comlated with desk work 
Letter to peers and letters to government (although not statistically significant) 
Replies to written requests (not statistically significant) 
Independents in meetings (not statistically significant) 
Clock initiated meetings (not statistically significant) 

Observation categories correlated with ''Letters to Clients" which relate to 
marketing tasks 

The correlation with number of self-initiated letters is 0.97. 
The correlation with sales related meetings is 0.32. Perhaps this is because 
mail-outs often preceded meetings. 

Observation categories negatively comlated with "Lettens to Clients" 
Meetings of more than 4 people (not statistically significant) 
Mutually initiated meetings (not statistically significant) 
Meetings for the purpose of status requestsf solicitations, giving information. 
and strategy (not statistically significant) 

It is expected that ideas received in the mail record would correlate meaningfully 
to identifying problems and particularly identifying opportunities. 
Observation categories cornelated with "Number of ideas Received (mail 
record)" 

The correlation with independents and others in meetings is 0.32. 
The correlation with number of faxes received is 0.28. 
The correlation with acknowledgements received by mail is 0.27. 
The correlation with meetings with over 4 people present is 0.27. 
The correlation with letters received from clients is 0.26. 
The correlation with directors in meetings is 0.23. 
The correlation with memos sent out by the entrepreneur is 0.21. 
The correlation with copies of letters received is 0.21. 
The correlation with letters received from suppliers or associates is 0.21. 

It is also expected that some unscheduled meetings were used to evaluate1 
discover new opportunities. 
Observation categories comlated with "Number of Unscheduled Meetings" 
that relate to identifying problems and opportunities 

The correlation with 2 person meetings is 0.79. 
The correlation with manager initiated is 0.63. 
The correlation with travel is 0.56. 
The correlation with opposite party initiated meetings is 0.51. 

Observation categories comlated with "Hours of Unscheduled Meetings" 
that relate to identifying problems and opportunities 



The correlation with hours worked is 0.29. 
The correlation with hours of evening meetings is 0.39. 
The correlation with number of desk sessions is 0.26. 
The correlation with number of telephone calls is 0.27. 
The correlation with 2 person meetings is 0.40. 
The correlation with manager initiated meetings is 0.31. 
The correlation with manager requests is 0.32. 

Obsenration categories negatively conalated with unscheduled meetings 
Although not statistically significant the following categories of observation are 
all negatively correlated: Letters from directors, idea received in mail, 
authority requests made by mail, general reports received by mail, advice on 
situations received by mail, letters to directors, letters to government, 
forwarded letters sent, memos sent, acknowledgements or replies to verbal 
contacts sent 

Observation categories conelated with ustfategy related meetings" 
The wrrelation with letters to suppliers and associates is 0.65. 
The correlation with meetings with suppliers and assodates is 0.30. 
The correlation with number and hours of telephone calls is 0.26 and 0.22. 
The correlation with hours in unscheduled meetings is 0.25. 
The correlaiion with letters from independents is 0.23. 
The correlation with hours of evening meetings is 0.23. 
The correlation with opposite party initiated is 0.21. 

Observation categories negatively correlated with strategy meetings 
Although not statistically significant, the following categories of observation 
are all negatively correlated: Letters studied, letters from suppliers or 
associates, reports received, acknowledgement letters, status request letters, 
general reports received 

Accounts Pavable 
Although a portion of desk work time was used for accounts payable activities, 
the entrepreneur in this study paid very little attention to this area of the business 
(less than 1 % of time is estimated). 
Categories of observation comelated with "Reports on Operations" 

The correlation with letters from government entities is 0.54 (business taxes, 
GST, Revenue Canada, etc.) 
The correlation with letters skimmed is 0.33 
The correlation with letters from trade organizations is 0.23 (statements of 
account, invoices). 
The correlation with desk work is 0.18. 

Categories of observation negatively correlated with "Reports on 
Operations" 



Although not statistically significant the following categories of observation 
were negatively correlated: Negatively correlated with 'Reports on 
Operationsn: Number and hours of scheduled meetings, status request/ 
solicitation meetings, and negotiation meetings 

Other relevant correlated categories of obsentation 
The correlation between letters from suppliers (most of which would be bills) 
and letters read is 0.37. 
The correlation between letters from suppliers and letters skimmed is 0.32. 
The correlation between replies to written requests and letters received from 
suppliers and associates is 0.18. 

Categories of observation negatively correlated with "Letters from 
Suppliers" (bills) 

Although not statistically significant, most meeting types were negatively 
correlated. Perceived stress level was also negatively correlated which may 
mean that the entrepreneur did not pay attention to bills when he was 
otherwise stressed 

Accounts Receivable 
It is clear from general observations that a portion of desk work time was used for 
accounts receivable activity. Although the entrepreneur did spend a measurable 
proportion of time at accounts receivable related tasks (5% is estimated), no 
other categories of observation are expected to meaningfully correlate with desk 
work in relation to accounts receivable activity. 

Since every accounts receivable activity should eventually result in a payment 
being received, it is expected that letters from clients should relate to accounts 
receivable activity. 
Observation categories conelated with "Letters Received from Clients" 

The correlation with number of letters studied is 0.74. 
The correlation with number of letters read is 0.36. 

Observation categories negatively correlated with "Letters Received from 
Clients" 

Although not individually statistically significant, the following categories of 
observation are negatively correlated with letters received from clients: 
Meetings for the purpose of: status requests/ solicitations, action requests, 
manager requests, and receiving information 

Refinina Service1 Problem Solvinp 
Observation categories conslated with "Problems and Pressures" letters 

The correlation with memos received is 1.00. Most memos the entrepreneur 
received were from an associate director or subordinate offering a 
suggestion. 
The correlation with status request meetings is 0.25. 



Observation categories negatively correlated with 88Problems and 
Pressures" letters 

Although not statistically significant, the following categories of observation 
are all negatively correlated with 'problems and pressuresn letters: Hours in 
travel, evening meetings, scheduled meetings, unscheduled meetings, clients 
in meetings, manager initiated meetings, mutually initiated meetings, product 
creation meetings, review meetings 

Administrative Tasks 
Obsewation categodes comelateti with "ToW Letters Received" 

The correlation with number of letters skimmed is 0.29. Sorting though 
unimportant mail occupied a portion of the entrepreneur's time to locate 
important items. 
The correlation with number of letters read is 0.36. 
The correlation with letters from independents is 0.25. 
The correlation with solicitation letters is 0.25. 

Obsewation categories negatively correlated with "Total Letters Received" 
Although not statistically significant, the following categories of observation 
are negatively correlated with total letters received: Letters to peers, letters to 
independents, replies to information received, meetings for organizational 
work, manager requests, giving information and negotiation 

Observation categories conelated with "Number of Telephone Calls" 
The correlation with hours worked is 0.55. 
The correlation with scheduled meetings is 0.36. 
The correlation with unscheduled meetings is 0.38. 
The correlation with number of desk sessions is 0.47. 

Observation categories correlated with "Hours of Telephone Calls" 
The correlation with hours worked is 0.52. 
The correlation with number of desk sessions is 0.39. 
The correlation with hours of desk work is 0.37, 

Observation categories negatively correlated with phone calls 
Although not statistically significant, the following categories of observation 
are negatively correlated with phone calls: Reports written, fomrded 
clippings, letters to peers, letters to government, replies to written requests, 
acknowledgements or replies to a verbal contact and clock initiated meetings 

Service Customer 
The majority of the time the entrepreneur spent in providing the service to the 
customer was observed as direct labour within the desk work category. 



Direct labour is estimated as the amount of time the entrepreneur spent at 
desk work (68Oh) minus the time the entrepreneur spent on the telephone 
(1 0%), which equals 58%. 

The majority of product creation meetings were used by the entrepreneur to 
provide a service to clients. 
Observation categories which correlated with "Product Creation Meetings" 

The correlation with number of scheduled meetings is 0.64. 
The melat ion with number of clients in meetings is 0.51. 
The correlation with manager initiated meetings is 0.50. 
The melat ion with hours in scheduled meetings is 0.45. 
The correlation with 3 person meetings is 0.41. (The entrepreneur often 
provided a service to his client with a voice artist/ ador also present, which 
created a 3 person meeting) 
The correlation with meetings with 2 people present is 0.40. (Many times the 
entrepreneur worked with just the client or just the voice artist present). 
The correlation with number of desk sessions is 0.39. 
The correlation with hours worked is 0.38. 
The correlation with mutually initiated meetings is 0.38. 

A small portion of travel time was used when the entrepreneur had to function as 
a delivery person or courier. 
Observation categories which correlated with "Hours of Travel" relating to 
service delivery 

The correlation with 2 person meetings is 0.52. 
The correlation with number of clients in meetings is 0.39. 
The correlation with manager initiated meetings is 0.51. 
The correlation with selling/ sales meetings is 0.47. 

Observation categories which are negatively correlated with "Hours of 
Travelw 

Although not statistically significant, it is not surprising that the following 
categories are negatively correlated to "Hours of Traveln: Books received, 
memo received, copies of letters received, letters to suppliers, associates and 
government, replies to written requests, and acknowledgements or replies to 
verbal contacts. 



By making use of the correlated obsewation categories, an approximate profile 
can be built of the daily activities of the entrepreneur 



Appendix G - Patterns in the Entrepreneur's Activities 

Figure G.1 - Patterns in the entrepreauf s daily working hours 

Figure G.1 makes it apparent that the entrepreneur tended to work more during 

the middle of the week (Tuesdays to Thursdays). The entrepreneur also tended 

to work longer hours on Sundays than Saturdays. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

While working more on Sundays than Saturdays can be attributed to the working 

habits of the entrepreneur under observation, the other patterns probably have 

more to do with the industry of the business. The entrepreneur's clients tended 

to leave work early on Fridays, and would rarely initiate work on that day. As 

well, the entrepreneur's clients rarely called on Mondays, and the entrepreneur 

usually spent that day clearing up odd-jobs and office administrative type work. 

Avmge Time at Work - ln~luding Holiday. 

6.02 hn  

6.7 h n  

6.5 hn 

6.66 h n  

5.84 hrs 

2.73 h n  

3.51 h n  

Avenge Time at Work - Excluding Holidays 

6.95 h 

7.34 hm 

7.53 hn 

7.33 hn 

6.4 hrs 

4.1 5 ho 
4 

4.98 h n  



Another interesting pattern is apparent in the entrepreneur's stress level record: 

Figure G.2 - Patterns in the entreprsneuts stress level 

I Aenge Stress Leml I 
1 

Monday 4.64 I 

Thursday 4.68 I 
Wednesday 4.73 

I 

entrepreneur than the other days of the week, with a steady decline down to 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Saturday, at which point stress level began to climb again over Sunday, perhaps 

4.1 8 

3.60 

3.85 

in anticipation of Monday. 

L 

Figure G.2 demonstrates that Tuesday's were relatively more stressful to the 

Another pattern is evident in hours of travel to meetings: 

Figure G.3 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's hours of travel 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Hours Travel to Meetings 

14.2 rnin. 

22.5 rnin. 

23.6 min. 

27.8 min. 

21 min. 

9.4 rnin. 

2 5  rnin. 



Figure (3.3 shows that there is little travel to meetings on Sundays, as would be 

expected. The favorite day for meetings requiring travel seems to be Thursday, 

and since external contacts would not care whether the entrepreneur needed to 

travel to visit them, it can only be concluded that this was a preference of the 

entrepreneur. 

Other patterns exist in number of evening meetings: 

Figure G.4 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's number of evening meetings 

Figure G.4 shows that Wednesday was the preferred time for evening meetings, 

and Sunday was the least popular. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Number of Evening Meetings 

0.33 

0.38 

0.53 

0.43 

0.33 

0.30 

0.1 5 



Surprisingly, figure G.5 demonstrates that there were no significant patterns in 

the entrepreneur's number of desk sessions observed: 

Figure G.5 - Patterns in the entrupreneufs number of desk sessions 

However, figure G.6 shows that the entrepreneur spent more time in desk work 

Monday to Thursday. Significantly less time was spent in Desk work on Fridays 

and weekends: 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 
b 

Figure G.6 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's time spent in desk work 

Numkr of Dmsk Seuiom 

1.33 

1.35 

1 -73 

1.58 

1 .s8 

0.70 

0.55 

+ 

Monday 
L 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Hwrs of Desk Work 

4.27 

4.74 

4.73 

4.64 

3.79 

1.63 

1.83 



Figure G.7 shows that the number of telephone calls (both received and made) 

also varied with the day of the week, with Tuesday to Friday being the preferred 

days. 

Figure 0.7 - Patterns in the number of telephone calls made and received 

by the entrepreneur 

- -  -- 

A large part of this variation was likely due to external contacts calling more from 

Tuesday to Thursday than anything else. It is surprising to see the large number 

of calls on Fridays (since Fridays were usually less busy), but this might have 

been a result of personal contacts calling more on this day than any other. 

I 
Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

N m b r  d Tdephone C8k 

6.67 

8.00 

8.43 

9.30 

8.25 

1.85 

1 .SO 



If the entrepreneur made and received calls for different purposes on different 

days, the data might support this by showing different average call lengths on 

different days of the week. Figure G.8 shows that on Tuesdays, the 

entrepreneur's telephone calls were significantly longer. 

Figure G.8 - Patterns in the length of the enhsprenwf s telephone calls 

As for the favorite days for scheduled meetings, figure G.9 shows that Thursday 

lead the way: 

r 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Figure G.9 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's number of scheduled meetings 

Length per Tdephone Call 

4.67 min. 

7.62 min. 

5.33 min. 

5.00 min. 

4.20 min. 

4.79 min. 

4.58 min. 

. 
Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Number of Scheduled Meetings 

0.97 

0.75 

1.10 

1 -23 

0.65 

0.38 

0.15 



If scheduled meetings were all of similar duration, it would be expected that time 

spent in scheduled meetings would follow this same pattern, but this was not the 

case. Figure G. 10 demonstrates that time spent in scheduled meetings was 

longest on Thursday; Wednesday meetings were also rather long. 

Figure 0.10 - Patterns in the entrepreneurs daily time spent in scheduled 

meetings 

The same analysis can be done for unscheduled meetings, as seen in figures 

G. 1 1 and G. 12. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Figure G.11 - Patterns in the entrepreneuts number of unscheduled 

meetings 

Avenge Time spent per day in sctledukd meetings 

51 min. 

4S rnin. 

66 min. 

73,s min. 

39 min. 

22.5 min. 

9 min. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Number of Unscheduled Meetings 

1 .OO 

1.18 

1.33 

1.35 

1.28 

0.48 

0.23 



Figure G.12 - Patterns in the entmpreneuf s time spent in unscheduled 

meetings 

I 

Monday 32 min. I 
I 

Tuesday 41 min. I 
I 

Thursday 34 min. 

I 

I 

Friday 28 min. I 

Wednesday 

I 

Saturday 25 rnin. 

37 min. 

I 

Sunday 14 min. I 

I 

1 I 

It is interesting that the most time was spent in unscheduled meetings on 

Tuesdays, while the most time was spent in scheduled meetings on Thursdays. 

The only real pattern of interest in the mail record was the number of self-initiated 

mail items, as shown in figure G.13. 

Figure G.13 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's self-initiated mail 

As would be expected, there was little mail activity on Saturdays or Sundays. 

However, the entrepreneur seemed to strongly favor Fridays for initiating mail. 
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As for the meeting contact record, figure G.14 indicates daily preferences for 

sales and selling related meetings: 

Figure 0.14 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's number of sales related 

meetings 

Figure G. 15 shows that product creation meetings mostly fell on Thursdays: 

Figure G.15 - Pattems in the entrepreneur's product creation meetings 
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Figure (3.16 shows that meetings for the purpose of receiving information usually 

fell on a Thursday: 

Figure G.16 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's receiving information meetings 

Figure G.17 shows a different pattern for meetings concerning the entrepreneur's 

giving of information. Thursday had the fewest of these meetings amongst the 

weekdays: 
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Figure G.17 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's meetings for the purpose of 

giving information 
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Figure G. 18 shows that review sessions were one of the most consistent 

observations. Again, Thursday was low compared to all days except Sunday, a 

pattern that is at exception to the overall meetings per day. 

Figure.G.18 - Patterns in the entmpmneuf s number of review meetings 

While strategy meetings were rare for the entrepreneur (he usually only needed 

to strategize with himself), figure G.19 shows that there was some pattern in the 

few meetings that occurred. In this case most meetings of a strategic nature 

were held on Thursday. 
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Figure G.19 - Patterns in the entrepreneuf s number of strategy meetings 

Finally, Figure G.20 demonstrates a pattern in the total number of activities 

performed each day by the entrepreneur. The peak day appeared to be 

Thursday with relatively few activities on Mondays and Weekends. 
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Figure G.20 - Patterns in the entrepreneur's daily number of activities 
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